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explanation about the history of quantum computing, double slit experiment, 
introduction about quantum computers, quantum super position, quantum 
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in risk. The study proposes a model for all the healthcare sectors. The study deals 
with the various quantum neural networks implemented on diabetes retinopathy and 
COVID-19 images. The quantum computing model outperformed all other machine 
learning and deep learning models giving more accurate results in less time. The 
revolution of quantum computing has proven the healthcare in diabetes retinopathy 
and COVID-19 detection to be faster. It can henceforth be implemented for early 
warning of the diseases and provide treatment for the patients.
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and financial services, energy and agriculture, medicine and health, etc. In the recent 
years, companies have started to incorporate quantum software to benefit the research 
and the practitioner communities. Software engineering and programming practices 
need to be brought into the domain of quantum computing. Quantum algorithms 
provide the ability to analyze the data and offer simulations based on the data. A 
few of the quantum computing programming languages include QISKit, Q#, Cirq, 
and forest are used to write and run quantum programs. In this chapter, the authors 
provide an overall picture of the problems and challenges of developing quantum 
software and up-to-date software engineering processes, methods, techniques, 
practices, and principles for the development of quantum software to both researchers 
and practitioners.
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source lab for education in the realm of quantum computing, and is used to test and 
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methods of investigation.
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Quantum computing is based on physical materials. The choice of material is 
important, and semiconductor materials have become a widely trailed choice in recent 
years. A lot of initial research into quantum computing only manifested that it could 
operate at temperatures close to absolute zero. However, because semiconductors 
are now used in the construct of these systems, it has enabled researchers to utilize 
quantum computers in room temperature conditions. This is one of the major reasons 
why quantum computing is close to commercial realization, so the role played 
by semiconductors is of major importance. It is true that the implementation of 
semiconductors has been challenging in its own way. Many semiconducting materials 
can exhibit many quantum degrees of freedom, and this causes the qubits to interact 
with each and decode quickly. Here the authors try to project a systematic study of 
different semiconducting materials used for quantum computing.
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Preface

Quantum computing is radically different from the conventional approach of 
transforming bit-strings from one set of zeros and ones to another. With quantum 
computing, everything changes. The physics used to understand bits of information 
and the devices that manipulate them are vastly different. Quantum engineering is 
a revolutionary approach to quantum technology.

Technology Road Mapping for Quantum Computing and Engineering explores all 
the aspects of quantum computing concepts, engineering, technologies, operations, 
and applications from the basics to future advancements. Covering topics such as 
machine learning, quantum software technology, and technology road mapping, this 
book is an excellent resource for data scientists, engineers, students and professors 
of higher education, computer scientists, researchers, and academicians.

The book is organized into 10 chapters. Chapter 1 explained about the history of 
quantum computing, double slit experiment, introduction about quantum computers, 
quantum super position, quantum entanglement, overview about quantum supremacy, 
building quantum computing, single bit gates, multi-bit gates, model of quantum 
computing with applications and case study. 

In Chapter 2, the authors tried to give the readers an introductory knowledge of 
the working of quantum computers, their prospects and how the quantum computers 
are programmed. The readers are introduced to the terms associated with quantum 
computers, different approaches to creating quantum computers and lastly about 
quantum programming. This chapter will be very beneficial to get the introductory 
knowledge on the topic and basic understanding.

In Chapter 3, the authors provided a summary based on the study and findings 
in many types of cloud quantum computing services and the performance power of 
quantum computers in a cloud computing environment.

Chapter 4 gives an insight into quantum computing, quantum mechanisms, and 
details of quantum algorithms. These quantum algorithms have applications in 
numerous fields, such as security, finance, biomedical, chemical, and economic 
development.    There is a detailed analysis of quantum technologies with the most 

xv
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current state-of-the-art. Finally, the article presents a highlight of open challenges 
and future research directions. 

Chapter 5 focused on the different applications of Quantum Computing within the 
Machine Learning Environment. And also introduce the basic concepts of quantum 
computing and describes well-known quantum applications.

In Chapter 6, the authors discussed about the Quantum Computing related to 
all other machine learning and deep learning models, giving more accurate results 
in lesser time. Quantum computing improves COVID-19 detection, diagnosis, and 
treatment. Quantum computer is seen accessible for daily use in medicine and 
research. QNN and CQNN methods on large datasets, tests and then automatically 
upload the results to a cloud-based epidemiological and early-warning monitoring.

In Chapter 7, the authors provided an overall picture of the problems and 
challenges of developing quantum software and up-to-date software engineering 
processes, methods, techniques, practices, and principles for the development of 
quantum software to both researchers and practitioners.

In Chapter 8, the authors developed a simulation that can visualise a Bloch 
sphere of a single quantum bit, also known as a Qbit. QISKIT (developed by IBM) 
is an open-source lab for education in quantum computing, and it was used to test 
and validate this simulator. This study made use of both quantitative and qualitative 
methods of investigation.

In Chapter 9, the authors provided a systematic and well-organized content about 
different semiconducting materials used in supercomputing since its intersection to 
till date. Hope it will supplement the necessary requirement of the learners.

In Chapter 10, the authors proposed a novel type of tunable attenuator on spoof 
surface plasmon polaritons (SSPP) waveguide based on hybrid metal-graphene 
structure for terahertz applications.

Brojo Kishore Mishra
GIET University, India
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Introduction

In the era of digitalization, quantum computing is an emerging platform with a faster 
growth rate. The quantum computing platform is a well-proportionate balanced 
mixture of quantum physics and computing. This intersection of physics and computer 
science i.e. the utilization of quantum physics in computing is rapidly changing the 
technology, which is felt today and better realized in day-to-day life. In this book, our 
focus will be on the basic principle of quantum computing, such as superposition, 
quantum measurement, entanglement, and their role in the applications. To narrow 
down the gaps between the popular quantum physics articles and findings, look for 
the technical aspect in the computing world. This may help to the grass root of the 
technical education involved persons, students, faculties as well as the researchers, 
working or interest in this field and platform. We try to start with the domain of 
quantum physics and mechanics concepts, which is basic of need to understand 
the environment of quantum computing, characteristics, and its development & 
utilization in different applications. 

The classical computing machine and platform is a discussion started with the 
concept of the Turing machine. The concept of the Turing machine is associated 
with intuitive strength and computability with a higher degree of stability (this 
concept leads to much alternative computing definition) for a longer time in the 
classical computing platform. In the Church-Turing thesis, if the number-theoretic 
function f is computable from an intuitive point of view if f is Turing-computable, 
this leads to the reasonable conjecture in computing. This hypothetical statement is 
supported by the number of studies for alternative computing platforms or machines 
at their first sight appearance with the more liberal view. It is very much interesting 
that the Turing machine is non-deterministic (or probabilistic), operates within the 
limits of the definitions. Whereas for probabilistic, the Turing machine needs to be 
simulated with a deterministic one.

The mathematical model for the quantum computer is proposed by Feynman, 
is often referred to as the quantum Turing machine, is a classical Turing machine 
representation in a quantum computing machine. So we need to understand what 
is quantum Turing machines and computing processes? Still the quantum Turing 
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machine fails to meet the goal as a solid rigorous “institutional” concept, but it 
reflects is clearly that, it is strongly inspired by the classical definition of the Turing 
machine with a referral tape (where the symbol are defined and written) to utilize 
in computing. These concepts are merely applicable to real physical quantum 
computers. We should put our focus on the intriguing situations that arise due to 
the nature of quantum uncertainties. Our concern needs to focus on the moving 
heads and their behaviors.

At present, we are in the era of digital technology and communication. Here the 
information is represented is as logic, ‘1’ or ‘0’. Represent as binary digit or bit. This 
binary digit is utilized in classical computing terms of voltage level and transmitted 
& received for communication, these voltage levels are varied as implementation and 
fabrication technology differ, but it is scalable. So, Quantum computation theories and 
implementation need to be naturally inspired new ideas in the field of logic, which 
needs appropriate changes in the quantum-logical investigations for the minimum 
energy to consider as quantum. There is a long history, where the interaction between 
logic to quantum logic. In 1936, the famous “The logic of quantum mechanics” 
published by Birkhoff and von Neumann’, initially the logician ignore this proposed 
suggestion for quantum computing, which is quite a “revolutionary logical idea”, of 
quantum logic: the possible divergence between the concepts of maximal information 
and logically complete information. The logic state in classical computing physical 
system represents pieces of information, whereas quantum logic needs to consider 
the energy level in the packet with a definition of quantum.

Quantum computing is the upcoming platform, which can achieve the digitalization 
and complexity needed to address in low power highly precision machines. The 
quantum as duality nature needs to handle properly for the definitions or represent 
the quantum logic. The fabrication technologies need to address to handle this 
duality nature, where the more efficient adaptive machine can be achieved, which 
can be implemented in AI/Machine learning platforms more effectively. Quantum 
computing as a technology can be revolutionary like quantum mechanics change 
whole physics and its application in technology. The proper definition of quantum 
logic and its related gates can be changed over for fabrication technology, as well as 
the system and application technology. More research work needs to regard the same.

The field of Engineering is rapidly evolving. Quantum Engineering is a new 
approach to working with quantum technology. Quantum Engineering combines the 
broad skills of engineering with fundamental physics in a unique way that allows 
engineers to solve contemporary problems and engineer solutions for the future.  
Quantum mechanics opens the doors for Quantum Engineers to leverage quantum 
physics to deliver unprecedented solutions to engineering problems. Or in other 
words Quantum engineering exploits unique features of quantum physics to generate 
technological solutions surpassing the capabilities of their classical counterparts. 

xix
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Quantum technology is transforming in particular the fields of communication, 
computing and measurement technology.

Information theory has driven the evolution of our society in the past decades in 
a period known as the Information Age. It studies the quantification, storage, and 
communication of digital information. In a similar fashion, Quantum Information is 
an area of research found at the intersection of Mathematics and Physics. It is born 
from the fundamental principles of Quantum Mechanics, applied to Information 
Theory. Quantum Information exploits concepts like state superposition, entanglement 
and wave function collapse to establish new paradigms in information processing, 
whether it is for computing applications, cryptography, the simulation of quantum 
entities or the measurement of physical parameters beyond what is achievable using 
classical methods. Quantum engineering takes the next steps, and applies those 
concepts to realistic scenarios, developing algorithms, protocols, devices and systems. 

A quantum engineer will be trained to use the tools and language from quantum 
mechanics, electrical and electronic engineering, systems engineering and computer 
science as well as other physical sciences. 

Introduction Over time, rapid and complex developments and competitive markets 
have resulted in businesses investing in emerging sciences. Such areas may provide 
many ways to gain more benefits from markets, but if they make wrong choices, 
they may create significant problems for companies and ultimately the company 
will be in crisis. The companies need to learn criteria in this matter which are 
relevant to emerging sciences. One such criteria is a roadmap that can be designed 
in various aspects such as strategic, capacity, product, technology, and research. 
Roadmap is a valuable method for defining an organization’s path to achieving its 
goals. For example, in the strategic roadmap, managers will recognize the external 
environment’s opportunities and challenges, and the internal environment’s strengths 
and weaknesses in entering new markets. Based on features of roadmaps, we can 
discover connections among roadmaps and to develop appropriate roadmaps, the 
organization needs to understand these connections. 

xx
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ABSTRACT

Quantum computing is a fascinating topic, and the authors attempt to give a detailed 
explanation about the history of quantum computing, double slit experiment, 
introduction about quantum computers, quantum super position, quantum 
entanglement, overview about quantum supremacy, building quantum computing, 
single bit gates, multi-bit gates, model of quantum computing with applications, and 
case study. The quantum computing was developed using quantum algorithms and 
quantum devices. Firstly, the quantum algorithms are developed as mathematical 
models, and the performance is evaluated through simulations, algebraic algorithms 
(cryptography, Diffie-Hellman, shor algorithm, for RSA) and amplitude amplification 
(database searching, pattern matching, etc.). Secondly, the quantum devices are 
the original physical devices built with optical connections instead of electrical 
connections. The qubit control uses the microwave for superconducting, laser, 
quantum dots, and photonics (optical instrument).
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INTRODUCTION

The quantum computers are similar to classic computers that are built in the year 
1950s which has hardware’s, algorithms, Operating System with associated complier, 
high level languages and algorithms. The code is written in low level assembly 
language. Many companies have invested in the research on quantum computing 
viz Google, IBM, Amazon, DARPA, Honeywell (Alvarez-Rodriguez et al., 2016) 
(Hu et al., 2016) etc. The processing speed of the computer depends on the number 
of transistors that exists in the CPU. It is well-known that the computers process 
the inputs as binary values either zero or one. The transistors act as a switch and 
sends the input signals as zero or one. Gordon Moore cofounder of Intel quoted that 
“the transistor in CPU or the overall processing power doubles every two years”. 
The prediction came true from 1965 to 2013 i.e., the transistor (Vermersch et al., 
2016) (Brecht et al., 2016) (Monz et al., 2016) capacity doubled every 18 months. 
But after 2013th the process started slowing down. So, more transistors needed to 
be incorporated. To place a transistor in the Integrated Circuits (IC) the size has 
to reduced and the method is followed till the year 2012. In 2013 the attempt was 
made to increase the speed by reducing the transistor size to the size of the atom but 
it led to the problem which is referred to as quantum tunneling. Quantum tunneling 
is the stage of the transistor that conducts the electron even in OFF state. Hence the 
concept of quantum computing arose to solve quantum tunneling (Veldhorst et al., 
2014). The quantum physics and quantum mechanics concepts are used to develop 
the quantum computers. The quantum mechanics is the most fascinating concept. 
It works on the basis of “reality is stranger than fiction”.

Quantum supremacy: The processing speed of the quantum computing 
processor is represented as 2n where n represents the number of electrons. The 
quantum computer thus calculates 220 =10,48,576 operations per time. Google has 
also developed a quantum computer and claimed they have achieved the quantum 
supremacy. It generated random numbers one million times in the processing speed 
of 200 seconds. The Google researchers and engineers are responsible for this 
huge success. The invented quantum computing chip was named as sycamore. It 
works with 54 qubits (Albrecht et al., 2016). Each qubit ranges in the size of 0.22 
millimeter in width. The main challenge maintains the qubit in proper climatic 
and vibration less environment else it will be prone to error. So, google placed the 
sycamore in a very lowest temperature of 15 milli kelvin which is 200 times lesser 
than the normal temperature.

Also, the sycamore is also protected from the outer vibrations. The Google CEO 
Sundhar Pichai also addressed that they have achieved the quantum supremacy 
and assures their achievement will be applied to various fields in the future. The 
problem which can’t be solved by the normal computer is hence proved to be solved 
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by the quantum computer in an optimal time. Then the question “Will quantum 
computer replace our regular normal computers?” arises. But it is clear that due to 
the maintenance of the quantum computers it can’t replace the normal computers 
rather shall be used for various other applications. The real-time applications need 
millions of qubits. Since the maintenance of qubits are more expensive it is suspected 
to be prone to more errors when replaced instead of classical computers. Hence 
concluded that the problems that can be solved by classical computers are called as 
intractable problems and the quantum computers solves them in seconds.

The content is organized as follows: Firstly, section 2 explains the very short 
introduction about the ideas of building the quantum computer utilizing the 
functionalities of the quantum gates namely single qubit and multiple qubit gates. 
Secondly, the section 3 portrays the strength of quantum computers along with its 
properties. Then section 4 gives the dimensions of quantum computing. Finally the 
conclusion is in section 5.

1. BUILDING QUANTUM COMPUTER

The quantum information(Grilo & Kerenidis, 2017) (Sarma et al., 2015) is passed 
to the quantum computer using the quantum circuit which comprises of physically 
connected wires and quantum gates. Single qubit gates, multiple qubit gates and 
many other gates are used. As an introduction the above mentioned two gates are 
explained.

Single qubit gates: The gates are used to process the single qubit information. 
The classical computers shall process the binary {0,1} but quantum computers 
handle the input differently due to its superposition. The state shall remain as zero 
or one and shall interchange the input when needed. The single bit NOT gate is 
considered for explanation. The linearity is considered for quantum computing rather 
non-linearity. The paradoxes (Corcoles et al., 2015) like time travel, violations in 
the law of thermodynamics and faster communication than light are the reason for 
not acquiring the non-linearity property.

The quantum matrix representation of binary inputs is given as I in Eq. (1) and 
the representation are given as,

I � �

�
�

�

�
�

0 1

1 0
 (1)

Multiple qubit gates: The multiple qubits consist of gates comprising of all gates 
other than NOT gate. The OR, AND, XOR, NAND and NOR gates. the multiple 
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qubit gates comprise of CNOT (Controlled NOT) gate which has two inputs namely 
control and target qubit. The gate input is represented as two lines. First line gives 
the control input and the second line gives the target input.

Model of Quantum Computing: There are several models of quantum computing 
like, quantum Turing Machine, Adiabatic quantum computing and quantum circuits 
etc. the functioning of quantum computation is based on the Turing Machine model 
which works based on the Albert Einstein words “If you can’t explain to your 
computer, you don’t understand it yourself”. The tools like Jupyter Notebooks, 
IBM quantum experience, Quirk and D-wave Leap (Fowler, 2015) (Lloyd et al., 
2016) are used. The quantum computers are built using superconducting loops 
comprising of microwaves, capacitor and the inductor. The current flows over these 
superconducting loops. It works faster on the existing semi-conductor circuit. The 
electron in the atom is utilized to transfer data and is referred as trapped ions by 
the ionQ company. The quantum dots made of silicon are developed by Intel. Even 
though the existing semiconductor devices (Childs & van Dam, 2010) (Nagayama 
et al., 2017) are used the qubit dots have to be maintained in proper temperature and 
pressure. There are many frameworks and programming languages on which the 
quantum computer works namely Ocean(D-Wave), Q# (Microsoft), Cirq(Google), 
Qiskit(IBM) and so on. The quantum circuits (Hill et al., 2015) are designed and 
simulated. The quantum circuits are designed using qubits(data), operations (quantum 
gates) and the associated results (measurements).

Applications: Hence, the quantum computer has more scope in various fields 
and also challenges the cyber security domain. The quantum computing is believed 
to solve complex problems like whether prediction, financial stock predictions and 
various other applications in Artificial Intelligence (AI).

Case study: Mercedes Benz is in the next stage of development and they focus 
on the future. The plan is to develop a carbon free car in the planet. So, the batteries 
(Lithium Ion) are simulated to see its working. So, it collaborated with the IBM 
quantum computing (Bacon & van Dam, 2010) technology to develop the efficient 
batteries to automate the driving process and to develop the more efficient electric 
cars by 2039.

In short, the difference between the classic and quantum computing are the classical 
computers ha automated design, and it has the structured computer architecture with 
optimized compiler. It uses high-level programming languages with its associated 
software (Hucul et al., 2014). The quantum computers follow the qubit design with 
the quantum control. The performance improvement of quantum computers depends 
upon its error correcting system. The low-level assembly language is used for the 
quantum computing applications.
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2. STRENGTH OF QUANTUM COMPUTERS

From the previous section the strength of the quantum computer is concluded.

• Solves intractable problems: The complex problems are believed to be solved 
by quantum computers. Problems like factoring prime numbers (Orsucci et 
al., 2016), modeling the working of battery, whether prediction and so on are 
believed to be solved by quantum computers.

• Strong theoretical argument: The complex problems (Riste et al., 2015) shall 
be modelled theoretically using the mathematical notations. The intractable 
problem shall be thus either physically modeled or shall be derived using 
theorems to derive the theoretical solution.

• Time and space complexity: The time and space complexity (Farhi & Neven, 
2018) of the classical and quantum computers are different. The complexity 
for classical computers to solve a problem is unrelated to the complexity of 
quantum computer.

2.1 Properties of Qubits

• Quantum superposition: Quantum physics explains the behavior of electron 
in the quantum world using two properties namely, quantum superposition 
and quantum entanglement. All atom has protons and electrons (Farhi et al., 
2017)(Kashefi & Pappa, 2017)(Biamonte et al., 2017). The electrons move 
in the atoms and is movements are termed as spin. The normal computers 
use bits to transfer or store its data. A bit can either store zero or one at a 
time but the quantum computer uses the qubits to store the data. Spin up is 
equivalent to one and spin down (Salmilehto et al., 2017) i.e., equal to zero. 
The advantage of the ability of qubit to store either zero, one, or both zero 
and one at a time. Hence the quantum bits are more efficient comparative to 
normal bit representation. The quantum position is a stage of the electron to 
store one, zero or both zero or one. The classic example is explained using 
spinning the coin. While the coin spins and hence remains in both the stages 
head and tail respectively but finally, it settles in either head or tail. Similarly, 
the qubit can remain in a stage of the combination stage but finally will settle 
to a state. The qubit resembles the spin of electron.

• Quantum Entanglement: The second property of quantum entanglement 
states the connection between two electrons irrespective of the distance 
which was commented as “spooky action at a distance” by Einstein.

• Double slit experiment: The double slit experiment focuses on the behaviour 
of the atoms. The nature of light is a great confusion and Newton believed 
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it travels as particles later it was identified to be traveled as waves. Then 
the photonics were identified where the light is travelled as discrete packets 
which is termed as photons. Similarly, the electrons believed to be travelled 
as particles later they identified it to be as waves using electron diffraction 
experiment. The confusion was solved after the discovery of quantum 
mechanics. Then it was concluded light either move as waves or particles 
(Pfeiffer et al., 2016)(Van Meter & Devitt, 2016)(Bravyi et al., 2017). They 
move in their own nature.

The quantum computers are designed considering the above explained properties 
super position and entanglement and thus the unbelievable processing speed is 
achieved using qubits. For example, to crack the password of the computer the normal 
processor checks the password (Ofek et al., 2016) (Lloyd & Weedbrook, 2018) one-
by-one as trial-and-error method and thus the processing speed (Somaschiet, 2016) 
(Wigley et al., 2016) becomes low in traditional computers. Whereas, the quantum 
computers use its superposition property and checks all possible passwords at-a-
time and hence the processing speed is much higher. Thus, the quantum computers 
can check all possible solutions to the given problem at-a-time.

3. DIMENSIONS OF QUANTUM COMPUTING

The quantum computing will be greatest challenge to various fields and dimensions 
and are detailed below.

• Quantum randomness: The random numbers generated by quantum computers 
are unable to break whereas the classical computers random number pattern 
(Dehollain, 2016) (Oszmaniec et al., 2016) (Bremner et al., 2016) will 
undoubtably be predicted by the quantum computers.

• Cryptography: The emergence of quantum computer is the biggest challenge 
to the existing cryptographic techniques (Lamata, 2017)(Altaisky et al., 
2016) available in classical computers. The main challenge is to develop more 
resistant cryptographic methodologies to quantum computing techniques.

• Information sharing break through: The information shared using quantum 
bits are more secure and hence can be used for applications like sharing secret 
key for cryptography and for other confidential applications like banking, 
military and so on.

• Optimization: The optimization of the Nondeterministic Polynomial 
problem is preceded by applying the given condition one after the another 
by the classical computer to identify the more optimal solution. The quantum 
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computers out-performs the situation by applying all possible constraints at-
a-time to find all possible solutions from which the optimal solution shall be 
filtered easily.

• Error correction: The quantum computing error correction is complex. The 
noisy gates and the cost of maintaining the qubits are more in number. With 
the trapped ions the noise is thousand times higher than the trapped ions. The 
error correction rate (Brown et al., 2016) using superconducting circuits in 
quantum computer world is only one percent. Hence the super conducting 
computers are advisable over the trapped ions.

• Quantum annealing: The quantum annealing (Fujii, 2015) is also known as 
adiabatic computation method. It helps to find the optimal solution for the 
problems with more than one solution using quantum tunneling, superposition 
and entanglement.

• Quantum tunneling: quantum physics explains that the electron has both 
wave and particle like properties. The wave like movement of the electron in 
the atom is termed as tunneling in quantum computing.

4. CONCLUSION

The extradentary power of quantum computers are achieved using the quantum 
properties like super position and entanglement. But practically the real-time 
applications that uses the quantum computers is unbelievable to replace the classical 
computers due to its high-cost maintenance. Also, the scientists have developed the 
error correcting procedures. The content explained focus on providing knowledge 
to the beginners of quantum computing. Simple theoretical explanation is provided 
for ease of understanding. The explanation about the advantages, challenges and 
properties of quantum computers are explained.
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ABSTRACT

Computational capabilities are reaching their limits with the current technology. 
Quantum computing is the answer to this limitation. It has unraveled new possibilities 
of solving the unsolvable and computationally hard problems within a feasible time 
frame. In this chapter, the authors have discussed the basics of quantum computing, 
which include the need for quantum computers and how it internally works without 
getting into too much mathematics for an introductory understanding. The authors 
have also discussed different technologies in which the scientific communities and 
industries are working to make these computers feasibly work and the different 
programming techniques and tools available to implement the algorithms in these 
computers and the testbeds available to common people for testing the feasibilities 
of their programs.
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INTRODUCTION

The curious mind of human beings and the quest to solve those problems is what 
makes us different from the other species of the planet. From the beginning of 
humanity, we are exploring different queries arising in our minds and trying to 
solve the problems in the fastest way possible. Most of the time we find a way out to 
reach the solution to these queries but many times it is not possible to get the result 
due to its sheer complexity and technological constraints in the current classical 
computational environment. Many problems are so complex that the most powerful 
supercomputers available today, cannot solve them within a feasible amount of time. 
Moreover, we are reaching the boundaries of computational capabilities with the 
current technology which enforces us to quickly shift to a new technology that will 
be the epitome of the new computational era.

The answer to the above came through a much older concept of physics, 
quantum mechanics, and the computers made of this principle is known as quantum 
computers. It is not a way to find a faster computational capability in the existing 
framework but a completely new technology where the particle and wave nature of 
a matter and their entanglement at the subatomic level is used to reach a new level 
of computational capabilities. The quantum computers are needed to be maintained 
in a very restricted environment which may include keeping the quantum computer 
chip in near absolute zero temperature or establishing a tabletop size computing 
setup. They are not built to replace the existing classical computers but to solve 
some specific extremely complex and computationally hard problems along with 
them. In fact, there is nothing such as stand-alone quantum computers. They work 
alongside of the classical computers. With the advancement of technologies, we 
might also be able to see a quantum computer in our palmtop but currently, it seems 
to be a faraway thought. In this introductory chapter, we have tried to unravel the 
basic concepts of quantum computers and their working in a very lucid manner 
and above all, what are the different programming techniques available right now 
to reach the solutions of the unsolvable.

FROM CLASSICAL COMPUTERS TO QUANTUM COMPUTERS

Whenever we are talking about computers, the basic understanding of computation 
is based on the concept of the electrical signals passed through the computer system 
poising high and low voltage signals which are interpreted as 1 and 0 respectively. This 
whole concept of computing is based on the classical understanding of information 
in the form of these values known as bits. The classical bits are the energy states that 
are used to communicate with the computer system and the same is stored in some 
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media in the form of magnetic charge or optical information which is translated to 
the electrical signals for any kind of computation.

As stated by Gordon E. Moor, the number of transistors in a chip will double 
every eighteen months which later he proposed to be in 2 years. This is known as 
Moor’s Law and it is pretty much working fine but it is now reaching its practical 
limitations with the advancement of technology. At the moment the MOSFET scaling 
has come down to 5nm in 2020 (Shalf, 2020) and it is expected that the scaling will 
further reduce by 3nm by 2022 and 2nm by 2024. In such a scenario, the transistor 
will be harnessed by 4-5 atoms. The whole concept of transistors is to create a barrier 
in electron flow by some means of impurities. If it keeps on scaling in the same 
manner, by 2030, we will be talking about transistors with the distance between 
source and drain of a transistor to the scale of a single atom which is the ultimate 
level of scaling. Essentially, transistors contain two conductors which are highly 
conducting silicon made by adding enough impurities (such as phosphorus) termed 
as source and drain which is separated by non-conducting silicon atoms. The source 
and drains are covered by a layer of insulator above which a semiconducting GATE 
exist which is connected by an electrode. The barrier between the source and drain do 
not allow the flow of these electrons between them but once the GATE is positively 
charged enough, the electrons accumulate under the insulator as the electrons are 
negatively charged and get attracted by the positive flux created eventually creating 
a conducting channel between the source and drain. The MOSFET scaling we are 
talking about is this distance between the source and drain. Even if the technology 
allows us to bring this distance to 1 or 2 atoms between this source and destination, 
it will not be possible to confine the flow of electrons as at this level, due to the 
quantum behaviour of an atom, the electrons may flow through them based on the 
concept of quantum tunnelling and as we require some kind of barrier to stop the flow 
of these electrons and the distance will not be large enough to do so. This limitation 
is forcing scientists to look forward to completely new technology for computation.

The answer comes through Quantum Computing as at the atomic level the 
behaviour of elements completely changes and the realm of the quantum behaviour 
of atom begins. Quantum computing is not a faster or superior supercomputer 
but a completely new breed of computers that is quite different from the current 
understanding of the existing computers (further referred to as classical computers 
in this chapter) currently have. The basics of computation which is standing on the 
concepts of bits change to a completely different way of implementation which is 
based on Qubits.
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UNDERSTANDING THE QUBITS

The classical states of computation may either be “0” or “1” which is known as bits. 
Qubits or Quantum bits are the fundamental building blocks of quantum computers 
which consist of two levels labelled zero |0> and one |1> described by the Dirac 
bracket notation. In order to fully describe qubits, we need two complex numbers 
that are because qubits are represented by two-dimensional vector space over 
the complex number C to the power of two. Classical computers are performing 
calculations by manipulating bits. Classical bits can be only in one state at a time 
0 or 1. In comparison to quantum computers, that scenario represents the biggest 
limitation and obstacle for solving the most complex problem considering time and 
computational power since Alan Turing set up the foundations of computer science 
as we know today back in the 1930s with his prototype of the computational machine 
called the Turing Machine. Quantum computers do not have that kind of limitations 
as they operate on qubits. The reason why qubits are much more powerful than 
classical bits is that they can exist in two states at the same time. Let us consider 
a spinning coin on a table. At any moment, the coin is in both heads or tails state 
or a superposition of these two states. We can find the final state only when the 
coin stops rotating which may be either head or tail. The quantum bits may also be 
compared with the same. A quantum bit at any moment can be in 0 state or 1 state 
or a superposition of these two states.

A quantum state bit q can be any complex linear combination q � �� �0 1 , 
where � �, �C  and α,β are not both zero. The coefficients α and β are called 
amplitudes of the quantum state.

If we consider two classical bits, then they may carry any of the two information, 
00,01,10,11 but when we are considering two quantum bits, they may simultaneously 
remain in all 4 logical states. When we consider n quantum bits, the number of 
logical states grows exponentially to 2n. All the qubits maintain privacy in the 
sense that neither cloning of qubits is possible, i.e., quantum information cannot 
be copied by any other person or device who have created the information but has 
no way around it. Nor deleting of information is possible, or flipping of unknown 
qubits would be allowed.

Quantum Entanglement

The quantum entanglement comes into play when there is more than one particle is 
participating in the computation. When the quantum particles are in an entangled 
state, they are linked in the strongest possible way even if they are far apart from 
each other. Quantum entanglement is another weirdest feature of the quantum world 
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with allows us to do amazing tasks which are otherwise impossible. Let’s again take 
the example of spinning coins. Suppose we are having two spinning coins at quite a 
distance apart that is spinning completely independently. Now one of the coins stops 
rotating and faces the head. When the second coin stops, it will always come out to 
be tails irrespective of how many times you are doing this experiment. Thus, the state 
of physically apart coins depends upon each other though they are not connected in 
any way. This is an example of entanglement. In the case of quantum entanglement, 
the same characteristic may be generated between different quantum particles and 
once they are entangled, an invisible link is generated among them irrespective 
of how far apart they are. The entanglement among these quantum particles gives 
rises to the enormous number of possibilities of states for quantum communication.

DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO CREATE 
QUANTUM COMPUTERS

After understanding the QUBITS, we should understand that quantum computation 
creates and computational advantage if we want to solve a certain mathematical 
problem. Just, for example, Quantum computers can in solving the Schrodinger 
equation for complicated molecules. The properties of a material may be explored 
without synthetically producing it. These quantum computers can also be used to 
solve certain logistic problems to optimize financial systems. Thus there is real 
potential for applications of quantum computers. But it should be taken into account 
that quantum computing doesn’t help for all types of calculations. They are special-
purpose machines that cannot operate all by themselves. The quantum parts have 
to be controlled and read out by conventional computers. It may be compared with 
wormholes in space travel. They might not bring you everywhere you want to go 
but where ever it takes, you reach there very fast. The most amazing capability of 
quantum computers also makes it so challenging. To use quantum computers, we 
have to maintain the entanglement between the qubits long enough to actually do 
the calculations. And quantum effects are extremely sensitive to even the smallest 
disturbances. To be reliable, quantum computers need to operate with several 
copies of the information, along with an error correction protocol. To perform these 
error corrections, we require more qubits and that number is quite high. The exact 
number of qubits required to perform a specific calculation depends upon the type of 
problem we are trying to solve, the algorithm used and the quality of the qubits. As 
stated by (Preskill, 2018) in his paper that noise resilient quantum circuits are quite 
effective in stimulating quantum computing in a classical computing environment 
but we are way beyond the requirement of proper error-free implementation in real 
life. Currently, D-Wave’s Advantage quantum computer is having 5000+ qubits 
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that use quantum annealing. There are different types of qubits that have their own 
advantages and disadvantages which are stated below:

Superconducting GATE model Quantum Computing: Superconducting qubits 
are the most widely used and most advanced type of qubits. They are basically 
small currents on a chip. The two-state qubits can be physically realized either 
by the distribution of the charge or by the flux of the current. One of the major 
advantages of superconducting qubits is that they can be produced by the same 
techniques that the electronics industries used for the last 5 decades. These qubits 
are basically microchips but they have to be cooled to extremely low temperatures 
of about 10-20 milliKelvin. The need for these low temperatures is to make the 
circuits superconducting, else these keeping them in the two-qubit states wouldn’t 
have been possible. The problem with these superconducting qubits is that, though 
the chips are maintained in these extremely low temperatures, the quantum effect 
in superconducting qubits disappear extremely fast. This disappearance of quantum 
effects is measured in the decoherence time, which is a few 10s of microseconds 
for these superconducting qubits. This technology is used by Google, IBM and a 
number of smaller companies such as Rigetti. In 2019, Google demonstrated for the 
first time, “quantum supremacy” means they performed a task that a conventional 
computer could not have done in a reasonable time. The processor used in it had 53 
qubits. Although the claim of supremacy by Google was later debated by IBM stating 
that the actual calculation could have been done by conventional supercomputers 
within a reasonable time. Currently, IBM’s quantum computer has got 65 of these 
superconducting qubits and are in the research and production phase of a quantum 
computer with more than 1000 qubits by 2023. IBM’s smaller quantum computers, 
the ones with 5 and 16 qubits are free to access in the cloud as of date. The biggest 
problem of these superconducting qubits is cooling. Beyond few thousand, it’ll 
become difficult to put all the qubits into one cooling system and hence it becomes 
more challenging.

Photonic Quantum Computing: In photonic quantum computing, the qubits are 
properties related to photons. That may be the presence of the photon itself or the 
uncertainty in a particular state of the photon. This approach is pursued example by 
the company Xanadu in Toronto. It is also the approach that was used a few months 
ago by a group of Chinese researchers, which demonstrated quantum supremacy for 
photonic quantum computing. The biggest advantage of using photon is that they can 
be operated at the room temperature, and the quantum effect last much longer than 
the superconducting qubits, typically some milliseconds but it can go up to some 
hours in ideal cases. This makes photonic quantum computers much cheaper and 
easier to handle. The biggest disadvantage is that the system becomes very large very 
quickly due to the laser guides and optical components. For example, the photonic 
system of the Chinese group covers a whole tabletop, whereas superconducting 
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circuits are just tiny chips. The Company PsiQuantum however claims they have 
solved the problem and have found an approach to photonic quantum computing that 
can be scaled up to a million qubits. Though there is not enough ground to verify 
that as they have not shared any information about their approach.

Ion Traps: In ion traps, the qubits are atoms that are missing some electrons and 
therefore have a net positive charge. We can then trap these ions in electromagnetic 
fields, and use lasers to move them around and entangle them. Such ion traps are 
comparable in the size to the qubit chips. They also need to be cooled but not quite 
as much, “only” to temperatures of the few Kelvins. The biggest play in trapped ion 
quantum computing is Honeywell, but the star-up IonQ use the same approach. The 
advantages of trapped ion computing are longer coherence times than superconducting 
qubits – up to few minutes. The other advantage is that trapped ions can interact with 
more neighbours than superconducting qubits. But ion traps also have disadvantages. 
Notably, they are slower to react than superconducting qubits, and it is more difficult 
to put many traps onto a single chip. However, they’ve kept up with superconducting 
qubits well. Honeywell claims to have the best quantum computer in the world by 
quantum volume. Quantum volume is a metric originally introduced by IBM, that 
combines many different factors like errors, crosstalk and connectivity. Honeywell 
reports a quantum volume of 128, and they are also moving to the cloud very soon. 
IonQ’s latest model contains 32 trapped ions sitting in a chain. They also have a 
roadmap according to which they expect quantum supremacy by 2025 and to be 
able to solve interesting problems by 2028.

Superconducting Quantum Annealing: D-wave is so far the only company that 
sells commercially available quantum computers and they also use superconducting 
qubits. Their 2020 advantage model have more than 5000 qubits. However, the 
D-wave computers can’t be compared to the approaches pursued by Google and 
IBM because D-wave uses a completely different computation strategy as they use 
quantum annealing. D-wave computers can be used for solving certain optimization and 
probabilistic sampling problems that are defined by the design of the machine, whereas 
the technology developed by Google and IBM is good to create a programmable 
computer that can be applied to all kinds of different problems. The optimization 
problems can be solved through Quantum annealing by finding the minimum energy 
state of something whereas in the case of probabilistic sampling problem, instead 
of focusing on trying to find the minimum energy state, what they have tried to 
do is a sample from any low energy state and try and characterize the shape of the 
energy landscape. This is useful for applications like machine learning where we 
try to build a probabilistic representation of the world and these samples give us 
information about what our model looks like now and we can use these models 
over time. Both superconducting qubits and quantum annealing are interesting, but 
completely different approaches.
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Topological Quantum Computing: Topological quantum computing is the 
wild card. There isn’t currently any workable machine that uses this technique. But 
the idea is great: In topological quantum computers, information will be stored 
in conserved properties of “quasi-particles”, which are collective motions of 
particles. The great thing about this is that this information would be very robust to 
decoherence. According to Microsoft “the upside is enormous and there is practically 
no downside.” In 2018, their director of quantum computing business development 
told the BBC Microsoft would have a commercially available quantum computer 
within five years, however, Microsoft had a bed setback when they had to retract 
a paper that demonstrated the existence of the quasi-particles they hoped to use.

Semi-Conducting Qubits: They are very similar to the superconducting qubits, 
but here the qubits are either the spin or charge of a single electron. The advantage 
is that the temperature doesn’t need to be quite as low. Instead of 10mK, one “only” 
has to reach a few Kelvin. This approach is presently pursued by researchers at TU 
Delft in the Netherlands, supported by Intel.

Nitrogen-Vacancy System: In the nitrogen-vacancy system, the qubits are places 
in the structures of a carbon crystal where a carbon atom is replaced by a nitrogen 
atom. The great advantage of this is that they are small and can be operated at room 
temperature. This approach is pursued by the Hanson lab at Qutech. Some people 
at MIT and a startup in Australia called Quantum Brilliance.

So far there hasn’t been any demonstration of the last two approaches but they 
seem to be promising.

Quantum Programming

Quantum computers are specifically built to cater for some specific type of highly 
complex and computationally enormous problem in magnitude in an extremely 
efficient manner. The problem-solving using qubits might not be as fast as in classical 
computers but the number of steps to reach the solution is reduced drastically and 
parallelism may be incorporated and hence the solutions to unsolvable problems may 
be achieved. The algorithms for quantum programming are generally made in the 
form of pseudo-codes. Semantically there are two models of quantum computation 
viz. quantum networks which is more relevant in the design implementation of gates 
and quantum Turing machines that are more appropriate in complexity analysis. 
As discussed by (Feynman, 2018), reversible computers complete calculations with 
almost zero loss. We require to use new types of logic gates that are reversible in 
nature and we can reconstruct the input from the output we are getting. For instance, 
if we consider NOT gates, it is a reversible gate as two NOT operations will produce 
the original input value. To implement the reversible computation, the Controlled 
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NOT gate or CNOT gate is used to have control and implementation of entangled 
states of a qubit. It not only helps in controlling the flow of quantum particles over 
the channels but also conserves the energy during any computation as described by 
(Hey, 1999). The logic gates need to be designed in such a manner that the reverse 
calculation may be possible. To make this possible, a controlled-NOT (CN) gate 
may be used as two CNs may be placed back-to-back to reverse the operation. 
Quantum programming is mainly done at the chip level by applying different gates 
and controlling the flow of quantum particles.

The programming language design may be classified based on imperative 
languages, functional languages and λ-calculi and other language paradigms and 
the semantics that are used may be application of linear logic, categorical and 
domain-theoretic technique or some other semantic techniques and also the way 
they are compiled.

While talking about imperative languages, the initial formal quantum programming 
language was imperative pseudocode which was better suited on a quantum random-
access machine (QRAM). Later on, QCL came out as a real quantum programming 
language where the syntaxes are primarily taken from C. Later on another imperative 
language qGCL was invented which was based on a guarded-command language. 
It is emphasized to derive quantum algorithms.

To talk about functional languages and λ-calculi, two initial approaches exist. A 
probabilistic λ -calculus (λp -calculus) that allows functions to return randomized 
results and the second one is a quantum λ -calculus (λq-calculus) where there may 
be destructive interference as the distributions are combined. Another first-order 
functional programming language known as QML was developed where the data 
and control both may be quantum.

In (Bettelli, 2003), the researchers have stated the requirement of quantum 
languages to have the ability to implement pseudo-classical operators, i.e., 
transformations like U x y f x ff n m: :� � � � �where Z Z

2 2
 is a classical 

function and n and m are the size of registers. In their proposed language, they have 
set high-level primitive programming on a QRAM machine. This was implemented 
using the description of the algorithms in their circuit model and was working on 
implementing it using the C++ programming language. They have implemented it 
into the controlled circuits by recognizing the elementary gates which are 
H R Ck R k Nk

, ,� �
�

 and implementing them to depth bounded by global constants. 

The qubit addresses are managed and algorithms are implemented to the design 
circuits.

The quantum algorithms are implemented using different types of gates and they 
need to be programmed and the very basic programming language used to do so is 
QASM (Khammassi et al., 2018) which first appeared in 2005 by MIT. Many 
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different dialects of QASM either as quantum circuit representation or as input has 
been defined. One such variation is cQASM which supports around 24 Quantum 
Gates that includes notably CNOT Gate, Hadamard Gate, Identity Gate, Swap Gate, 
CR & CRK controlled phase shift gates which can handle arbitrary angle and π / 2

k  
phase shifts respectively, T dagger and Toffoli gates etc. It also supports eight 
different state preparation and measurements. It is essentially a way forward to 
hardware-agnostic language that may be used to achieve large-scale quantum 
computation. The research group of (Cross et al., 2017) has proposed Open QASM 
which has elements of C and assembly languages. For trapped ion quantum computer 
testbed, as introduced by (Landahl et al., 2020), QSCOUT (Quantum Scientific 
Computing Open User Testbed) and Jaqal language is developed by Sandia 
Nonnational Laboratories. The QSCOUT is an assembly-level language whereas 
Jaqal is a programming language to realize the quantum gate creation in a language 
similar to C/C++.

Currently, the two major open-source programming platforms available are Cirq 
and Qiskit. Both the programming languages use universal gate-based quantum 
computing and both of them are python based. Due to this similarity, the basics and 
syntax of both languages is pretty similar. The primary difference between the two 
languages is access to quantum computing hardware. Currently, Google does not 
provide any quantum computing hardware but the IBM does. IBM provides 5 and 
15 qubit quantum computing hardware to work around and test the logic. Qiskit also 
provides an IBM composer which is based on drag and drop of the universal gates for 
up to 7 qubits which is quite helpful for those beginners who are not very comfortable 
with programming languages. For any higher entanglement, Qiskit python-based 
coding is required. This huge advantage that if someone is not very familiar with 
coding, then also they may implement their logic is making Qiskit quite popular. 
As there are limitations to hardware, it is better to use simulators. The simulators 
are actually running on classical computers but it tries to mimic the real quantum 
hardware by implementing the properties of a qubit in an ideal condition and showing 
the enormous capabilities of calculations by exponentially scaling up the classical 
hardware to make it comparable to the number of qubits used. Moreover, when 
we use the real hardware, a considerable amount of noise, mainly due to hardware 
limitations, occurs which restricts the output to reach its perfectness. Through 
simulators, we get better outputs and the limitations of qubits can also be overcome. 
Presently proper working simulators of Qiskit provides 32 qubits whereas that of 
Cirq provides 30 qubits. However, the biggest advantage of using Cirq is the use of 
TensorFlow Quantum. TensorFlow Quantum focuses on quantum data and hybrid 
quantum models. The TensorFlow Quantum combines these quantum computing 
algorithms from Cirq and matches them with TensorFlow repository. Qiskit has a 
package called AQUA (which stands for Algorithms) for Quantum Applications 
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where prebuilt algorithms that we can use without having to deal with at the gate 
level. Using the Qiskit we may get the quantum advantage but even if we may find 
a way to work on properly entangled algorithmic implementation of a hard problem 
to find the quantum supremacy, we won’t be able to run it as the required number 
of qubits are not available to us to solve our problem. If we can successfully run a 
quantum program in a quantum computer then we say that we have made quantum 
advancement and if we can find a way of running a computationally hard problem 
which is not possible for any current superconductor to run within a considerable 
time of single lifetime or less but a quantum computer can solve the problem in a 
feasible amount of time, we say that we have reached quantum supremacy.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we have discussed the basic concepts of quantum computing as 
without knowing the basics of such computing, quantum programming will not be 
possible as it is not an advancement of the existing technology but a completely 
new technology. The fundamental understanding of quantum computation is 
very different from that of a classical counterpart. One must know the difference 
between to two before getting into programming. Here we have also discussed the 
different techniques through which the scientific community and the industries are 
working to realize the quantum advancement and reach quantum supremacy and 
some of the programming techniques and tools available in public to implement 
their algorithms and pros and cons of these working environments along with the 
testbeds available to check the outcomes. It is to be noted that quantum computers 
are not a replacement of the current classical computers but are a supplement to 
them to solve some computationally unsolvable problems within a feasible time. 
It is the answer to the physical limitations of miniaturization of the transistor size 
at the atomic level as here we talk about the subatomic properties and controlling 
them. At last, we would like to say that the coming era of computational marvel has 
already arrived and soon many solutions to the unsolvable may be achieved. To be a 
part of the revolutionary change, it is very necessary to learn about the programming 
techniques and controlling capabilities of the quantum bits and working around 
with the quantum entanglement to reach the pinnacle of quantum advancement and 
further to quantum supremacy.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Ion Trap: In ion traps, the qubits are atoms that are missing some electrons and 
therefore have a net positive charge. We can then trap these ions in electromagnetic 
fields, and use lasers to move them around and entangle them. Such ion traps are 
comparable in the size to the qubit chips. They also need to be cooled but not quite 
as much, “only” to temperatures of the few Kelvins.

Nitrogen-Vacancy System: In the nitrogen-vacancy system, the qubits are 
placed in the structures of a carbon crystal where a carbon atom is replaced by a 
nitrogen atom.
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Photonic Gate: In photonic quantum computing, the qubits are properties related 
to photons. That may be the presence of the photon itself or the uncertainty in a 
particular state of the photon.

Quantum Annealing: Quantum annealing is the process of finding the minimum 
energy state of something where instead of focusing on trying to find the minimum 
energy state, a sample from any low energy state is taken and try and characterize 
the shape of the energy landscape. This is useful for applications like machine 
learning where we try to build a probabilistic representation of the world and these 
samples give us information about what the model looks like now and these models 
can be used over time.

Quantum Entanglement: Quantum entanglement comes into play when there 
is more than one particle is participating in the computation. When the quantum 
particles are in an entangled state, they are linked in the strongest possible way 
even if they are far apart from each other. once they are entangled, an invisible link 
is generated among them irrespective of how far apart they are. The entanglement 
among these quantum particles gives rise to the enormous number of possibilities 
of states for quantum communication.

Semiconducting Qubits: Semiconducting qubits are very similar to 
superconducting qubits, but here the qubits are either the spin or charge of a single 
electron.

Superconducting Gate: Superconducting qubits are the most widely used and 
most advanced type of qubits. They are basically small currents on a chip. The 
two-state qubits can be physically realized either by the distribution of the charge 
or by the flux of the current.

Topological Quantum Computing: In topological quantum computers, 
information will be stored in conserved properties of “quasi-particles,” which are 
collective motions of particles. The great thing about this is that this information 
would be very robust to decoherence.
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ABSTRACT

Today, major corporations such as IBM, Google, Microsoft, and Amazon are racing 
to build cloud quantum computers. They integrate quantum computers with cloud 
computing to create a system that can be accessible via a network without the need 
for quantum computing power in a cloud computing environment. The authors 
describe cloud quantum computing in this chapter and conduct research to compare 
cloud quantum computing providers across the globe. In this study, the authors look 
at the various cloud quantum computing options and the outcomes they provide. 
At the conclusion, each cloud quantum computing service will be compared based 
on its performance, amplitudes, times, and architecture. The study will primarily 
focus on IBM and Qutech cloud quantum computing technologies.
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INTRODUCTION

In this study, we’ll look at the various cloud quantum computing options and the 
outcomes they provide. At the conclusion, each cloud quantum computing service 
will be compared based on its performance, amplitudes, times, and architecture. 
The study will primarily focus on IBM and Qutech cloud quantum computing 
technologies. The reason we chose IBM’s cloud quantum computing is because 
they have created a cloud-based quantum computing platform that anybody can 
access, making it simple for us to examine and evaluate its performance. IBM, on 
the other hand, has been working on quantum computers for more than a decade 
and is said to have developed one of the strongest, if not the strongest quantum 
computer, with 53 qubits. Qutech, on the other hand, not only offers cloud-based 
quantum computing platforms, but also a variety of hardware chips with which we 
may attempt to run our algorithm on their Spin-2 or Starmon-5 quantum processors 
(Simsao, 2018; Gyongyosi, 2019). The remainder of this paper will be organised 
as follows: The fundamental concepts underpinning Cloud quantum computing, 
such as superposition and entanglement, will be explained in the Methodology 
section. The definition and comparison of cloud quantum computing services will 
be presented in the research section. In the discussion section, the results of the tests 
and comparisons will be discussed in general. Finally, in the conclusion section, I 
will provide a summary based on the study and findings in the hopes of providing 
some clarity and understanding into the many types of cloud quantum computing 
services and the performance power of quantum computers in a cloud computing 
environment (Karalekas, 2020).

We will describe cloud quantum computing in this article, as well as conduct 
research to compare cloud quantum computing providers across the globe. In this 
study, we’ll look at the various cloud quantum computing options and the outcomes 
they provide. At the conclusion, each cloud quantum computing service will be 
compared based on its performance, amplitudes, times, and architecture. The study 
will primarily focus on IBM and Qutech cloud quantum computing technologies. 
The reason we chose IBM’s cloud quantum computing is because they have created 
a cloud-based quantum computing platform that anybody can access, making it 
simple for us to examine and evaluate its performance. IBM, on the other hand, has 
been working on quantum computers for more than a decade and is said to have 
developed one of the strongest, if not the strongest quantum computer, with 53 
qubits. Qutech, on the other hand, not only offers cloud-based quantum computing 
platforms, but also a variety of hardware chips with which we may attempt to run our 
algorithm on their Spin-2 or Starmon-5 quantum processors. The remainder of this 
paper will be organised as follows: The fundamental concepts underpinning Cloud 
quantum computing, such as superposition and entanglement, will be explained in the 
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Methodology section. The definition and comparison of cloud quantum computing 
services will be presented in the research section. In the discussion section, the results 
of the tests and comparisons will be discussed in general. Finally, in the conclusion 
section, I will provide a summary based on the performed study and results in the 
hopes of providing some clarity and insight into the various types of cloud quantum 
computing service performances.

The continuing quantum computing revolution, which began a decade ago, is 
shaking the current age. Quantum computers in the form of superconductor chips, 
such as the IBM Quantum Experience computers, are accessible as a free Cloud 
service enabling anybody to do complicated computations with very high precision 
in extremely short time frames, or to mimic quantum systems phenomena. Quantum 
computing is here to stay, and it has already started to alter our approaches to physics, 
engineering, mathematics, and chemistry, allowing us to tackle critical issues that 
traditional computers will never be able to handle. Within a decade, quantum 
computers are expected to have an effect on fundamental human activities, and perhaps 
everyday life, all across the globe (Jordan, 2018; Asher, 1995). It is thus critical 
that we begin to think about how to integrate quantum computing knowledge, both 
foundations and technology, into our undergraduate physics, electronics, computer 
science, physics engineering, and material science curriculum. Quantum computing 
is a difficult and intriguing topic that our science and technology undergraduate 
students may now study.

What are the applications of quantum computers? After all, powerful traditional 
computers, such as Turing’s machine, have been developed in the past thirty years 
that are capable of crunching complicated numerical issues or solving complex 
computational problems in tens of hours. Furthermore, today’s laptop computers 
are thousands of times quicker than the huge mainframe computers of the 1950s 
and 1970s. However, there are certain critical issues that no current conventional 
computer, constructed with highly integrated micro-electronics circuits composed 
of doped semi-conductors, would ever be able to address. In a traditional computer, 
each bit may take just two values, typically represented by 0 and 1, which are then 
ingeniously exploited to encode and process data utilising a large number of them 
(e.g. megabits). As will be described, qubits in a quantum computer may assume 
not two but a really huge number of basic quantum states, and when correctly built 
and programmed, a small number of qubits can conduct many calculations at the 
same time! i.e. enormous parallelism, which enables us to create quantum computing 
algorithms that operate at very high speeds or tackle extremely difficult problems 
with unprecedented precision (Ying, 2010; Elebent, 2020).
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QUANTUM COMPUTING

Even if a highly fast conventional computer is utilised, searching for a specific item 
in a big and unsorted database, such as finding a certain phone number in a city’s 
enormous telephone directory, may take a very long time. It’s a challenge similar 
to looking for a needle in a haystack, but we’d be looking for a specific needle (the 
phone number) among a huge pile of needles of various shapes (the massive data 
in the directory). Using a quantum computer and his now-famous Grover search 
method, the time it takes to answer these issues may be significantly reduced. (Another 
problem that we could eventually address using a quantum computer is linked to 
our food security.) It entails understanding the Nitrogenase molecule’s complicated 
quantum electronic structure as well as its chemical characteristics. Nitrogenase is a 
bacterial enzyme that converts nitrogen (N2) to ammonia (NH3), which is used to 
make fertilisers. The current industrial method for converting N2 to NH3 necessitates 
high temperatures and uses 2% of world energy output! Instead, specialised bacteria 
utilize Nitrogenase to accomplish the same thing in nature at normal temperature 
and pressure! with very little energy expenditure. Let us remember that nitrogen 
fixation is needed for the production of important macromolecules in plants, such 
as aminoacids, which are consumed by animals and humans. We now know that 
only a computer built with quantum objects (e.g., electrons, photons) can unravel 
the chemical bonds of extremely complex molecules like Nitrogenase, allowing us 
to better understand their chemical interactions and, as a result, produce fertilisers 
more efficiently using quantum control. Such molecular physics knowledge will 
lead to the discovery of new medications to treat diseases like cancer, as well as 
a better understanding of the intricate molecule interactions that are the secrets to 
life’s genesis.

The quantum bit, or qubit for short, is the most basic concept in quantum computing. 
While a conventional bit may have the value 0 or 1 at any given moment, the value 
of a qubit |x is any combination of these two values: |x=|0+|1 (we write |x instead of 
x for the latter to differentiate bits from qubits). One source of quantum computing’s 
power is the so-called superposition. A measurement is used to ascertain the real 
value of a qubit. The probability that the classical value “0” or “1” will occur after 
the qubit is measured are 2 and 2. Because one of the outcomes will be “0” or “1,” 
the probability add up to 1: 2+2=1. Qubits are integrated into quantum registers 
in the same way that bits are combined into registers in a conventional computer. 
A n-qubit quantum register |r has a value that is a superposition of the 2n values 
|0...0, |0...01, and up to |1...1. A quantum register manipulation therefore changes 
these 2n values at the same time: quantum parallelism is another source of quantum 
computing’s strength. The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the most significant 
technologies that is totally hidden from our view, but it is woven into the fabric of 
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everyday life. This is becoming a well-known idea in many organisations, as well 
as in daily life for the average person. The necessity for big companies to track their 
manufacturing chain, which they are immersed in, is driving the development of the 
Internet of Things (IoT). When it initially came into usage in the 1990s, the Internet 
of Things (IoT) was a significant change in the IT industry. But now, whether it’s 
a home network or a corporate network, Internet of Things (IoT) may be found 
in the medical sector, education sector, businesses, and everywhere else where a 
vast network of embedded devices is required. To put it another way, the Internet 
of Things (IoT) is a network of linked computing devices, mechanical and digital 
equipment, or items that can exchange data without needing human-to-human or 
computer-to-human contact. The Internet of Things is mostly used to automate or 
minimise human involvement. The objects or things (sensors and actuators) in an 
IoT network collaborate to solve a problem that needs more precision, frequent 
computing, and less human involvement. Because there may be thousands of nodes 
in the network, they must have certain common criteria because there is a little 
probability that they will be placed in the arena and monitored or physically cared 
for on a regular basis. Data security, surveillance, direct internet access, and other 
problems arise as a consequence of this. The network may be built and connected 
using Quantum Computing technologies to alleviate these problems.

Quantum computing is the use of quantum characteristics such as entanglement 
and superposition to solve problems. Conjugate Coding was invented by a research 
physicist called Stephen J. Wiesner in 1960, and later in 1973, when a Soviet and 
Russian mathematician named Alexander Holevo published a paper demonstrating that 
n number of qubits may store more information than n number of conventional bits. 
Due to the lack of progress in quantum systems at the time, and some disagreement 
among physicists, it was thought that it was impossible to build a system that could 
manage quantum particles in such a way that it could perform any sort of computing 
on them. However, development continues, and the first functional 5-qubit Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) computer was put to the test in 2000 at the Technical 
University of Munich. About 15 years later, big computer behemoths such as Google, 
IBM, and Microsoft enter the race for Quantum Supremacy. In 2017, IBM released 
their first Quantum Computer (IBM Q) prototype for public use, which can be accessed 
via the cloud. The pace of research is such that, in 10 years or less, everyone will 
have a tiny quantum gadget in their pockets, similar to smartphones. But, for the 
time being, the work is still in process, and it may take up to 10 or even 20 years 
before it reaches the hands of the average person. Theoretically, assuming quantum 
systems’ design and communication protocol (i.e. entanglement) stay unchanged, 
they may be incorporated into IoT networks using the suggested architecture to make 
them safe and extremely fast in comparison to what we have currently. It will not 
be feasible to replace every node in an IoT network with a quantum device because 
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it will create too much overhead and managing this much entanglement would be 
too chaotic and complex. In an IoT network with ten quantum devices, each device 
must be able to interact with the others, and to do so, each device must contain 
qubits that are entangled with other devices. Because only two qubits are entangled 
at a moment, each device must have 2n-1 qubits, where n is 10 in this instance, 
thus each device must have 19 qubits to communicate with each other. Qubits are 
not the same as the traditional bits used in today’s technologies. Noise (changes in 
temperature, pressure, or any other external phenomena) may cause qubits to lose 
their entanglement and superposition. Furthermore, the quantum system necessitates 
a highly isolated and cold environment; yet, since quantum devices may be as tiny 
as a bottle cap and thousands in number, isolation is not feasible. To address this 
problem, the suggested design would use a quantum server as a gateway, which can 
be readily deployed by just replacing the router.

Computers minimize human labour while simultaneously focusing on improving 
performance in order to advance technology. To boost computer performance, a variety 
of methods have been developed. Reduce the size of the transistors utilised in the 
systems is one such method. The usage of quantum computers is another important 
strategy. When used to factor huge numbers, it proved to be extremely successful. It 
was discovered that it could decode codes in 20 minutes, while traditional computers 
required billions of years. This provided excellent incentive for concentrating on 
this subject. A quantum computer may have three states for a quantum bit, or qubit: 
0, 1, and 0 or 1. The cohesive state is the final state. This allows you to execute an 
operation on two different values at the same time. This, however, raises the issue 
of decoherence. Using quantum computers to do the calculation gets challenging. 
A quantum computer should have five features: a scalable system, an initializable 
state, a lengthy decoherence period, a universal set of quantum gates, and great 
measurement efficiency. The architecture of quantum computers is a new field of 
study. Quantum arithmetic, error control, and cluster-state computing all have an 
impact on it. The quantum algorithms would not be as efficient without it. The 
algorithms employed should be based on quantum parallelism to fully exploit the 
capabilities of a quantum computer.

CHALLENGES IN QUANTUM COMPUTING

Even if today’s computers have enormous processing capacity, there are endless 
issues that need to be addressed or that may take years to solve. There is a fast rise 
of data with the quick increase in people. Traditional computers are adequate for 
the time being, but will suffer in the future as scientific demand grows rapidly. As 
a result, a Quantum Computer is required. “Quantum computers will revolutionise 
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in the same manner that the light bulb revolutionised when it replaced candles.” 
Bulbs and candles both operate the same way but have distinct physical appearances. 
Quantum computers will not have the same physicality as conventional computers, 
but they will do the same tasks more efficiently.

Quantum Circuits are built on quantum bits, also known as Qubits, which are 
analogous to bits in conventional computers. Qubits may be either a 1 or a 0 Quantum 
state, or a superposition of both (1 and 0). When studying qubits, the outcome is always 
a 0 or a 1. Quantum logic gates, which are similar to conventional logic gates, are 
used to manipulate qubits for computation. Since 1950, the number of atoms required 
to represent a bit of memory has been steadily reducing. Gordon Moore’s discovery 
in 1965 set the groundwork for what became known as “Moore’s Law,” which states 
that computer processing power doubles every eighteen months. According to a paper 
published in the journal Nature, recent quantum computing research has resulted in 
two 53 qubit processors, one from IBM and one from Google. The paper claims that 
a normal supercomputer would take 10,000 years to perform the same task that a 
Quantum Computer performs in 2.5 days. The concept of superposition, which is a 
sufficiently realistic natural occurrence, is used in quantum computing to execute 
data operations. Transistors are used to support traditional and digital computers. 
Quantum computers, on the other hand, are based on theoretical principles. Qubits 
are used in quantum computers, while binary digits (1 or 0) are used in conventional 
computers. The qubit is often in superpositions of states, meaning that it may take 
any value between 0 and 1. The universal quantum computer, which is a theoretical 
model of such computers, is known as a quantum computer. Theoretically, quantum 
computers are comparable to non-deterministic and probabilistic algorithms. Because 
a classical computer performs worse than a quantum computer, it is wise to use the 
conventional machine for the bulk of computation. We’ll transform a traditional 
computer into a quantum computer using a reasonable quantum circuit and a kind 
of interface between conventional and quantum logic.

These are bricks that will integrate quantum computing’s form. It will provide 
an overview of qubits, gates, and circuits. Quantum computers operate on qubits, 
which may be in a state of superposition, which is an additional feature, and are 
the same as bits used by conventional or machine computers. In comparison to a 
classical computer, a quantum register with two qubits can concurrently store four 
numbers in superposition, while a conventional register with two bits can only store 
two numbers, and a 300 qubit register can contain more numbers than the entire 
number of atoms in the universe. This eventually results in the storing of limitless 
data at the moment of calculation, but we are unable to access it. The problem arises 
when reading an output that is in an extremely superposition state, including many 
distinct values. When the superposition state collapses, we are left with just one 
value. This excites us, but it may also provide us with a computational advantage.
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Quantum computers seem to have a major effect on the commercial world. 
Glover’s database search method and Shor’s integer factoring algorithm are two 
of the most well-known quantum algorithms. Both quantum algorithms are known 
to substantially outperform conventional computer methods and may be used to 
break encryption systems (such as AES, RSA, and ECC) that are widely used on the 
Internet (e.g., online shopping sites.) Governments have been boosting financing for 
quantum computing research and development for a variety of reasons, including 
progress of computer technology and national security. However, following D-wave, 
a Canadian firm, revealed a commercial annealer-based annealer.

The process of changing the states of a physical system to solve a problem is 
known as computation. Quantum computing stores and transfers digital information 
using a tiny item (e.g., electron, photon, or ion) as the medium. Two orthogonal 
states of a tiny item may be used to encode one-bit information (i.e., zero or one). 
A quantum bit is a quantum two-state system with two states (or qubit). A quantum 
computer solves a problem by placing qubits in starting states and then modifying 
the states to get the desired output. Because such tiny particles do not obey the laws 
of conventional physics, quantum mechanics is utilised to explain the states in order 
to build such a quantum circuit. Many new fields of science and technology study 
and development have opened up since the advent of quantum physics. Quantum 
Computing and Communication is one such area, where there is a chamber sealed 
that was previously just a fantasy in the realm of computing and communication. 
This article provides a short overview of what is currently taking on in the area 
of information processing systems, with a focus on Big Data Analytics. We have 
quantum computation and communication in this article. With the ever-increasing 
demands for processing speed and compactness, traditional computers are unable 
to keep up with these few requirements. Because classical computers are based on 
classical physics, their growth has reached its pinnacle. As a result of these limitations, 
quantum mechanics has emerged as a game changer in the race of computing.

Quantum theory is one of the most influential ideas of the twentieth century, 
influencing the path of scientific development. It has offered a new line of scientific 
thinking, anticipated previously unthinkable scenarios, and impacted a variety of 
contemporary technological fields. There are many methods to represent scientific 
rules in general and physics laws in particular. Information, like physical laws 
of nature, may be represented in a variety of ways. Because information may be 
represented in a variety of ways while maintaining its fundamental essence, it 
is possible to manipulate data automatically. “There is no information without 
physical representation,” says one who uses a physical system to communicate 
information. Said words are transmitted by air pressure fluctuations: “There is no 
information without physical representation.” Information is an apparent contender 
for fundamentally essential roles in physics, such as contact, energy, momentum, and 
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other abstractors, since it is indifferent to how it is represented and may be easily 
transferred from one form to another.

Big Data is a phrase that refers to data that exceeds the storage and processing 
capabilities of traditional computers, and extracting insight from enormous amounts 
of data is a huge problem. Quantum Computing saves the day by reviewing the 
literature on Big Data Analytics using Quantum Computing for Machine Learning 
and the present state of the art. The goal of this study is to conduct a survey in the 
fascinating area of quantum computing. The article starts with a summary of quantum 
mechanics’ history. From a physics standpoint, major components of quantum 
computing such as quantum superposition, quantum tunnelling, and qubits are 
discussed next. In addition, different quantum physics techniques and applications 
are investigated. Bits are used to encode information in traditional computers. Each 
bit may be either a 1 or a 0. This 1 and 0 serve as on and off switches for computer 
operations. Quantum computers are made up of qubits, which work on the basis 
of two quantum physics principles: superposition and entanglement. Using these 
two concepts, qubits may serve as additional high-degree-of-complexity switches, 
allowing quantum computers to tackle challenging problems that are now unsolvable 
by conventional computers. A metal on a silicon chip produces superconducting 
when it is placed in such a manner that it becomes superconducting when cooled 
to a low enough temperature. Without any electrical resistance, all electrons may 
flow freely and take on distinct quantum states. Refrigerators are used to chill them 
down, and they utilise dilution refrigerators with a temperature of 10-15 milikelvins. 
The temperature is 0.051 kelvin lower than that of outer space. Microwave cables 
link the quantum chip to the signals, which are sent to the chip, which processes 
them and outputs the results.

Imagine an electron in a magnetic field as a qubit. A spin-up state is when the 
electron’s spin is aligned with the field, whereas a spin-down state is when the 
electron’s spin is opposing the field. Using a pulse of energy, such as from a laser - 
let’s say 1 unit of laser energy - we can change the electron’s spin from one state to 
another. But what if we just utilise half a unit of laser energy, thereby isolating the 
particle from all other influences? The particle subsequently enters a superposition 
of states, in which the qubits may act as if they were in both states at the same time, 
according to quantum law. Each qubit may be in both a 0 and a 1 superposition. As 
a result, the maximum number of calculations a quantum computer can do is 2n, 
where n is the number of qubits in use. A quantum computer with 500 qubits has 
the ability to do 2500 computations in a single step. This is a huge quantity - 2500 
is an infinite number of atoms more than the known cosmos has. This is real parallel 
processing: even today’s so-called parallel processors can only perform one thing at 
a time: there are only two or more of them working on it. Quantum entanglement 
will be used to interact between these particles.
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When European Union members declared their plan to spend $13 million in the 
research and development of a secure communications system based on quantum 
cryptography, it made headlines. The SECOQC (Secure Communication based 
on Quantum Cryptography) system will act as a strategic counter to the Echelon 
intelligence collection system utilised by the US, Australia, the United Kingdom, 
Canada, and New Zealand. In addition, a few quantum information processing 
companies, such as MagiQ Technologies and ID Quantique, are developing quantum 
cryptography solutions to meet the needs of businesses, governments, and other 
institutions where preventing unauthorised information disclosure has become a 
critical success factor in maintaining a competitive advantage over competitors. While 
current cryptosystems are claimed to be extremely successful, or “INTRACTABLE,” 
why is so much money being spent on the development of a new cryptosystem - 
quantum cryptography? Public key cryptography is used to exchange keys rather than 
to encrypt large quantities of data since it requires complicated computations that 
are rather sluggish. To distribute symmetric keys across distant participants, widely 
established methods like as the RSA and Diffie-Hellman key negotiation techniques 
are often employed. Many institutions choose a hybrid method to take advantage 
of the speed of a shared key system and the security of a public key system for the 
first exchange of the symmetric key since asymmetric encryption is considerably 
slower than symmetric encryption. As a result, this method takes use of a symmetric 
key system’s speed and performance while utilising the scalability of a public key 
infrastructure. Public key cryptosystems like RSA and Diffie-Hellman, on the other 
hand, are not dependent on actual mathematical proofs. Rather, years of public 
examination of the basic process of factoring big numbers into their primes, which 
is believed to be “intractable,” has led to the conclusion that these methods are fairly 
safe. To put it another way, by the time the encryption method could be overcome, 
the data being secured would have lost all of its value. As a result, the strength of 
these algorithms is predicated on the fact that, given today’s computer processing 
capacity, there is no known mathematical procedure for rapidly factoring extremely 
big integers. While today’s public key cryptosystems may be “good enough” to offer 
a reasonable degree of confidentiality, they are vulnerable to a number of dangers. 
For example, advances in computer processing, like as quantum computing, may 
be able to overcome systems like RSA in a timely manner, rendering public key 
cryptosystems obsolete. For example, although the DES method, which uses a 56-bit 
key, was previously believed to be safe, it is no longer deemed such since technological 
advances have made it easy to defeat. The fact that powerful computers could break 
DES in a matter of hours sparked the creation of the Advanced Encryption Standard. 
As a result, one area of concern is that public key cryptography may be susceptible 
to future advances in computer processing capability.
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Second, it’s unclear if a theory that can factor big numbers into their primes in a 
timely way will be created in the future or is currently accessible. There is currently 
no evidence that such a factoring theorem cannot be developed. As a consequence, 
public key systems are susceptible to the unknown existence of such a theorem 
in the future, which would have a major impact on the algorithm’s mathematical 
intractability. This ambiguity poses a threat to national security and intellectual 
property, both of which need absolute protection. To summarise, contemporary 
encryption is susceptible to both technical advancements in computer power and 
mathematical development that allows one-way operations like factoring big 
numbers to be rapidly reversed. If a factoring theorem were to be made public, or 
if computing became powerful enough to defeat public cryptography, businesses, 
governments, militaries, and other affected institutions would be forced to spend 
significant resources investigating the risk of damage and potentially deploying a 
new and expensive cryptography system quickly. Quantum cryptography, rather 
than relying on the difficulty of factoring big numbers, is based on the basic and 
unchangeable laws of quantum physics. In reality, quantum cryptography is based on 
two pillars of quantum physics from the twentieth century: the Heisenberg Uncertainty 
Principle and the Photon Polarization Principle. It is impossible to measure the 
quantum state of any system without disrupting it, according to the Heisenberg 
Uncertainty principle. As a result, the polarisation of a photon or light particle 
can only be determined at the time of measurement. In a quantum cryptography-
based cryptosystem, this concept is essential for resisting eavesdropper efforts. The 
photon polarisation principle, on the other hand, explains how light photons may be 
polarised in particular directions. Furthermore, a photon filter with the appropriate 
polarisation can only detect polarised photons; otherwise, the photon is destroyed. 
Quantum encryption is an appealing alternative for guaranteeing data privacy and 
thwarting eavesdroppers because of photons’ “one-way-ness” and the Heisenberg 
Uncertainty principle.

CONCLUSION

In 1984, Charles H. Bennet and Gilles Brassard created the idea of quantum 
cryptography as part of a physics and information research. According to Bennet 
and Brassad, an encryption key may be generated based on the number of photons 
received and how they were received. Their view is supported by the fact that light 
may exhibit particle-like properties in addition to light waves. These photons may be 
polarised in a variety of ways, which can be used to represent bits that include both 
ones and zeros. These bits may be used to create one-time pads and assist PKI systems 
by securely transmitting keys. The basis of quantum cryptography is the encoding 
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of bits using polarised photons, which is also the fundamental concept of quantum 
key distribution. While the strength of contemporary digital encryption is based 
on the computational complexity of factoring big numbers, quantum cryptography 
is entirely based on physical laws and is unaffected by current computer systems’ 
processing capacity. Because the laws of physics will always hold true, quantum 
cryptography solves the uncertainty problem that plagues current cryptography; it 
is no longer necessary to make assumptions about malicious attackers’ computing 
power or the development of a theorem in order to solve the large integer Factorization 
problem quickly.
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ABSTRACT

Quantum computing exploits quantum-mechanical principles such as entanglement 
and superposition to offer significant computational advantages over conventional 
classical computing. Many complex and computationally challenging problems are 
expected to be solved by quantum computing in a number of fields, such as data 
science, industrial chemistry, smart energy, finance, secure communications, and 
many others. In order to understand the current status of quantum computing and 
identify its challenges, a systematic review of the existing literature will be valuable. 
An overview of quantum computing literature and its taxonomy is presented in this 
chapter. Further, the proposed taxonomy aims to identify research gaps by mapping 
various related studies. There is a detailed analysis of quantum technologies with 
the most current state of the art. Finally, the chapter presents a highlight of open 
challenges and future research directions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quantum Computing will rescript the definition of impossible, making a world of all 
possibilities. To begin with we will go back to a popular example of Schrödinger’s cat 
of Quantum Mechanics that demonstrates the paradox of superposition. A cat is left 
in room with assumption that no one is watching. A hammer is present connected to 
pulley above a green coloured poison. If the cat tamper with the pulley, it falls on the 
glass tube containing poison and the cat will die, otherwise, it is alive. So, an observer, 
is in a superposition of state that whether the cat is dead or alive. The probability of 
being alive and dead is half. Similarly, if we take an un-biased coin toss it to make 
a decision, it ends up with a head or a tail. But, if it is a quantum-based coin, it will 
spin and spin and never come back to make a decision, once it takes a decision, the 
problem becomes classical and not quantum mechanics based. Why Quantum? The 
universe can be thought of a quantum computer, with a massive amount of quantum 
computation going on regular basis. Quantum Computing is one of the most hyped 
topics in today’s world due to the capability to compute task in real-time and used 
in numerous fields like Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, Neural 
Networks, etc. The beginning of this concept had already originated in 1980 by the 
pioneering proposal of Benioff and Feynman, who proposed the idea that systems 
using quantum concept rather than classical ones are capable of dealing with more 
complex problems (Benioff, 1980).

Quantum Turing Machine was proposed and universal models were developed 
based on quantum mechanics (Deutsch, 1985) and proved. The computational 
capabilities of classical computers are enhanced by quantum models, showing 
advantage over classical algorithms to solve complex problems. Factorization of 
large prime numbers is considered as one of the NP-Hard problem. A quantum 
algorithm for solving this was proposed by Shor in 1994 (Shor, 1994). He proved 
that only in polynomial time, the RSA encryption used in factorization problem can 
be deciphered by using quantum mechanism. Further, Groover research mechanism 
for finding data from an un-ordered database by use of quantum searching. He 
implemented quantum parallelism, processing all data at the same time thereby 
reducing complexity and time consumption. By these and many more quantum 
algorithms have attracted researchers in the area of algorithm design.

Since ten researchers and scientist have study various aspects of quantum 
algorithms and its applications and further have experimented and designed many 
efficient algorithms in various fields. For this they have implemented and brought 
forth the concept of qubits which are quantum bits for computation in quantum 
environment. A conventional classical digital computing has the information stored 
in bits taking definite binary values as ‘0’ and ‘1’. In contrast, Quantum computers, 
has the capability of accessing large Hilbert space i.e computational space, where 
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there are n number of bits called qubits. These are in 2n number of outcomes at a 
given time called superposition state, this overcomes large space problem. Although 
these qubits are more reliable for computation than classical bits but are prone 
to environmental noise. Physicist John Preskill proposed the concept of Noisy 
Intermediate Scale Quantum (NISQ) technology for upcoming generation quantum 
systems which will be resistant to external noise factor (Preskill, 2018). The major 
challenge faced by qubits are decoherence, thereby degrading the mechanism of 
information processing capabilities. This paved a path for the future research in 
quantum computing arena, by minimizing the noise effect without comprising on 
information processing by various quantum algorithms. Next, major problem arises 
for connectivity of qubits with inter and inter qubits connectivity and couplings for 
a better quantum device functionality. Another, major challenge is to achieve real-
time applications and problem not traceable by classical computing, which has been 
started by many companies like Google long back (Ball, 2016) and also is adapted 
globally for development.

Some of the proposed intelligent algorithms of quantum computing includes 
Quantum Clustering Algorithms, Quantum Evolutionary Algorithms, Quantum 
Neural Network, Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithms, Quantum 
Wavelet Transform, Quantum Machine Learning based Algorithms. These algorithms 
are being implemented and tested in real quantum systems to compete with the 
traditional computational intelligent algorithms. The quantum algorithms can be 
basically classified as Optimization algorithms and Learning algorithms. Some of 
which will be discuss later in this chapter.

1.1 Structure of Quantum Mechanism

Some of the base principles of quantum mechanics includes quantum interference, 
quantum entanglement and superposition. Quantum mechanisms and technologies 
are still in incubation phase gradually increasing its domain. The figure 1 below 
depicts building blocks of a quantum-based system consisting of central processing 
units, gates, circuitry, memory, error detection and correction. Quantum states 
performs quantum operations; quantum error correction and detection can locate 
and correct errors during ongoing operation. The array of quantum states, inputs to 
form a stable system constitutes quantum memory.

A. Quantum Algorithms

Quantum algorithms come a long way from simulation of quantum physics to 
quantum computers. These have high computing power and can process large 
volumes of data. Daniel Simon was to propose quantum algorithm that was first 
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of its type providing high evaluation than that of classical algorithms (Ball, 2016). 
We have classified these algorithms as Quantum Optimization, Quantum Learning 
and Quantum Clustering.

B. Quantum Optimization

These are algorithms proposed for computing optimization problem with accuracy 
and speed due to the functionality of parallel execution. Quantum optimization 
provides a global search strategy with quantum based intelligent algorithms and 
processing capabilities. Here, we have briefly noted down some of the quantum 
optimization algorithms along with future challenges and research scope.

2. QUANTUM EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM (QEA)

The QEA is a robust and efficient quantum computing algorithm based on evolutionary 
algorithms. The fist quantum evolutionary proposal started with implementation 
of genetic algorithm on quantum computing scenario (Narayanan & Moore, 1996). 
A QEA algorithm must have the functionality of global search space with faster 
convergence and high population density. These can easily be implemented with 
other algorithms too.

Quantum-based evolutionary algorithms simulated quantum bits, superposition, 
measurements, gates for classical computers with its standardized framework. In 
general, this line of work intends to benefit from a richer quantum representation. 
These quantum-bits are simulated which permits linear superposition of different 
states, handled by quantum gates (Zhang, 2011)(Krylov & Lukac, 2019). In 1996, 
Narayanan demonstrated the principles of quantum mechanics for evolutionary 
methods (Narayanan & Moore, 1996) to solve Travelling Salesman Problem (TPS); 
by qubits fixed-point interference operator. Then after, this methodology was in 
used for quantum algorithms to tackle Np-hard problems with high feasibility and 
reliability.

Contrast to traditional evolutionary algorithms, QEA is implemented on quantum 
bit, for superposition of quantum chromosome involving multiple states. The size 
of population is small and can handle diversity, making it suitable for parallel 
computation and searching with high efficiency. QEA was further extended to 
Genetic Quantum Algorithm (GQA).
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3. REAL-CODED QUANTUM-INSPIRED 
EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM

(RQIEA) is an enhanced version of QEA algorithm. This algorithm used real-values 
function for quantum optimization as, proposed in (da Cruz et al., 2007) which was 
further simplified in, which use real coded form rather than binary-coded form as 

Figure 1. Structure of Quantum Mechanism
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that of the later. The RQIEA deal with two different populations, i.e. it maintains a 
differentiation between population of quantum chromosomes and observed population 
containing real-valued vector solutions. Here, Q(t) have N quantum individuals qi, i 
= 1, 2, . . ., N, with each individual having G genes. Each gene is represented gij = 
(ρij, σij) where, j = 1, 2, . . ., G. The mean and width of a squared pulse are denoted 
as ρij and σij, respectively. Each gene depicts an interval in the search space. The 
flow of RQIEA algorithm is described in figure 2.

Figure 2. Flow of RQIEA
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4. QUANTUM INSPIRED PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

It is part of Quantum Swarm Algorithm with merging of QEA and Particle Swarm 
Optimization technique (Alfares & Esat, 2006). It uses different Q-bit denotation 
termed quantum angle which are updated by improved PSO method. The proposed 
mechanism was implemented for traveling salesman problem (TSP) as well as for 
0-1 knapsack problem.

The Swarm Intelligence Algorithms are inspiration of swarm or colonies formed 
by social organisms. They iterate with neighboring individuals and environment for 
communication. PSO is a stochastic optimization technique with social behavior of 
various organisms such as flies, birds etc. PSO implements population-based search 
mechanism with hyperdimensional search space cumulatively called swarm. Here, 
the particle set are swarm with peach having a potential solution. Let, xi(t) denotes 
the position of a particle i at time t, the position of the particle i is changed by a 
velocity term vi(t) added to the current position. This velocity vector depicts the 
optimization process. It considers the distance of the particles as well as the velocity.

xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + vi(t + 1) 

Initial PSO was based on two primary solutions gbest and lbest; where gbest is 
the global best with star topology social network structure and lbest was the local 
best with ring topology having less neighbor than gbest.

The quantum based PSO uses gbest for computation, where particle velocity is 
computed as:

V t V t c r j t Y t X t c r j t Y t Xij ij ij ij j i�� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �1
1 1 2 2

[ ] [ jj t� �]  

If particle i is in the best position, then yi is its personal best. Therefore, the 
optimal position in the swarm is Y tj

 � � . A particle i in dimension j, j = 1......,∞, 
at time t has a velocity indicted by Vij. Xij(t) represents the position of particle i in 
dimension j at time t; c1 and c2 track the contributions of the cognitive and social 
components. Stochastic elements are introduced to the algorithm by r1j(t) and r2j(t). 
They are in the range (Benioff, 1980), samples from a uniform distribution.
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5. SOME OF THE OTHER ALGORITHMS

5.1 Quantum learning algorithms

Intelligent Optimization has been growing its pace with Quantum computing. Then 
researchers came up with the idea of quantum implementation with learning algorithm 
taking into account advantage of quantum computing for learning algorithms. 
Quantum Neural Network (QNN) is one of its mostly used algorithms.

A. Quantum Neural Network (QNN)

QNN is a supervised learning technique, developed as feed-forward networks. 
The QNN takes input from one layer of qubits and passes further. The qubits layer 
computes information and forwards the results to the next output layer, leading to 
final layer of output. The layers are not necessarily having same qubits numbers in 
every layers. The layers are trained for modelling as in Artificial Neural Networks. 
For neuron simulation a threshold logic unit, M-P neuron model is proposed (Wang 
et al., 2007). The fist idea for quantum neural network was proposed in 1995 by 
Subash Kak and Ron Chrisleyln. For synapses simulation, Hebb proposed a model 
which is a building model for learning neural network model (McCulloch & Pitts, 
1943). According to researchers it was found that QNN had better performance than 
traditional Neural Networks and thereafter, new QNN models were developed. It is 
estimated that a single quantum neuron performs XOR functions that is not achieved 
by classical neuron. QNN has been growing is application rapidly, and for training 
the model various training algorithms are proposed.

A complex version of the learning algorithm is one of the areas of focus. (Nitta, 
1993) demonstrates the back-propagation algorithm using a complex numbered 
version, and (Nitta, 1994) discusses the characteristics of the learning rule. Using 
quantum conjugate gradients, a back-propagation network is built in (Zhang et al., 
2010). Conjugate gradient algorithms are preferred over steepest gradient algorithms 
to accelerate convergence. The complex-valued version of (Chen et al., 2005) also 
proposes a backpropagation algorithm by including an error component in the 
conventional error function. The algorithm outlined in (Li et al., 2006) is designed to 
deal with the local minima problem. Moreover, (Zhang et al., 2016) places a greater 
emphasis on training QNN connection weights and thresholds using an improved 
PSO. The multi-layer QNN is trained supervised, instead of using back-propagation, 
by applying a real-coded genetic algorithm in (Takahashi et al., 2014).
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B. Quantum Clustering Algorithms

It is data clustering algorithm using conceptual and mathematical tools for quantum 
computations. The clusters are formed by maximum density data points. It is 
mostly implemented for data mining and used in data analysis and knowledge 
discovery process. It is also used in fields like computer vision, pattern recognition 
and information retrieval. Cluster analysis is done to segregate objects to various 
categories based on its similarities. The clustering algorithms are categorized as 
density-based, partition-based, grid-based and hierarchy-based (Rosenblatt, 1958). 
Further, it can be classified based on Evolutionary inspired quantum mechanics and 
quantum optimization. Evolutionary mechanism is used to find the optimum solution 
to update clustering center and minimize the dependency on the previous center. 
In (Xu & Wunsch, 2005), authors used gradient descent to solve potential energy 
computation and estimation of clustering center and in (Xie & Beni, 1991) authors 
took clustering on physical basis. Appropriate cluster centers can be computed by 
Schrodinger equation and gradient descent mechanism.

In quantum optimization-based clustering optimizes the clustering for better 
results. For better performance similarity of data is computed for clustering by the 
formula below;

P C MIN P Cc
*� � � � ���  

where Ω is set of clustering results, C is dataset division and P is computed criterion 
function for checking the data similarity. To minimize the value of P, the function is 
optimized using quantum optimization algorithm. Compared to traditional clustering, 
the function P is not much difference. The implementation of quantum optimization 
in quantum clustering makes the difference, representing the results as qubits, thereby 
increasing the probability of global optimum. The flow of generalized clustering 
mechanism in quantum is depicted in figure 3.

Clustering techniques such as fuzzy C-means clustering and K-means quantum 
clustering are among their basic types. In (Horn & Gottlieb, 2001), the fuzzy 
C-Hadrian method and quadratic clustering methods are merged, and network 
structure is presented at several levels. A fuzzy C-Means soft clustering algorithm 
is combined with random fuzzy membership input in (Sun & Hao, 2009) to enable 
the segmentation of remote-sensed multi-band images. Furthermore, a quantum local 
potential function network, which utilizes waves and potential functions to inherit 
the outstanding features of QC, is discussed in (Zhong et al., 2010). (Lu & Zhao, 
2010) avoids the sinking of the updated cluster centers into areas of obstacles by 
introducing the detour distance in QPSO, as well as a particle escaping principle. The 
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algorithm used in (Zhang et al., 2012) updates the number of cluster centroids in a 
dynamic manner in order to reduce particle accumulation near boundary conditions 
and find optimal conditions in a variety of dimensions in order to overcome the 
problem of predefined cluster numbers in PSO. Using quantum entanglement-based 
discrete PSO, the clustering of complex networks can be achieved using reference 
(Li et al., 2017). QPSO and K-medioids used together allows (Teng-Fei & Xue-Ping, 
2010) to further simplify the procedure of separating clusters by using QPSO and 
K-medioids. The QPSO clustering algorithm is paired with fuzzy C-means clustering in 
(Sengupta et al., 2018). Soft clustering of FCM assists with partitioning and reducing 
stagnation in local optima by using membership probabilities, whereas global search 
of QPSO helps avoid stagnation. Generally, clustering criteria selection is a hotspot. 
Gradient descent is used as the clustering technique inspired by quantum mechanics 
to determine the clustering center. Taking advantage of quantum mechanics, this 
method fully utilizes the information contained in data by making use of particle 
distribution in quantum space.

Figure 3. Flow of Quantum Clustering
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6. TAXONOMY OF QUANTUM

The following sections describe the different types of quantum computing technologies 
and their operating methods in detail. A quantum computing taxonomy comprises 
the following elements: a) Basic Features, b) Algorithmic Features, c) Gate Time 
Features, and d) Other characteristics. Figure 4 illustrates a diagrammatic depiction 
of quantum computing’s taxonomy (Gill et al., 2020). The following subsections 
have brief descriptions of each of the elements in quantum computing taxonomy.

a)  Basic Features: Quantum computing features include quantum bits implemented, 
quantum computing classifiable by technology, as well as performance metrics. 
The basic application of quantum computing is to understand how qubits are 
implemented and represented. There are different ways to represent qubits, 
including stationary, flying, and mobile representations. As with traditional 
programming, the stationary method resembles conventional circuit design, 
while the mobile method resembles traditional programming. Depending on 
the technology used, ensemble computing and singleton computing are also 
categorized. An ensemble computing system consists of multiple quantum 
computers that have the same specifications and perform the same functions. 
Compared to this, a singleton computer runs only one quantum operation. 
Other quantum computing techniques are classified according to performance 
metrics such as fluorescence, mechanical vibrations, and concurrency.

b)  Algorithmic Features: The classical computing infrastructure can be used to 
implement quantum algorithmic techniques. In lieu of this, quantum algorithms 
must be discussed and categorized on the basis of characteristics. Parallelism, 
the number of available qubits, topologies, and techniques for finding and 
operating on qubits are algorithms that are part of quantum computing. Due 
to the fact that quantum gates need to be implemented in parallel to minimize 
or prevent qubit decoherence, parallelism is a crucial feature. In addition to 
the aggregate number of available qubits, the quantum computer can also be 

Figure 4. Quantum Taxonomy (Gill et al., 2020)
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scalable and reliable. Quantum computers can be thought of as having multiple 
topologies in terms of arranging different physical devices. An optimized 
architecture ensures the smooth flow of data and information between the 
different physical units of the system. It is logically very complex to address each 
qubit individually. In terms of the quantum computer physical implementation, 
this feature enables us to examine qubit states more precisely.

c)  Gate Time Features: Quantum computing technologies can also be classified 
according to their gate and time characteristics, which include decoherence 
times and measurement times. Qubits can be held in a particular state up to the 
decoherence time. Nowadays, quantum computing researchers are investigating 
the decoherence time. The measurement time (time required to precisely 
measure the qubit state) is another essential characteristic of classification.

d)  Other Characteristics: Further classification of quantum computing technologies 
takes into account few other aspects of quantum computing such as scalability 
or control of gate levels of qubits. Qubits can scale up to larger numbers based 
on all the above-mentioned features. To prevent constant representation of a 
single ion or photon, it is recommended to use multiple qubits. As qubit states 
change continuously over time, it is essential that gates be timed accurately. 
In order to place multiple qubits in their relative phases simultaneously, their 
arrival times should be precisely adjusted.

7. OPEN RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Quantum computation is still a challenging problem because experimental quantum 
error correction does not exist. Since quantum states are delicate, quantum error 
correction cannot be performed. Bits must be operated at very low temperatures, 
and fabrication should be extremely precise. Verification is also difficult due to the 
challenge of measuring the quantum state in its entirety accurately. Comparing classical 
computing to modern computing, there is a significant risk of errors. In order for 
quantum architectures to function as intended, an effective error correction mechanism 
is needed. To verify precise fabrication constraints, quantum communication 
architecture will need to be redesigned. In order to reduce the occurrence of error, 
qubit placement must be avoided, which is very difficult after fabrication due to tight 
tolerances. To achieve sustainable quantum computation, recursive error correction 
is required. Automated detection and correction of errors can be achieved in the 
future using AI and machine learning techniques to provide valuable and reliable 
services. Nevertheless, the AI/ML techniques require more training.

Supercomputers consume a great deal of energy to solve different problems, so 
energy management is a major challenge in the field. The performance of quantum 
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computers should be superior to that of supercomputers. A quantum computer, on 
the other hand, uses less energy to conduct extensive calculations, thereby reducing 
emissions. The quantum computer has the property of enabling identification of 
optimal solutions for complex problems while using a less amount of energy, unlike 
the classic computer, which employs binary bits (0s or 1s). Quantum processors 
consume less energy because they are designed to operate at low temperatures, and 
they are superconducting without any resistance, which means that they don’t generate 
any heat. The hybrid applications fall into two categories: high- and low-energy. 
The quantum part is executed using quantum computing, and the classical part is 
executed using the cloud. In order to curb energy consumption and costs dramatically, 
hybrid computing must be implemented to solve these problems. Before hybrid 
computing can be used to solve today’s most challenging business problems, more 
research must be conducted. In order to improve computational speed, reliability, 
and security using quantum computing, which is energy-intensive, cooling devices 
can be used to control the temperature. It might be possible to satisfy the energy 
demand of quantum computers by utilizing renewable energy.

When powerful quantum computers become widely available in the future, 
unconditionally secure quantum cloud computing can be a major ingredient in 
various real-life applications. In a cloud, a few powerful quantum-computers could 
significantly improve the client’s productivity. A quantum link would be needed 
for the client to transfer their job and associated qubits to the quantum cloud. There 
have been efforts in this direction to demonstrate blind quantum computing where 
inputs, delegations, computations, and outputs are unknown to the quantum servers. 
However, such advances have been constrained because quantum clusters are universal 
and powerful. Secure quantum computations that can be verified cryptographically, 
quantum cloud computing, and quantum cryptography primitives that are error-free 
for cloud computing, as well as quantum techniques for access control. As a result, 
quantum cloud computing needs to be studied in-depth in order to be secure and 
efficient on a large scale. To support the quantum computing community, cloud-
based environments would be an efficient way to store, compute, and distribute 
data. Typically, network latency and bandwidth can be a barrier to the execution of 
small tasks in these systems, but edge or fog computing can solve these problems. 
Moreover, a blockchain-based service can provide a secure and reliable means of 
communication.

8. CONCLUSION

A structured review of quantum computing literature is presented in this chapter. 
A taxonomy of quantum computing is presented along with open challenges, and 
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promising future directions. To date, a single quantum computing technique lacks 
the ability to combine all the performance attributes. The most suitable quantum 
computing method for building a quantum computer that can perform concurrent 
operations is one that can incorporate all of the necessary classified features with 
quantum I/O. Using the proposed taxonomy framework, the best strategy that can 
be applied to classical computing infrastructure can be compared against existing 
quantum computing methods. A topic of research in the field of quantum computing 
is the scaling of quantum bits and the trade-off between speed and decoherence time.

Further, the current industrial quantum computers are not yet capable of replacing 
classical supercomputers on account of scaling problems with the number of qubits 
that can be operationally realized. There is still uncertainty about when quantum 
computers will start replacing classical counterparts in complex tasks, even though the 
next decade is poised to be thrilling for industrial quantum computers. While quantum 
computing will become a reality in the future, digital supercomputers will endure. 
The key design challenge is to make the quantum algorithm run efficiently. It requires 
a large number of physical qubits, which require tight and continuous connections 
between the classical platform and quantum chip, creating a huge control overhead. 
Due to quantum error correction, which is still an open problem, fault-tolerant and 
reliable quantum computations are challenging to achieve. Considering the fragile 
nature of quantum states, bits must be operated at extremely low temperatures, and 
fabrication should be precise. Energy management is an important area of research 
in quantum computing. The use of hybrid computing is needed to drastically reduce 
energy consumption and costs by combining quantum and classical computing. 
To solve today’s toughest business problems, hybrid computing needs more work 
before it can be implemented practically. The design of quantum simulators can take 
advantage of the entanglement and superposition properties of quantum computing 
while taking into account complex quantum experiments. AI-based robotics deal with 
a variety of problems utilizing graph search to find new information, but complexity 
grows as more data is amassed. Quantum algorithms will benefit a variety of fields, 
including security, finance, biomedical, chemical, and economic development.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Evolutionary Algorithm: The evolutionary algorithm (EA) emulates the behavior 
of living organisms by using mechanisms inspired by nature to solve problems. Both 
evolutionary computing and bio-inspired computing incorporate EA. Evolutionary 
algorithms are modeled after Darwin’s concepts.

Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum: A noisy intermediate-scale quantum 
(NISQ) processor contains 50 to a few hundred qubits, but are neither sufficiently 
advanced nor large enough to profit sustainably from quantum supremacy. This term 
describes the current state of the art in quantum processor fabrication. The term 
‘noisy’ refers to quantum processors that are very sensitive to their environment 
and may lose their quantum state due to quantum decoherence. During the era of 
NISQ, quantum processors are not advanced enough to continuously use quantum 
error correction.

Quantum Clustering: Quantum Clustering refers to a class of algorithms that 
use concepts and mathematical tools from quantum mechanics to cluster data. 
Clusters are defined by higher densities of data points, and QC belongs to the family 
of density-based clustering algorithms.

Quantum Computing: A quantum computing system is a computer technology 
based on quantum theory (which explains how energy and matter behave at atomic 
and subatomic levels). Modern computers can only encode information in bits that 
have a value of 1 or 0, which limits their capabilities. Qubits, on the other hand, are 
an essential part of quantum computing. It takes advantage of the unique property 
of subatomic particles, which allows them to exist in more than one state at once 
(i.e., as a 1 and a 0).

Quantum Machine Learning: Quantum machine learning is the integration of 
quantum algorithms into machine learning programs. Quantum algorithms can be 
used to analyze quantum states instead of analyzing classical data. Furthermore, 
quantum algorithms can be used to analyze quantum states instead of classical 
data. These routines can be more complex in nature and executed more quickly on 
a quantum computer.

Quantum Mechanics: Fundamental to physics, quantum mechanics describes the 
physical properties of matter on an atomic level and at a subatomic scale. Among its 
many applications are quantum chemistry, quantum field theory, quantum technology, 
and quantum information science.

Quantum Neural Network: The quantum neural network is a computational 
neural network that is based on quantum mechanics. Machine learning algorithms and 
quantum neural networks (QNN) combine concepts from quantum computing and 
artificial neural networks. In the past decade, the term has been applied to describe 
a variety of ideas, ranging from quantum computers that emulate the exact functions 
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of neural nets to general trainable quantum circuits that bear little resemblance to 
the multilayer structure of perceptron.

Quantum Optimization: A quantum optimization algorithm is used to solve a 
problem of optimization. From a set of possible solutions, mathematical optimization 
aims to find the most optimal solution. Most optimization problems are presented 
as minimization problems, where one attempts to minimize an error which is a 
function of the solution: the optimal solution has the smallest error. There are many 
optimization techniques used in fields like mechanics, economics, and engineering, 
and as the complexity and amount of data involved rise, it becomes increasingly 
important to find more efficient solutions to optimization problems. There is a 
possibility that quantum computing may allow problems which are beyond the 
capabilities of classical computers to be resolved, or may suggest a significant 
speedup over the fastest known classical algorithm.
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APPENDIX

Google’s breakthrough in quantum computation has increased interest in the field. 
Some of the other use-cases of quantum computing include: Optimization, Research, 
Cryptography, Industry applications with significant impact in healthcare, business 
and science. The first quantum computing platforms are being offered by Google, 
IBM, and Microsoft. In addition, many other companies aim to lead the way in 
their areas of specialization using quantum computing. With the help of quantum 
simulations, Bosch, for example, is developing new energy storage and functional 
materials. Optimization problems exist in every industry and in every business 
function, and some of them are too complicated to solve with traditional computers. 
These problems can be solved using quantum computers by using the following 
techniques: • An optimization heuristic called quantum annealing is expected to be 
superior to classical computers in certain optimization problems. It is far simpler 
and cheaper to construct specialized quantum annealers than a universal quantum 
computer for quantum annealing. However, it has yet to be demonstrated definitively 
that such computers are superior to classical computers. Using classical computing, 
cheaper digital annealers simulate quantum annealers.

• The universal quantum computer is capable of addressing a wide range of 
computational problems. Their commercial availability will take longer, 
however, as more research is needed to increase their reliability.

Here are a few optimization problems from various industries where firms are relying 
on quantum computing instead of sub-optimal heuristics:

• Transportation:
 ◦ Using quantum computing for the design of autonomous vehicles is 

one way Volkswagen and Google are collaborating to optimize large 
autonomous fleets.

• Energy:
 ◦ The Dubai Electricity and Water Authority (DEWA) has been working 

with Microsoft to optimize energy efficiency using quantum computing 
since 2020.

 ◦ The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has established two labs dedicated 
to the integration of quantum computing into grid optimization.

 ◦ For precise weather forecasting, IBM employs quantum computing, 
which is currently used by almost all consumer tech giants such as 
Apple, Amazon, Google, and Facebook.
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• Finance:
 ◦ Predicting financial markets by using automated trading.
 ◦ In 2020, Banks will be using quantum computing for risk classification 

in a pilot program.
 ◦ In 2021, quantum computing is being tested against any other 

benchmarking method for near-term investments in their portfolio 
management benchmarking pilot.

 ◦ In 2022, PayPal will partner with IBM to use quantum computing for 
fraud detection.

• Insurance:
 ◦ For data intensive tasks such as identifying health anomalies, Anthem 

plans to use IBM’s quantum computing solution for the valuation of 
instruments and premiums in complex cases.

• Logistics:
 ◦ In a research study, DWave, a QC company, partnered with Toyota for 

traffic prediction and optimization using QC. The study showed that QC 
produces better results than existing tools.

 ◦ Supply chain and inventory optimization: QC applications have yet 
to be established as a solution for supply chain optimization, but big 
companies such as Coca Cola Japan have begun large-scale pilot 
programs.

• Pharmaceutical:
 ◦ Using quantum computing for molecular comparison in drug 

development.
 ◦ The adoption of personalized medicine that takes into account genomics.

• Technology
 ◦ Machine learning: Quantum computers have the potential of accelerating 

machine learning processes drastically
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ABSTRACT

Computational technologies drive progress in industry, science, government, and 
society. While these technologies form the foundation for intelligent systems and 
enable scientific and business innovation, they are also the limiting factors for 
progress. Quantum computing promises to overcome these limitations with better 
and faster solutions for optimization, simulation, and machine learning problems. 
Quantum computing is broadly applicable to business problems in optimization, 
machine learning, and simulation, impacting all industries. In the last couple of 
years, researchers investigated if quantum computing can help to improve classical 
machine learning algorithms. Therefore, it is instrumental for industry to seek an 
active role in this emergent ecosystem. In this chapter, the authors present a brief 
overview on various applications of quantum computing in machine learning.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of personal computers and the emergence of the Internet have 
fueled the need for more and more computing power. The trend for decades has been 
packing more computing power into smaller spaces. People are turning to different 
ways of computing, such as quantum computing, to find ways to cut energy use. It is 
believed that quantum computers will harness the power of atoms and molecules to 
perform memory and processing tasks. Quantum computers could be exponentially 
faster at running artificial-intelligence programs and handling complex simulations 
and scheduling problems.

Quantum computing is the study of information processing tasks using quantum 
mechanical principles. It combines ideas from classical information theory, computer 
science, and quantum physics. It is commonly believed that QC holds the key to 
true artificial intelligence.

One of the significant advantages of quantum computation is the ability of 
massively parallel computation. By using a quantum superposition state, 2𝑛 inputs
can be stored in n qubits simultaneously. Since universal quantum gates allow us 
to design an arbitrary quantum circuit, the n qubits can be used as the input for 
a quantum circuit, which performs an arbitrary computation. For example, four 
classical values {0, 1, 2, and 3} can be stored in two qubits simultaneously, which 
can be written as the state (6). For example, a circuit can be designed to compute 
(𝑥)=𝑥+5. It seems that four computations can be performed with only one step by
placing the qubits in the superposition states in the circuit. However, the output state 
is a superposition state of four possible output values {5, 6, 7, and 8}. The result of 
the measurement on the output qubits is one of the four possible outputs. In short, 
when a classical logic is implemented as a quantum circuit, the output qubits are 
the superposition of 2𝑛 outputs for 2𝑛 inputs.

The interest in using quantum computers to compute artificial intelligent 
algorithms has increased exponentially with the many successful implementations 
of AI showing that quantum computers can be relied for calculations.

Quantum machine learning is the integration of quantum algorithms within 
machine learning programs (Schuld et al., 2014; Wittek, 2014; Biamonte et al., 
2017). The most common use of the term refers to machine learning algorithms 
for the analysis of classical data executed on a quantum computer, i.e. quantum-
enhanced machine learning. While machine learning algorithms are used to compute 
immense quantities of data, quantum machine learning utilizes qubits and quantum 
operations or specialized quantum systems to improve computational speed and 
data storage done by algorithms in a program (Perdomo-Ortiz et al., 2018). This 
includes hybrid methods that involve both classical and quantum processing, where 
computationally difficult subroutines are outsourced to a quantum device. Beyond 
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quantum computing, the term “quantum machine learning” is also associated 
with classical machine learning methods applied to data generated from quantum 
experiments (i.e. machine learning of quantum systems), such as learning the phase 
transitions of a quantum system or creating new quantum experiments (Wiebe et al., 
2014). Quantum machine learning also extends to a branch of research that explores 
methodological and structural similarities between certain physical systems and 
learning systems, in particular neural networks (Huembeli et al., 2018).

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, the authors have presented a 
brief literature review on the existing papers which are present in this area. In the 
subsequent section 3, authors have discussed on a few basic concepts related to 
the quantum computing. Further in section 4, a discussion has been made on the 
approaches taken to enhance the application of machine learning through quantum 
computing. In section 5, authors have illustrated the different machine learning 
applications in quantum computing. Finally a conclusion to the paper is drawn in 
section 6.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Quite a few studies have been made by the researchers around the world regarding 
the study of quantum computing. Some of the works have been discussed by the 
authors in the present section. (Lloyd et al., 2013) in their paper provided supervised 
and unsupervised quantum machine learning algorithms for cluster assignment 
and cluster finding. Quantum machine learning can take time logarithmic in both 
the number of vectors and their dimension, an exponential speed-up over classical 
algorithms. (Schuld et al., 2014) Researchers investigated if quantum computing can 
help to improve classical machine learning algorithms. Ideas range from running 
computationally costly algorithms or their subroutines efficiently on a quantum 
computer to the translation of stochastic methods into the language of quantum 
theory. This contribution gives a systematic overview of the emerging field of 
quantum machine learning. It presents the approaches as well as technical details in 
an accessible way, and discusses the potential of a future theory of quantum learning.

(Cai et al., 2015) reported their first experimental entanglement-based 
classification of 2, 4 and 8-dimensional vectors to different clusters using a small-
scale photonic quantum computer, which are then used to implement supervised 
and unsupervised machine learning. The results demonstrate the working principle 
of using quantum computers to manipulate and classify high-dimensional vectors, 
the core mathematical routine in machine learning. The method can in principle 
be scaled to larger number of qubits, and may provide a new route to accelerate 
machine learning.
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(Powell et al., 2015) summarizes the perspectives into an outlook on the 
opportunities for quantum computing to impact problems relevant to the DOE’s 
mission as well as the additional research required to bring quantum computing to 
the point where it can have such impact.

(Kopczyk, 2018) has given an overview of selected quantum machine learning 
algorithms; however there is also a method of scores extraction for quantum PCA 
algorithm proposed as well as a new cost function in feed-forward quantum neural 
networks is introduced. The text is divided into four parts: the first part explains 
the basic quantum theory, and then quantum computation and quantum computer 
architecture are explained in section two. The third part presents quantum algorithms 
which will be used as subroutines in quantum machine learning algorithms. Finally, 
the fourth section describes quantum machine learning algorithms with the use of 
knowledge accumulated in previous parts.

(Fastovets et al., 2019) shown basic ideas of quantum machine learning where 
they have presented several new methods that combine classical machine learning 
algorithms and quantum computing methods. A demonstration has been made on 
the multiclass tree tensor network algorithm, and its approbation on IBM quantum 
processor. Also, an introduction has been made on the neural networks approach to 
quantum tomography problem. Our tomography method allows us in the prediction 
of quantum state excluding noise influence. Such classical-quantum approach can 
be applied in various experiments to reveal latent dependence between input data 
and output measurement results.

(Abdelgaber and Nikolopoulos, 2020) This paper will review the basic building 
blocks of quantum computing and discuss the main applications in artificial 
intelligence that can be addressed more efficiently using the quantum computers 
of today. Artificial intelligence and quantum computing have many features in 
common. Quantum computing can provide artificial intelligence and machine 
learning algorithms with speed of training and computational power in less price. 
Artificial intelligence on the other hand can provide quantum computers with the 
necessary error correction algorithms. Some of the algorithms in AI that have been 
successfully implemented on a quantum computer, that has been presented are both 
unsupervised learning algorithms (clustering and Principal component analysis) and 
also supervised learning classification, such as support vector machines.

(Kanamori and Seong-Moo, 2020) This paper introduces the basic concepts 
of quantum computing and describes well-known quantum applications for non-
physicists. The current status of the developments in quantum computing is also 
presented.

(Jiang et al. 2021) has carried out a case study to demonstrate an end-to-end 
implementation. On the neural network side, multilayer perceptron has been employed 
to complete image classification tasks using the standard and widely used MNIST 
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dataset. On the quantum computing side, a target has been made on IBM Quantum 
processors, which can be programmed and simulated by using IBM Qiskit. This 
work targets the acceleration of the inference phase of a trained neural network on 
the quantum processor. Along with the case study, a demonstration has been made 
on the typical procedure for mapping neural networks to quantum circuits.

(Bova et al., 2021) In this article, a discussion is made on the solutions that 
some companies are already building using quantum hardware. Framing these as 
examples of combinatorics problems, illustrations are made on their application in 
four industry verticals: cyber security, materials and pharmaceuticals, banking and 
finance, and advanced manufacturing. While quantum computers are not yet available 
at the scale needed to solve all of these combinatorics problems, identification has 
been made on three types of near-term opportunities resulting from advances in 
quantum computing: quantum-safe encryption, material and drug discovery, and 
quantum-inspired algorithms.

3. SOME BASIC CONCEPTS

3.1 Quantum computers

Quantum computers (QC) are different from binary digital electronic computers 
based on transistors. A major difference between classical and quantum computing 
lies in the way they encode data. While digital computer requires that the data be 
encoded into binary digits (0 or 1), quantum computers uses quantum bits, which 
can be in superpositions of states (Schuld et al., 2014). In other words, instead of 
storing information in bits as conventional digital computers do, quantum computers 
use quantum bits, or qubits, to encode information. Qubits are the basic units of 
quantum information. In addition to ones and zeros, qubits have a third state called 
“superposition” that allows them to represent a one or a zero at the same time. Figure 
1 shows the comparison between the bit and qubit (Vizzotto, 2013). The computing 
power of a QC grows exponentially with the number of qubits it uses.

The behavior of a quantum computer is governed by the basic principles of quantum 
mechanics. Some physicists claim that quantum mechanics is the most complete 
and accurate description of our world (Nagy and Aki, 2006). A QC exploits the 
laws of quantum mechanics such as entanglement and superposition, which make it 
possible for QC to perform jobs such as factoring large semiprimes. Entanglement 
is the property of a QC whereby action on one part of the system affects another 
part. Using the principle of superposition allows a large amount of information to 
be stored. Quantum computers have the potential to perform certain calculations 
significantly faster than any digital computers. QC consists of a quantum processor 
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which operates at a very low temperature (a few tens of mK) and an electronic 
controller which reads out and controls the quantum processors [5].

The smallest unit of information in a quantum computer is called a qubit, by 
analogy with the classical bit. A classical system of n bits is at any time in one of 
2n states. Quantum mechanics tells us, however, that a thought must be given on 
quantum system of n qubits as having a distinct probability of “being in” (that is, 
“being found in upon measurement”) each of the 2n classical states at any given 
time. A quantum mechanical system of n qubits can be modeled as a vector of 2n 
complex numbers, one probability amplitude for each of the 2n classical states. The 
probability of finding the system in a particular state is calculated as the square of 
the modulus of the corresponding amplitude.

3.2 State Representation and Notation

A representation has been made on the state of an n-qubit system as a unit vector of 
2n complex numbers [α0; α 1; α 2;::: ; α 2

n
-1]. Each of these numbers can be viewed 

as paired with one of the system’s classical states. The classical states are called 
the “computational basis vectors” of the system and are labled by n-bit strings, 
represented as |bn-1bn-2 … bj …. b0> where each bj is either 0 or 1.1. The state labels 
can be abbreviated using the binary number formed by concatenating the bits; that 
is, |k> can be written in place of |bn-1bn-2…bj….b0> where k = b0 + 2b1 + 4b2 +::: 
+ 2n-1bn-1.

3.3 Quantum gates

The primitive operations supported by a quantum computer are called quantum logic 
gates, by analogy with traditional digital logic gates. Several small sets of quantum 
logic gates are universal for quantum computation in almost the same sense that 
NAND is universal for classical computation; one can implement any quantum 
algorithm with at most polynomial slowdown using only primitive gates from one 
of these sets (Barenco et al., 1995).

A description has been made on the representation of quantum gates as matrices 
that operate on a quantum system via matrix multiplication with the vector of 
amplitudes. Gates representing physically possible dynamics (time-evolution) of a 
closed (or isolated) quantum system must be unitary—that is, each gate U must 
satisfy U+U = UU+= 1, where U+ is the Hermitean adjoint of U on a single qubit. 
In a one-qubit system (which if represented with two amplitudes, one for |0> and 
one for |1>) the quantum NOT operation simply swaps the values of the two 
amplitudes. That is, a single qubit system in the state α0|0> + α1|1> will be transformed 
by quantum NOT into α1|0> + α0|1> . Quantum NOT can be represented in matrix 
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Another interesting one-qubit gate is the SQUARE ROOT OF NOT (SRN) gate:
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A single application of SRN will in effect randomize the state of a qubit that 
was previously in a “pure” state of 0 or 1. That is, it will transform a situation in 
which there is a probability of 1 for reading the state as “0” (or a situation in which 
there is a probability of 1 for reading the state as “1”) into one in which there is a 
probability of 1/2 for reading the state as “0” and a probability of 1/2 for reading 
the state as “1”.

Another useful quantum gate is controlled NOT (or CNOT), which takes two 
qubit indices as arguments; that will call these arguments control and target. CNOT 
is an identity operation for basis vectors with 0 in the control position, but it acts 
like quantum NOT applied to the target position for basis vectors with 1 in the 
control position. For the case of a two-qubit system, with qubit 1 as the control and 
qubit 0 as the target. CNOT flips the state with respect to its target qubit wherever 
its control qubit is 1. By making the condition on this flipping more complex, 
using more controlling qubits, analogous gates can be established for any classical 
boolean function.

3.4 Quantum machine learning

Quantum machine learning is a term used to cover 4 types of scenarios:

i.  Quantum-inspired classical algorithms on classical data: such as tensor network 
and de-quantized recommendation systems algorithms.

ii.  Classical algorithms are applied to quantum data: such as neural network-based 
quantum States and optimizing pulse sequences.

iii.  Quantum algorithms are applied to classical data: such as quantum optimization 
algorithms and quantum classification of classical data.
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iv.  Quantum algorithms are applied to quantum data: such as quantum signal 
processing and quantum hardware modeling (Metwalli, 2020).

4. APPROACHES TO ENHANCE MACHINE 
LEARNING THROUGH QUANTUM COMPUTING

There are different theories on the ways quantum computing might enhance machine 
learning. Here are the top 3 arguments:

4.1. If Quantum Computers have Speedups in Linear 
Algebra Subroutines, it can Speed up Machine Learning

Linear algebra is the core of machine learning. In particular, a group of linear algebra 
applications called BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines) is the fundamentals 
of all machine learning algorithms. These subroutines include matrix multiplication, 
Fourier transforms, and solving linear systems.

All these subroutines do obtain exponential speedups when ran on a quantum 
computer. However, when addressing these speedups, what is not mentioned is, to 
obtain these speedups, it is necessary in having a quantum memory the holds quantum 
data and communicates with a quantum processor. Then, only the exponential 
speedups can be reached.

Currently, our systems are not pure quantum; our data is classical and is stored 
in a classical memory. This data is then communicated to a quantum processor. 
The communication between classical memory and the quantum processor is why 
an exponential speedup can’t be reached. Based on the memory and the nature of 
the linear algebra application used, some sort of speedup over the pure classical 
approaches is achieved.

4.2. Quantum Parallelism can Help Train Models Faster

One of the main power sources of quantum computers is their ability to perform 
quantum superposition. This enables us to work on various quantum states at 
the same time. So, the argument here is, if a model can be trained in a state of 
superposition of all possible training sets, then maybe the training process will be 
faster and more efficient.

Efficient here can mean one of two things:
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i.  Exponentially fewer data needed to train the model -> which researchers have 
found is inaccurate. However, some linear speedups may be possible in some 
cases.

ii.  Train models faster -> this claim follows the speedup resulted from quantizing 
any classical algorithm following Grover’s algorithm. The result is speedups 
up to quadratic at best and not exponential.

If I tried running a classical machine learning algorithm on quantum computing, 
the best I can aim up for is quadratic speedups. If I need more speedups, then the 
algorithm needs to change as well.

4.3. Quantum Computers can Model Highly Correlated 
Distributions in a Way Classical Computers can’t.

This is true, 100%. However, while it is correct, recent research results proved that this 
is insufficient for any quantum advantage. Moreover, it showed that some classical 
models could outperform quantum ones, even on datasets generated quantumly 
(Metwalli, 2020).

5. APPLICATIONS OF QUANTUM COMPUTERS 
IN MACHINE LEARNING

5.1 Quantum Computers as AI Accelerators

The limits of what machines can learn have always been defined by the computer 
hardware which is used for running our algorithms—for example, the success of 
modern-day deep learning with neural networks is enabled by parallel GPU clusters.

Quantum machine learning extends the pool of hardware for machine learning 
by an entirely new type of computing device—the quantum computer. Information 
processing with quantum computers relies on substantially different laws of physics 
known as quantum theory.

5.2 Machine Learning on Near-Term Quantum Devices

Some research focuses on ideal, universal quantum computers (“fault-tolerant 
QPUs”) which are still years away. But there is rapidly-growing interest in quantum 
machine learning on near-term quantum devices. It might be understood that these 
devices as special-purpose hardware like Application-Specific Integrated Circuits 
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(ASICs) and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), which are more limited in 
their functionality (“What is Quantum Machine Learning? — PennyLane”, 2021).

5.3 Using Quantum Computers like Neural Networks

In the modern viewpoint, quantum computers can be used and trained like neural 
networks. Systematical adaptation is possible on the physical control parameters, 
such as electromagnetic field strength or a laser pulse frequency, to solve a problem.

For example, a trained circuit can be used to classify the content of images, by 
encoding the image into the physical state of the device and taking measurements.

5.4 The Bigger Picture: Differentiable Programming

But the story is bigger than just using quantum computers to tackle machine learning 
problems. Quantum circuits are differentiable, and a quantum computer itself can 
compute the change in control parameters needed to become better at a given task.

Differentiable programming is the very basis of deep learning, implemented in 
software libraries such as TensorFlow and PyTorch. Differentiable programming 
is more than deep learning: it is a programming paradigm where the algorithms are 
not hand-coded, but learned.

Similarly, the idea of training quantum computers is larger than quantum machine 
learning. Trainable quantum circuits can be leveraged in other fields like quantum 
chemistry or quantum optimization. It can help in a variety of applications such 
as the design of quantum algorithms, the discovery of quantum error correction 
schemes, and the understanding of physical systems.

5.5 PennyLane for Quantum Differentiable Programming

PennyLane is an open-source software framework built around the concept of quantum 
differentiable programming. It seamlessly integrates classical machine learning 
libraries with quantum simulators and hardware, giving users the power to train 
quantum circuits (“What is Quantum Machine Learning? — PennyLane”, 2021).

5.6 Quantum machine learning

Research in recent years has shown that the true potency of quantum computing lies 
in setting up a pipeline composed of both classical and quantum segments. Consider a 
scientific application where it is necessary to calculate the ground state of a particle. 
This problem is often important in studying chemical reactions and equilibria. The 
ground state would be defined as a state where the particle is at its lowest energy 
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level, and therefore, at its most stable state. Traditionally, obtaining the ground state 
requires calculating the smallest eigenvalue from the eigenvectors of the states of 
a particle, which are represented by a matrix known as the Hamiltonian. For small 
systems, classical computers will not break a sweat during the solution, but this 
simple task grows exponentially for larger systems that have numerous particles and 
soon overwhelms available computational resources.

However, this increase in the search space becomes tractable if a hybrid, quantum 
machine learning algorithm is used. The Variational-Quantum-Eigensolver (VQE) 
uses both classical and quantum algorithms to estimate the lowest eigenvalue of 
a Hamiltonian. Simply put, its quantum part, known as the ansatz, intelligently 
searches the space of all possible states of a particle. The classical part tunes the 
ansatz’ parameters with gradient descent to help it approach the optimal answer. 
This combination has shown that the quantum computer can be especially helpful 
in particle simulation tasks of this kind.

Various other algorithms under the umbrella of quantum machine learning have 
been formulated in the past few years as well. The best-known quantum algorithm for 
the traditional k-means clustering optimizes the Lloyd classical distance calculation 
subroutine (Rebollo-Monedero & Girod, 2009) between the vectors to reduce the 
classical O(NkM) computational complexity exponentially down to O(Mklog(N)), 
where k is the number of clusters, M is the count of the training examples, and N is 
the feature count (Biamonte & Wittek, 2017, 195-202).

Table 1. Overview of methods in machine learning and approaches from a quantum 
information perspective

Machine Learning Methods Quantum Approach

k-nearest neighbor
Efficient calculation of classical distances on a 

quantum computerSupport vector machines

k-means clustering

Neural networks
First exploration of quantum models

Decision trees

Bayesian theory Reformulation in the language of open 
quantum systemsHidden Markov models
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5.6.1 Quantum Versions of k-nearest Neighbor Methods

A very popular and simple standard textbook method for pattern classification is 
the k-nearest neighbor algorithm. Given a training set T of feature vectors with their 
respective classification as well as an unclassified input vector x


, the idea is to 

choose the class cx for the new input that appears most often amongst its k nearest 
neighbors. This is based on the assumption that ̀ close’ feature vectors encode similar 
examples, which is true for many applications. Common distance measures are 
thereby the inner product, the Euclidian or the Hamming distance. Choosing k is 
not always easy and can influence the result significantly. If k is chosen too big, 
there is a loss of the locality information and end up in a simple majority vote over 
the entire training set, while a very small k leads to noise-biased results. A variation 
of the algorithm suggests not to run it on the training set, but to calculate the means 

or centroid 1/ N vc

p

p

�

� of all Nc vectors belonging to one class c beforehand, and 

to select the class of the nearest centroid (nearest-centroid algorithm). Another 
variation weights the influence of the neighbors by distance, gaining an independence 
of the parameter k (the weighted nearest neighbors algorithm (Hechen bichler, and 
Schliep, 2004)). Methods such as k-nearest neighbors are obviously based on a 
distance metric to evaluate the similarity of two feature vectors. Efforts to translate 
this algorithm into a quantum version therefore focus on the efficient evaluation of 
a classical distance through a quantum algorithm.

(Wiebe et al., 2014) also use a swap test in order to calculate the inner product 
of two vectors, which is another distance measure between feature vectors. However, 
they use an alternative representation of classical information through quantum 
states. Given n-dimensional classical vectors a
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be evaluated | | ( ( ) )
max

a b d r Pii i anc� � �2 2 4
2 0 1 , which is altogether independent 

of the dimension n of the vector. The authors in fact claim a quadratic speed-up 
compared to classical algorithms (Schuld et al., 2014).

5.6.2 Quantum Computing for Support Vector Machines

A support vector machine is used for linear discrimination, which is a subcategory 
of pattern classification. The task in linear discrimination problems is to find a 
hyperplane that is the best discrimination between two class regions and serves 
as a decision boundary for future classification tasks. In a trivial example of one-
dimensional data and only two classes, it is necessary to query of whether, point 
x lies exactly between the members of class 1 and 2, so that all values left of x 
belong to one class and all values right of x to the other. In higher dimensions, the 
boundary is given by a hyperplane. It seems like a severe restriction that methods 
of linear discrimination require the problem to be linearly separable, which means 
that there is a hyperplane that divides the data points so that all vectors of either 
class are on one side of the hyperplane. It is thus crucial for support vector machines 
to find a method of evaluating an inner product efficiently. This is where quantum 
computing comes into play.

(Rebentrost et al., 2014) claim that in general, the evaluation of an inner product 
can be done faster on a quantum computer. Given the quantum state 
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as a superposition v xp
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i��� . Similar to the same authors’ distance 
measurement, the quantum evaluation of a classical inner product relies on the fact 
that the quantum states are normalized as
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(Rebentrost et al., 2014) propose that the inner product evaluation can not only 
be used for the kernel matrix but also when a pattern has to be classified, which 
invokes the evaluation of the inner product between the above parameter vector w

ur

and the new input (Schuld et al., 2014).

5.6.3 Quantum Algorithms for Clustering

Clustering describes the task of dividing a set of unclassified feature vectors into k 
subsets or clusters. It is the most prominent problem in unsupervised learning, which 
does not use training sets or `prior examples’ for generalization, but rather extracts 
information on structural characteristics of a data set. Clustering is usually based 
on a distance measure such as the squared Euclidean distance (( )a b

 
− 2 with a


; b


∈RN).
The standard textbook example for clustering is the k-means algorithm, in which 

alternately each feature vector or datapoint is assigned to its closest current centroid 
vector to form a cluster for each centroid, and the centroid vectors get calculated 
from the clusters of the previous step.

(Lloyd et al., 2013) present an unsupervised quantum learning algorithm for 
k-means clustering that is based on adiabatic quantum computing. Adiabatic quantum 
computing is an alternative to the above introduced method of implementing 
unitary gates, and tries to continuously adjust the quantum system’s parameters 
in an adiabatic process in order to transfer a ground state which is easy to prepare 
into a ground state which encodes the result of the computation. Although not in 
focus here, quantum adiabatic computing seems to be an interesting candidate for 
quantum machine learning methods (Pudenz and Lidar, 2013). This is why there 
is a requirement in sketching the idea of how to use adiabatic quantum computing 
for k-means clustering.

In (Lloyd et al., 2013), the goal of each clustering step is to have an output 
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encoding the distance between vector v p
uru

to the centroid of the closest cluster, 

vc
u ru

. They give a more refined version and also mention that the adiabatic method 
can be applied to solve the optimization problem of finding good initial or `seed’ 
centroid vectors (Schuld et al., 2014).

5.6.4 Searching for a Quantum Neural Network Model

Researchers have also investigated the power of quantum computers in running neural 
networks. While a robust formulation of a neural network is still a fair way away in 
the quantum realm (Schuld & Sinayskiy, 2014), academics have produced varying 
methods to represent classical neural networks with quantum circuits. One example 
comes from researchers hailing from ETH Zurich and IBM Q, who compared the 
dimensionality, optimizability, and trainability of classical neural networks and 
quantum neural networks (Abbas et al., 2020).

Abbas et.al used the dimensionality of a model to compare the power of different 
neural networks. Their results showed that a quantum neural network combined 
with a ‘good’ feature map (to encode the data) had higher effective dimensionality 
than a classical neural network. Moreover, unlike classical neural networks, which 
sometimes suffer from slow trainability due to highly degenerate Fisher information 
matrices, the quantum neural network above offered a more descriptive Fisher 
information matrix with more uniform, non-zero eigenvalues.

5.6.5 Toward a Quantum Decision Tree

Decision trees are classifiers that are probably the most intuitive for humans. 
Depending on the answer to a question on the features, one follows ascertain 
branch leading to the next question until the final class is found. More precisely, a 
mathematical tree is an undirected graph in which any two nodes are connected by 
exactly one edge.

Decision trees in particular have one starting node, the `root’ (a node with 
outgoing but no incoming edges), and several end points or `leaves’ (nodes with 
incoming but no outgoing edges). Each node except from the leaves contains a 
decision function which decides which branch an input vector follows to the next 
layer, or in other words, which partition on a set of data is makes. The leaves then 
represent the final classification.
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Decision trees, as all classifiers in machine learning, are constructed using a 
training data set of feature vectors. The art of decision tree design lies in the selection 
of the decision function in each node. The most popular method is to find the function 
that splits the given dataset into the `most-organized’ sub-datasets.

(Lu and Braunstein, 2014) propose a quantum version of the decision tree. Their 
classifying process follows the classical algorithm with the only difference that 
quantum feature is used which states v v vp p

n
p=

1
,...., encoding n features into 

the states of a quantum system. At each node of the tree, the set of training quantum 
states is divided into subsets by a measurement (or as the authors call it, estimating 
attribute vi; i = 1;….; n). Lu and Brainstein do not give a clear account of how the 
division of the set at each node takes place and remain enigmatic in this essential 
part of the classifying algorithm. They contribute the interesting idea of using the 
von Neumann entropy to design the graph partition. Although the first step has been 
made, the potential of a quantum decision tree is still to be established (Schuld et 
al., 2014).

5.6.6 Quantum State Classification with Bayesian Methods

Stochastic methods such as Bayesian decision theory play an important role in the 
discipline of machine learning. It can also be used for pattern classification. The 
idea is to analyze existing information (represented by the above training data set 
T) in order to calculate the probability that a new input is of a certain class.

Opposed to above efforts to improve machine learning algorithms through 
quantum computing, Bayesian methods can be used for an important task in quantum 
information called quantum state classification. This problem stems from quantum 
information theory itself, and the goal is to use machine learning based on Bayesian 
theory in order to discriminate between two quantum states produced by an unknown 
or partly unknown source. This is again a classification problem, since it is necessary 
in learning the discrimination function between two classes c1; c2. The two (unknown) 
quantum states are represented by density matrices � �, . The basic idea is to use a 
positive operator-valued measurement (POVM) with binary outcome corresponding 
to the two classes as a Bayesian classifier, in other words, to learn (or calculate) the 
measurement on our quantum states that is able to discriminate them (Guta and 
Kotlowski, 2010). (Guta and Kotlowski, 2010) found an optimal qubit classification 
strategy while (Sasaki et al., 2001) are concerned with the related template matching 
problem8 by solving an optimization problem for the measurement operator. (Sentis 
et al., 2012) give a variation in which the training data can be stored as classical 
information. The proposals are so far of theoretical nature and await experimental 
verification of the usefulness of this scheme (Schuld et al., 2014).
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5.6.7 Discussion

The power of quantum computers to manipulate large numbers of high-dimensional 
vectors makes them natural systems for performing vector-based machine learning 
tasks. Operations that involve taking vector dot products, overlaps, norms, etc., in 
N-dimensional vector spaces that take time O(N) in the classical machine learning 
algorithms, take time O(log N) in the quantum version. These abilities, combined with 
the quantum linear systems algorithm (Harrow et al., 2009) represent a powerful suite 
of tools for manipulating large amounts of data. Once the data has been processed 
in a quantum form, as in the adiabatic quantum algorithm for search engine ranking 
(Garnerone et al., 2012), then measurements can be made on the processed data to 
reveal aspects of the data that can take exponentially longer to reveal by classical 
algorithms Here, a presentation is made on the quantum algorithm for assigning a 
vector to clusters of M vectors that takes time O (log MN), an exponential speed-up 
in both M (quantum big data) and N. This algorithm is used as a subroutine for the 
standard k-means algorithm to provide an exponential speed-up for unsupervised 
learning (quantum Lloyd’s algorithm) via the adiabatic algorithm.

Currently, the rate of generation of electronic data generated per year is estimated 
to be on the order of 1018 bits. This entire data set could be represented by a quantum 
state using 60 bits, and the clustering analysis could be performed using a few 
hundred operations. Even if the number of bits to be analyzed were to expand to 
the entire information content of the universe within the particle horizon, O (1090 
≈ 2300) bits, in principle the data representation and analysis would be well within 
the capacity of a relatively small quantum computer.

The generic nature of the quantum speed-ups for dealing with large numbers 
of high dimensional vectors suggests that a wide variety of machine learning 
algorithms may be susceptible to exponential speed-up on a quantum computer. 
Quantum machine learning also provides advantages in terms of privacy: the data 
base itself is of size O(MN), but the owner of the data base supplies only O (log 
MN) quantum bits to the user who is performing the quantum machine learning 
algorithm. In addition to supplying an exponential speedup over classical machine 
learning algorithms, quantum machine learning methods for analyzing large data 
sets (‘big quantum data’) supply significant advantages in terms of privacy for the 
owners of that data (Lloyd et al., 2013).

5.7 NP-Hard Problems, Searching, and 
Monte Carlo Simulations

Quantum computers also excel at optimization problems. Optimization problems 
utilize a particular solution heuristic to find the best-possible solution out of a cohort 
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of valid solutions. To understand how optimization might operate in a quantum 
computing context, researchers have devised quantum algorithms for some NP-hard 
problems. One example of this is a quantum algorithm for the Traveling-Salesman-
Problem (TSP), which provides a quadratic speedup over the classical brute force 
method for a large number of cities (Srinivasan et al., 2018).

Other algorithms that exploit a quantum computer’s parallelism have highlighted 
promising results too. Grover’s algorithm is currently the fastest quantum algorithm 
to search through an unsorted database with N entries. On a classical computer, this 
task would require time proportional to N, but the quantum counterpart demonstrates 
a square-root speedup and gets the job done in O(sqrt(N)) instead. Similarly, quantum 
computers can perform Fourier transforms over N data points, invert sparse N*N 
matrices, and find their eigenvalues and eigenvectors in time proportional to a 
polynomial in log (N). For these tasks, optimal classical algorithms known would 
take time proportional to N log(N), that is, the quantum computer exhibits an 
exponential speed up in such cases as well (Biamonte & Wittek, 2017, 195-202).

The finance industry is also priming itself for potential use cases of quantum 
computers. The task of analyzing stock markets and their associated metrics can be 
turned into an optimization problem. Considering this, the immediate practical usage 
of quantum computers could potentially take root in the finance domain. A study 
by a Spanish Bank, BBVA, which came out in July this year, found that quantum 
computers could boost credit-scoring, spot arbitrage opportunities, and accelerate 
Monte Carlo simulations (The Economist, 2020). Likewise, the head of a research 
unit at JPMorgan Chase & Co., Marco Pistoia, hopes that quantum computers could 
potentially boost profits by speeding up asset pricing, digging up better-performing 
portfolios, and improving existing ML algorithms. Even the head of quantum research 
at Goldman Sachs, William Zeng, made a bold claim that quantum computers could 
“revolutionize” the banking and finance industries (The Economist, 2020).

5.8 Entangled future

Quantum computers reveal a promising novel approach to computing and problem-
solving. Exponential speedups and polynomial-time solutions to intractable problems 
are natural consequences of the quantum mechanical properties of qubits. These 
results in a model of computation that is closer to the one abstractly modeled by a 
quantum Turing machine.

Shifting gears back to our original discussion of Turing machines, a quantum 
Turing machine is the generalization or quantization of the classical Turing machine, 
where the head and tape are superposed. Formally, the states of a machine are 
quantum states in Hilbert space. The tape of a quantum Turing machine is an infinite 
‘unilateral tape’ which represents the superposed bits. In this context, a quantum 
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computation is a unitary transformation whose result is determined by quantum 
measurement, which will reduce the ‘unilateral tape’ in coherent superposition to a 
classical bilateral tape with separable orthogonal eigen states (Moschovakis, 2003).

Coupling this model of computation with enabling hardware, the demonstration 
of quantum supremacy by Google is what many people in the research community 
believe to be a violation of the extended Church-Turing thesis, which asserts that 
such a model of computation should be efficiently modeled by a traditional Turing 
machine. In fact, (Bernstein & Vazirani, 1993) showed that quantum Turing machines 
are inherently different from traditional Turing machines and can solve certain 
problems that would require super polynomial time on their classical counterparts.

Tangible applications in chemistry, finance and optimization problems provide 
avenues for utilizing quantum computers in real-world settings too. Furthermore, 
the impressive trainability and dimensionality of quantum neural networks provide 
exciting new avenues for research in the use of quantum computers for machine 
learning and deep learning.

Aware of their potency, tech firms like IBM, Intel, Zapata, Amazon, and Honeywell 
are all investing heavily in developing commercial applications for quantum 
computers. High-level languages, frameworks, and libraries for programming on 
quantum computers like Q#, Qiskit, TensorFlow Quantum, and Cirq are steadily 
gaining traction too. These frameworks and their tutorials have eased the barrier 
to entry for quantum development and if the growing popularity is anything to go 
by, it can expected in viewing a bunch of exciting new developments in quantum 
computing in this decade.

Despite these developments, there is requirement of critically contemplating the 
current state of quantum computers. The concerns posed by a qubit’s penchant for 
decoherence coupled with its exorbitant cryogenic requirements present significant 
limitations for our existing hardware. Thus, whether quantum computers can truly 
reign supreme for practical applications might not be the correct question to ask at 
this point in time. The more pressing inquiry is whether the impracticalities of the 
NISQ era can be overcome.

6. CONCLUSION

This introduction into quantum machine learning gave an overview of existing ideas 
and approaches to quantum machine learning. Throughout this chapter a focus has 
been made on the various approaches available in the implications of quantum 
computing in machine learning. The chapter starts with a brief introduction and 
is followed by the literature survey on the existing papers in this area. Focus has 
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been made in the subsequent section on the approaches on machine learning where 
suitably quantum computing can be applied.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Intelligent Systems: An intelligent system is a machine with an embedded, 
Internet-connected computer that has the capacity to gather and analyze data and 
communicate with other systems. Similarly, intelligent systems can also include 
sophisticated AI-based software systems, such as chatbots, expert systems and other 
types of software.

Machine Learning: Machine learning (ML) is a type of artificial intelligence (AI) 
that allows software applications to become more accurate at predicting outcomes 
without being explicitly programmed to do so. Machine learning algorithms use 
historical data as input to predict new output values. Machine learning is important 
because it gives enterprises a view of trends in customer behavior and business 
operational patterns, as well as supports the development of new products. Many 
of today’s leading companies, such as Facebook, Google, and Uber, make machine 
learning a central part of their operations. Machine learning has become a significant 
competitive differentiator for many companies.

Optimization: An optimization problem is the problem of finding the best 
solution from all feasible solutions. Optimization problems can be divided into 
two categories, depending on whether the variables are continuous or discrete. An 
optimization problem with discrete variables is known as a discrete optimization, 
in which an object such as an integer, permutation or graph must be found from 
a countable set. A problem with continuous variables is known as a continuous 
optimization, in which an optimal value from a continuous function must be found. 
They can include constrained problems and multimodal problems.

Quantum Computing: Quantum computing is an area of computing focused on 
developing computer technology based on the principles of quantum theory (which 
explains the behavior of energy and material on the atomic and subatomic levels). 
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Computers used today can only encode information in bits that take the value of 1 
or 0—restricting their ability. Quantum computing, on the other hand, uses quantum 
bits or qubits. It harnesses the unique ability of subatomic particles that allows them 
to exist in more than one state (i.e., a 1 and a 0 at the same time).

Simulation: A simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real-world process 
or system over time. Simulations require the use of models; the model represents 
the key characteristics or behaviors of the selected system or process, whereas the 
simulation represents the evolution of the model over time. Often, computers are 
used to execute the simulation.
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ABSTRACT

The need for IR4 technologies with faster and accurate results for huge health 
datasets is required. Healthcare has made a lot of advancements with technologies 
and has certain issues in terms of carbon emission. This in turn sets the patient’s life 
in risk. The study proposes a model for all the healthcare sectors. The study deals 
with the various quantum neural networks implemented on diabetes retinopathy and 
COVID-19 images. The quantum computing model outperformed all other machine 
learning and deep learning models giving more accurate results in less time. The 
revolution of quantum computing has proven the healthcare in diabetes retinopathy 
and COVID-19 detection to be faster. It can henceforth be implemented for early 
warning of the diseases and provide treatment for the patients.
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INTRODUCTION

The key area in which quantum computing helps optimizing pricing is risk analysis in 
health care. In this sector of health, triple aim is developed for system performance. 
It aims at the goal to advance the patient care experience, improve the population 
health, and minimize per capita health care costs. The approach with 3D in single 
aim, this model has worked great in guiding the optimization of health systems — 
improved clinical experience — leading to the creation of the quadruple aim model.

The idea is to achieve better outcome, improved clinical experience, improved 
patient experience and lower costs. But the authors proposed new model (pentacle 
aim) which has five goals shown in figure 1 with a zero carbon emission with 
addition. Since the healthcare generates largest carbon emission. Every mention 
of health care refers to patient diagnosis but the carbon emitted from this sector 
pollutes the other area of living, making worst for survival.

Figure 1. Proposed model
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FEW USE CASES - QUANTUM COMPUTING - HEALTHCARE

Healthcare centers obtain lot of benefits from the business and scientific activity in the 
era of QC. This powerful technology helps to create innovation with next-generation 
technologies, organization need to take certain steps before implementing QC.

•	 Engage quantum champions.

Every organization identifies, enables, and hires quant champions in its 
organization—including both technology and healthcare professionals. They serve 
as focal point to connect quant expertise with healthcare requirements.

•	 Explore and prioritize.

Explore potential QC use cases and prioritize the ones with the largest impact 
for the organization.

•	 Experiment.

Implement the applications of QC and experiments with real quant computers. 
This allows driving toward quant advantage and provides the employees with 
hands-on enablement. It is accelerated by combining a quant ecosystem, a group of 
industry and technology participants sharing risks and rewards in quant computing 
(Flöther et al., 2020).

QUANTUM COMPUTING POWERED BY 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Quantum computing has enabled and challenged the human intelligence in determining 
drugs and remedies against diseases which have no medication. The accuracy and 
precision of medicines for AIDS and Cancer were found to be near future. Till now, 
there is no medication for few common ailments, but now the diagnosis may be 
possible by QC powered artificial intelligence based simulations and drug research 
processes. Hence, QC powered AI can prove to be a boon for researchers across 
the world. The positive point is the newer potential of drug reactions and future 
risks would be declined with the help of Quantum Computing Powered Artificial 
Intelligence Research Computers (QACPAIRC) (Mehta et al., 2019).

One of the major fertile areas for quantum computing (QC) is AI that relies on 
processing huge amounts of complex datasets (Taulli, 2020). A large scale quant 
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computer can be built using a controllable quant system, provided the physical 
system meets the following requirements, called as the DiVincenzo criteria (Sahni 
& Srivastava, 2015). QC promises to deliver quick analysis and integration of huge 
data sets that improves and transforms the capabilities of machine learning and 
artificial intelligence (Marr, n.d.).

Rai (2019) highlight that machine learning and DL method has gained in 
popularity in recent years and is an active area of research and applications. Most 
computing resources such as machine learning and AI techniques interprets CT scans, 
aid surgical procedures and help to analyze disease related big data for developing 
predictive models. Gulshan (2016) implemented ML and DL algorithms on nearly 
10,000 retinal images to develop an algorithm that detects diabetic retinopathy with 
high sensitivity and specificity. Had the programs created by Gulshan used the 
computational power of QC, one would imagine running an algorithm in real time to 
help physicians accurately detect retinopathy, at an earlier stage (Gulshan et al., 2016). 
Solenov (2018) suggests that QC may not replace the doctor-patient relationship, 
transparency and trust needed for shared decision making. In cancer treatment, QC 
contributes to improved therapies. For interpreting diagnostic images, QC can be 
applied using AI (Solenov et al., 2018). The miniature of quantum technologies 
approves new ways for portable sensor devices to increase their monitoring abilities, 
accuracy, and system integration in day-to-day usage (Torgler, 2020). However, QC 
enhances the accuracy of the resultant model by localizing the relevant optimal mix 
of values and weights (Atik & Jeutner, 2021).

APPLICATIONS- QUANTUM COMPUTING AND AI

QC addresses the various challenges involved in building a comprehensive digital 
healthcare ecosystem that works with different data sources and establishes 
correlation among them such as medical records, clinical data and medical imaging 
data, doctor’s prescription, etc. QC has capacity for processing the huge amount of 
multipurpose data from various data sources, building correlations and inferences to 
bring a complete view of a particular medical case. Quantum Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (Q-MRI) machines can generate enormously exact images that allow the 
visualization of individual molecules. QC technology can improve MRI technology 
by providing extremely accurate measurements and allowing doctors to look much 
deeper into small particles that conventional computing technology would not be 
able to detect. The use of QC along with AI helps to interpret diagnostic images in 
its very minute details. The following provide application with the combination of 
QC and AI as shown in figure 2 (Quantum Computing and AI, 2021).
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1. Processing Huge Data Sets

It’s a known fact that every day healthcare and various organizations produce 
huge amount of data equivalent to about 2.5 exabytes. Every minute of every day, 
3.2B global internet users feed the data banks with 9722 pins on Pinterest, 4.2M 
facebook posts, and 347,224 tweets. QC approches are designed to manage such 
huge amount of data, along with uncovering patterns and spotting anomalies quickly. 
New developers have made the quantum error correction code better to manage the 
potential of quantum bits for solving all types of business problems to make better 
decisions (eHealth, 2020).

2. Solve Complex Problem Faster

QC computes calculations within seconds that take today’s computers many years 
to calculate. QC can take multiple inputs simultaneously and process the amount 
of data that business generate on a daily basis and carry out fast calculations used 
to solve very complex problems which can be expressed as quant supremacy.

3. Better Business Insights Models

With piling up of daily data that is generated by various industries, companies are 
looking for models that process complex data in complex situation. Creating quant 
technology can lead to better treatment for diseases in the healthcare field such as 
recent CV -19.

4. Integration of Multiple Data Sets

Integrating multiple number of sets of data from various sources, quantum computers 
provide great help, making the process quicker, and making the analysis quite easier. 
QC has an ability for solving business problems in a variety of fields (eHealth, 2020).

QUANTUM ALGORITHM –CT SCAN –COVID 19 PATIENT

Quantum Machine Learning (QML) has evolved from the theory of QC and achieves 
solution parallelism, and for optimal constraint solving uses Quantum bit (Qb) or 
qubits. Quantum algorithms are focused on the concept of Boolean algebra i.e OR, 
AND, and NOT gates and quantum physics. Figure 3 compares ML/DL and Quantum 
machine learning algorithms. The two responsibilities that QML performs better 
compared to classical DL techniques include:
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1.  Optimization and Gibbs Sampling.
2.  Enhance learning algorithms like Bayesian networks, Tensors, and search 

(Kinshuk Sengupta & Srivastava, 2021).

Figure 2. Applications of QC and AI
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Figure 3. Execution block diagram of classical ML/DL versus QML algorithms 
(Kinshuk Sengupta & Srivastava, 2021)

Figure 4. QNN Architecture (Kinshuk Sengupta & Srivastava, 2021)
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Quantum or Quanvolutional neural network (QNN) modelled by Henderson, 2019 
(figure 4) helps in understanding the quant network design that solves classical DL 
problems computationally faster than the traditional design paradigm.

The proposed model takes input of 4 × 4 size image fed into the Unitary matrix 
to achieve output features at different channels. These features were leveraged to 
create a quant circuit model, and followed by compiling the model using a loss 
function and optimizer using TensorFlow and Keras model utility library. The CT 
scan samples of data collection vary in age groups, ranging from 20 to 60 and above 
60 years, with both positive and negative samples (figure 6 and 7) were trained 
with the proposed model. Figure 6 shows the week–wise patch increase during 
diagnostic, a positive CV-19 case with dense mucus concentrated across the lungs 
for 20-days. The mucus, segmented across a small patch growth across two weeks 
of observation is shown in figure 7.

Figure 5. Proposed model by Sengupta and Srivastava (2021)

Figure 6. Each week’s diagnostic of sample CT scan image from small to medium 
patches (Kinshuk Sengupta & Srivastava, 2021)
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The experimental involves opting a base model for training the image and 
developing the same using the collected data. The different performance criteria were 
compared between QNN, QCNN, Hybrid CNN with a single filter and Hybrid CNN 
with multiple filters (Figure 8) from the circuit design and performance measurement, 
QNN was chosen for remaining benchmarking during the trials. The experiments 
were performed using TensorFlow Quantum (TFQ), and a python framework for 
QML development. D-wave Leap and TensorFlow Quantum Framework are used 
for training and evaluating the experiment. The estimated wait time for problem 

Figure 7. Sample CT scan image of CV-19 diagnosed (Kinshuk Sengupta & 
Srivastava, 2021)

Figure 8. Hybrid Conv with multiple quantum filters (Kinshuk Sengupta & Srivastava, 
2021)
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submission was 1–10 s on a 2041 qubits system, under 13.5 qubit temperatures 
(mK). The encoding data into the Quantum circuit was iterated at multiple threshold 
values, in the range [0.5, 0.6, 0.7]. A circuit (figure 9) at 0.5 threshold is a form of 
2-layer circuit design for binary classification problems.

Figure 9. The 2-layer circuit for training samples in the first iteration (Kinshuk 
Sengupta & Srivastava, 2021)

Figure 10. DL models compared with QNN (Kinshuk Sengupta & Srivastava, 2021)
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Figure 10 clearly shows that the results achieved by QNN (96.92%) are more 
accurate than other DL models. This shows that one can implement QNN on medical 
images to get more proming and accurate results.

The Quantum circuit was built using qubit of length 12 (figure 11) using python, 
and the circuit is shown in figure 12 and 13 with various combinations of the gates. 
Figure 14 and 15 are the circuits built with different input values of key length(30).

[cirq.GridQubit(0, 0), cirq.GridQubit(0, 1), cirq.GridQubit(0, 

2), cirq.GridQubit(0, 3), cirq.GridQubit(0, 4), cirq.

GridQubit(0, 5), cirq.GridQubit(0, 6), cirq.GridQubit(0, 7), 

cirq.GridQubit(0, 8), cirq.GridQubit(0, 9), cirq.GridQubit(0, 

10), cirq.GridQubit(0, 11), cirq.GridQubit(1, 0), cirq.

GridQubit(1, 1), cirq.GridQubit(1, 2), cirq.GridQubit(1, 3), 

cirq.GridQubit(1, 4), cirq.GridQubit(1, 5), cirq.GridQubit(1, 

6), cirq.GridQubit(1, 7), cirq.GridQubit(1, 8), cirq.

GridQubit(1, 9), cirq.GridQubit(1, 10), cirq.GridQubit(1, 11), 

cirq.GridQubit(2, 0), cirq.GridQubit(2, 1), cirq.GridQubit(2, 

2), cirq.GridQubit(2, 3), cirq.GridQubit(2, 4), cirq.

GridQubit(2, 5), cirq.GridQubit(2, 6), cirq.GridQubit(2, 7), 

cirq.GridQubit(2, 8), cirq.GridQubit(2, 9), cirq.GridQubit(2, 

10), cirq.GridQubit(2, 11), cirq.GridQubit(3, 0), cirq.

GridQubit(3, 1), cirq.GridQubit(3, 2), cirq.GridQubit(3, 3), 

cirq.GridQubit(3, 4), cirq.GridQubit(3, 5), cirq.GridQubit(3, 

6), cirq.GridQubit(3, 7), cirq.GridQubit(3, 8), cirq.

Figure 11. Qubits defined for the length =12
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GridQubit(3, 9), cirq.GridQubit(3, 10), cirq.GridQubit(3, 11), 

cirq.GridQubit(4, 0), cirq.GridQubit(4, 1), cirq.GridQubit(4, 

2), cirq.GridQubit(4, 3), cirq.GridQubit(4, 4), cirq.

GridQubit(4, 5), cirq.GridQubit(4, 6), cirq.GridQubit(4, 7), 

cirq.GridQubit(4, 8), cirq.GridQubit(4, 9), cirq.GridQubit(4, 

10), cirq.GridQubit(4, 11), cirq.GridQubit(5, 0), cirq.

GridQubit(5, 1), cirq.GridQubit(5, 2), cirq.GridQubit(5, 3), 

cirq.GridQubit(5, 4), cirq.GridQubit(5, 5), cirq.GridQubit(5, 

6), cirq.GridQubit(5, 7), cirq.GridQubit(5, 8), cirq.

GridQubit(5, 9), cirq.GridQubit(5, 10), cirq.GridQubit(5, 11), 

cirq.GridQubit(6, 0), cirq.GridQubit(6, 1), cirq.GridQubit(6, 

2), cirq.GridQubit(6, 3), cirq.GridQubit(6, 4), cirq.

GridQubit(6, 5), cirq.GridQubit(6, 6), cirq.GridQubit(6, 7), 

cirq.GridQubit(6, 8), cirq.GridQubit(6, 9), cirq.GridQubit(6, 

10), cirq.GridQubit(6, 11), cirq.GridQubit(7, 0), cirq.

GridQubit(7, 1), cirq.GridQubit(7, 2), cirq.GridQubit(7, 3), 

cirq.GridQubit(7, 4), cirq.GridQubit(7, 5), cirq.GridQubit(7, 

6), cirq.GridQubit(7, 7), cirq.GridQubit(7, 8), cirq.

GridQubit(7, 9), cirq.GridQubit(7, 10), cirq.GridQubit(7, 11), 

cirq.GridQubit(8, 0), cirq.GridQubit(8, 1), cirq.GridQubit(8, 

2), cirq.GridQubit(8, 3), cirq.GridQubit(8, 4), cirq.

GridQubit(8, 5), cirq.GridQubit(8, 6), cirq.GridQubit(8, 7), 

cirq.GridQubit(8, 8), cirq.GridQubit(8, 9), cirq.GridQubit(8, 

10), cirq.GridQubit(8, 11), cirq.GridQubit(9, 0), cirq.

GridQubit(9, 1), cirq.GridQubit(9, 2), cirq.GridQubit(9, 3), 

cirq.GridQubit(9, 4), cirq.GridQubit(9, 5), cirq.GridQubit(9, 

6), cirq.GridQubit(9, 7), cirq.GridQubit(9, 8), cirq.

GridQubit(9, 9), cirq.GridQubit(9, 10), cirq.GridQubit(9, 

11), cirq.GridQubit(10, 0), cirq.GridQubit(10, 1), cirq.

GridQubit(10, 2), cirq.GridQubit(10, 3), cirq.GridQubit(10, 

4), cirq.GridQubit(10, 5), cirq.GridQubit(10, 6), cirq.

GridQubit(10, 7), cirq.GridQubit(10, 8), cirq.GridQubit(10, 

9), cirq.GridQubit(10, 10), cirq.GridQubit(10, 11), cirq.

GridQubit(11, 0), cirq.GridQubit(11, 1), cirq.GridQubit(11, 

2), cirq.GridQubit(11, 3), cirq.GridQubit(11, 4), cirq.

GridQubit(11, 5), cirq.GridQubit(11, 6), cirq.GridQubit(11, 

7), cirq.GridQubit(11, 8), cirq.GridQubit(11, 9), cirq.

GridQubit(11, 10), cirq.GridQubit(11, 11)]
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Figure 12. Quantum circuit-1

Figure 13. Quantum circuit-2

Figure 14. Circuits output with length key =30 for inputs = 1, 2
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Since the year 2018, DWave began offering enhanced quantum computing cloud 
service with remote access (Anderson, 2020). QC simulates chemical reactions at 
the molecular level and narrow down possibly for drugs and vaccines from 10,000 
compounds to a few dozen (Press, 2020).

QUANTUM CIRCUIT- TRANSFER LEARNING 
– COVID- 19 DETECTION

Acar & Yilmaz (2020) in their study of detection of CV-19 from CT images generated 
the most accurate results, using classical computer and quantum computers. The use 
of the quantum transfer learning method to perform CV-19 detection in different 
quantum real processors (IBMQx2, IBMQ-London and IBMQ-Rome) of IBM, and 
in different simulators (Pennylane, Qiskit-Aer and Cirq). By using a 126 datasets CV-
19 and 100 Normal CT images, one can obtain a positive or negative classification 
of CV-19 with 90% success in classical computers, while a high success rate of 
94-100% in quantum computers is achieved.

Performance results and confusion matrix of classical model and hybrid quantum 
model is shown in figure 16 and in figure 17 is obtained by quantum circuit. Table 
1 represents the performance results with 95% CI for classic models and hybrid 
models on different simulators and IBM Quantum computers.

In another case study of predicting CV-19 severity in patients is proposed by 
El-Shafeiy et al. (2021). This proposed CQNN approach had two stages; in the first, 
the QRFS method is implemented to improve its classification performance and, in 
the second, the QNN predicts the levels of severity of CV-19 in patients.

Table 2 describes the dataset characteristics namely ID, attribute name, type, 
minimum and maximum value. Table 3 gives the accuracy of CQNN approach for 
the various input nodes. CQNN achieved an accuracy of 92.33% for the testing 
dataset, better than those of the other methods.

Figure 15. Circuits output with length key =30 for inputs = 4, 12
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Figure 16. Confusion matrix for classical model and hybrid quantum models (Acar 
& Yilmaz, 2020)

Figure 17. Quantum circuit U(α, β, θ, γ) (Acar & Yilmaz, 2020)
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Table 2. Characteristics of CV-19 datasets (El-Shafeiy et al. 2021).

ID Attribute Name Type Min. Value Max. Value

1 Time-onset-illness dt/time Jan 16, 2020 Jan 31, 2020

2 Admission_Time dt/time Jan 22, 2020 Feb 02, 2020

3 Gender Text M or F

4 Age Num 22 70

5 Epidemic data Text Wahan, China

6 Comorbidities Text Hypertension, diabetics, lg A nephropathy, 
hypothyroidism and bronchial asthma

7 Febrile days Num 1 10

8 Temp before adm Num 37.3◦c 40◦c

9 Concomitant sym Text Pharyngalgia, dry cough, feebleness and 
shortness of breath

10 Time-body-temp-returns-to-
normal dt/time Jan 27, 2020 Feb 20, 2020

11 O2 uptake Bool Y or N

12 Lopinavir/ ritonavir Bool Y or N

13 Interferon atomization Bool Y or N

14 Arbidol HCL Bool Y or N

15 WBC Num 2.58 11.75

16. NEUT Num 1.3 9.38

17 LYMPH Num 0.56 1.4

18 NEUT% Num 42.50% 79.80%

19 LYMPH% Num 9.60% 45.70%

20 PLT Num 82 255

Table 1. The performance results for classical and hybrid model (Acar & Yilmaz, 
2020).

Models Acc. (%) Pre. (%) Rec. (%) F1 (%) Spec. (%)

Classical_Model 0.91 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.01

PenLane_without_U 0.91 ± 0.01 0.926 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.01

PenLane_with_U 1.00 ± 0.00 1.000 ± 0.00 1.00 ± 0.00 1.00 ± 0.00 1.00 ± 0.00

Qiskit_Noise_Sim 0.97 ± 0.006 0.97 ± 0.007 0.98 ± 0.00 0.97 ± 0.05 0.97 ± 0.006

Cirq_Mix_Sim 0.95 ± 0.008 0.97 ± 0.006 0.94 ± 0.01 0.95 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.006

IBMQ_x2 0.96 ± 0.008 0.97 ± 0.006 0.95 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.006

IBMQ_London 0.96 ± 0.007 0.97 ± 0.006 0.96 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.007 0.97 ± 0.006

IBMQ_Rome 0.97 ± 0.007 0.97 ± 0.006 0.96 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.007 0.97 ± 0.006
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ID Attribute Name Type Min. Value Max. Value

21 HGB Num 120 169

22 RBC Num 4.16 5.66

23 ALT Num 6 85

24 AST Num 19 54

25 ALB Num 35.4 52.6

26 TBIL Num 2.3 26.6

27 DBIL Num 1.2 9.6

28 CRP Num 10 38.9

29 PCT Num 0.022 0.108

30 IL-6 Num 1.5 40.9

31 LYMPH0 Num 0.56 1.4

32 LYMPH3 Num 0.4 1.45

33 LYMPH5 Num 0.37 1.65

34 LYMPH7 Num 0.37 1.91

35 LYMPH9 Num 0.51 2.08

36 LYMPH11 Num 0.32 3.06

37 LYMPH13 Num 0.55 1.98

38 LYMPH15 Num 0.45 2.43

Table 2. Continued

Table 3. Accuracy levels of CQNN (El Shafeiy et al. 2021).

Input nodes Acc. of CQNN

8 0.72445

10 0.65723

13 0.76945

15 0.79836

18 0.88527

20 0.72877

24 0.91238

30 0.92334
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CONCLUSION

The benefits of quantum computing for the development of health care and for 
the global technology are high. In this study of diabetes retinal fundus images, an 
algorithm based on deep machine learning generated high sensitivity and specificity. 
Retinopathy quantum computing improves imaging, diagnosis, and treatment. 
Quantum computer is seen accessible for daily use in medicine and research. The 
QNN and CQNN proposed method on large datasets to test its effectiveness and then 
automatically upload the results to a cloud-based epidemiological and early-warning 
monitoring for disease surveillance and medical monitoring in institutions at all 
levels of government. Hence, Quantum computing provides early warnings, analyze 
the situation and support for decision-making in the state-of-art of the pandemic.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

COVID-19: Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease caused 
by the SARS-CoV-2 virus.
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Diabetic Retinopathy: It is an eye condition that can cause vision loss and 
blindness in people who have diabetes.

Healthcare: It is the various services for the prevention or treatment of illness 
and injuries. Nobody wants to pay more for health care.

Hybrid CNN: It utilizes a Deep Neural Network (DNN) to effectively memorize 
global features by one-dimensional (1D) data and utilizes a CNN to generalize local 
features by two-dimensional (2D) data.

Net Carbon Zero Emissions: It refers to achieving an overall balance between 
greenhouse gas emissions produced and greenhouse gas emissions taken out of the 
atmosphere.

Quantum Circuit: In quantum information theory, a quantum circuit is a model 
for quantum computation, similar to classical circuits, in which a computation is a 
sequence of quantum gates, measurements, initializations of qubits to known values, 
and possibly other actions.

Quantum Computing: Quantum computing is an area of computing focused 
on developing computer technology based on the principles of quantum theory. It 
uses quantum bits or qubits.

Quantum Machine Learning: Quantum machine learning (QML) is built on 
two concepts: quantum data and hybrid quantum-classical models.

Quanvolutional Neural Network: Quanvolutional layers operate on input data by 
locally transforming the data using a number of random quantum circuits, in a way 
that is similar to the transformations performed by random convolutional filter layers.

TensorFlow Quantum: TensorFlow Quantum (TFQ) is a Python framework 
for quantum machine learning.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES ON WHY NET ZERO CARBON EMISSIONS

Reducing emissions from hospitals and supply chains, there are a number of benefits 
that health institutions and society can reap from net zero healthcare. The health 
systems have a accountability to implement the Hippocratic Oath, to “do no harm” as 
it relates to its own climate footprint, while influencing other sectors to do the same. 
It switches to renewable sources of energy that provides healthcare institutions with 
a financial benefit in the form of reduced utilities and equipment costs. It implements 
climate mitigation policies that will contribute to improved health conditions for 
healthcare workers and citizens. Net zero emissions can help limit the occurrence 
of extreme weather events and climate catastrophes that bothers health systems.
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ABSTRACT

Quantum technology works with and relies on sub-atomic particles or physics 
that operates on the quantum level. Quantum computing has become a mature 
field, having diversified applications in supply chain and logistics, chemistry, 
economics and financial services, energy and agriculture, medicine and health, 
etc. In the recent years, companies have started to incorporate quantum software 
to benefit the research and the practitioner communities. Software engineering and 
programming practices need to be brought into the domain of quantum computing. 
Quantum algorithms provide the ability to analyze the data and offer simulations 
based on the data. A few of the quantum computing programming languages include 
QISKit, Q#, Cirq, and forest are used to write and run quantum programs. In this 
chapter, the authors provide an overall picture of the problems and challenges 
of developing quantum software and up-to-date software engineering processes, 
methods, techniques, practices, and principles for the development of quantum 
software to both researchers and practitioners.
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INTRODUCTION

Decades have passed since the great minds of physics, including Richard Feynman 
and David Deutsch, predicted that the laws of quantum mechanics could give rise to 
a computing paradigm that is superior to classical computing. But controlling fragile 
quantum systems well enough to construct even the most primitive quantum computing 
hardware has proved taxing. Quantum software plays a critical role in exploiting the 
full potential of quantum computing systems. Experimental advances in the past few 
years have proved the power of quantum computing. Just as programming languages 
and compilers facilitate interaction with the semiconductor transistors in a classical 
computer, many layers of software tools will sit between quantum algorithms and 
hardware. An important component is quantum error-correcting code. The fragility 
of quantum bits leads to errors during computation, and choices about how to make 
quantum-computing architectures fault tolerant have a knock-on effect on higher layers 
of the quantum tool chain. With quantum programming languages and compilers to 
hand, the quantum software engineer can implement ‘killer’ software applications, 
in which the speed afforded by quantum computers will have real-world impact. 
Factoring using Shor’s algorithm is one potential application because it could break 
current methods of encryption. Yet cryptographers are already devising classical 
cryptosystems that would guarantee security even if quantum computers achieve 
factoring at mesmerizing speeds. Perhaps quantum machine learning will also turn 
out to be a killer application, it has, at least, been an important motivator for IT 
giant companies to invest in quantum computing.

As the practical relevance of quantum computing becomes clearer, we should 
not forget the part that foundational thinking played in its inception. Research on 
the fundamental limits of classical versus quantum computing remains fascinating 
and may even help to surmount quantum engineering hurdles.

BACKGROUND

A) Evolution of Quantum Computing

As early as 1959 the American physicist and Nobel laureate Richard Feynman 
noted that, as electronic components begin to reach microscopic scales, effects 
predicted by quantum mechanics occur—which, he suggested, might be exploited 
in the design of more powerful computers. During the 1980s and ’90s the theory of 
quantum computers advanced considerably beyond Feynman’s early speculations. 
In 1985 David Deutsch of the University of Oxford described the construction of 
quantum logic gates for a universal quantum computer, and in 1994 Peter Shor of 
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AT&T devised an algorithm to factor numbers with a quantum computer that would 
require as few as six qubits (although many more qubits would be necessary for 
factoring large numbers in a reasonable time).

In 1998 Isaac Chuang of the Los Alamos National Laboratory, Neil Gershenfeld 
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and Mark Kubinec of the 
University of California at Berkeley created the first quantum computer (2-qubit) 
that could be loaded with data and output a solution. In 2001 Shor’s algorithm was 
demonstrated for the first time in a real quantum computing experiment, albeit with 
a very pedestrian problem: 15=3×5. The IBM system employed qubits in nuclear 
spins, similar to an MRI machine. In 2004, Robert Schoelkopf and his collaborators 
at Yale University invent circuit QED, a means of studying the interaction of a 
photon and an artificial quantum object on a chip. Their work established the 
standard for coupling and reading out superconducting qubits as systems continue 
to scale. In 2007 Schoelkopf and his collaborators invent a type of superconducting 
qubit designed to have reduced sensitivity to charge noise, a major obstacle for long 
coherence. The superconducting qubit has been adopted by many superconducting 
quantum groups, including at IBM.

In 2012 several important parameters for quantum information processing with 
transmon qubits are improved. IBM extends the coherence time, which is the duration 
that a qubit retains its quantum state, up to 100 microseconds. In 2015 the IBM 
quantum team performs an experiment demonstrating the smallest, almost-quantum 
error detection code. With a single quantum state stabilized, it’s possible to detect 
both types of quantum errors: bit-flips and phase-flips. The code is realized in a 
4-qubit lattice arrangement, which serves as a building block for future quantum 
computing systems.

Later in 2016 IBM scientists build the IBM Quantum Experience, a first-of-a-
kind quantum computing platform delivered via the IBM Cloud and accessible by 
desktop or mobile devices. It enables users to run experiments on IBM’s quantum 
processor, work with individual qubits, and explore tutorials and simulations of the 
wondrous possibilities of quantum computing.

2019 was the biggest year for quantum computing since, well, ever. It’s the year 
IBM put a quantum computer in a box and Google claimed its Bristlecone system 
reached quantum supremacy. But perhaps most exciting was the incredible research 
happening in universities and think-tanks around the globe. From warp drives to time 
travel, scientists around the world released one breakthrough paper after another.

B) Quantum Computing and Impact on Engineering

Quantum computers will be faster, meaning they will be able to crack problems, solve 
equations and enrich our understanding of the universe in ways we can’t yet predict. 
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There is no fully operational quantum computer capable of sustaining a quantum 
state for a prolonged time. IBM has built a 50-qubit computer that can generate 
and maintain a quantum state for around 90 seconds, which is currently the record. 
Quantum machines must be kept at extremely low temperatures near absolute zero 
to be able to maintain quantum states for extended periods. Quantum technology 
represent the leap forward in computing necessary to solve the hardest problems in 
fields like software verification and validation (VV), materials science, and machine 
learning and artificial intelligence and machine learning. Another potential use of 
quantum computing is to simulate complex chemical and biological systems. This 
simulation is key to producing advanced materials (such as metals, polymers, and 
hybrids), supporting advanced aeronautics, and advancing the state of biotechnology 
to develop new vaccines and treatments for diseases.

C) Essential Software Components of a Quantum Computer

In addition to creating the hardware functionality to support quantum computing, a 
functional quantum computer will also require extensive software components. Given 
the different, and emerging, approaches to building a quantum data plane, early-stage 
high-level software tools must be particularly flexible, if they are to remain useful 
in the event of changes in hardware and algorithms. This requirement complicates 
the task of developing complete software architecture for quantum computing.

For quantum computers, simulation tools, such as universal simulator, can provide 
a programmer with the ability to model each quantum operation and to track the 
quantum state that would results, along with its evolution in time. This capability is 
essential for debugging both programs and newly developed hardware. Optimization 
tools such as resource estimators would enable rapid estimation of the performance 
and qubit resources needed to perform different quantum algorithms.

Debugging and verification of quantum programs are also major challenges. 
Quantum computing programs have an exponentially large state-space that is 
collapsed by physical qubit measurements, and quantum computing execution 
cannot be restarted after a mid-run measurement. Thus, design of debugging and 
verification techniques for quantum programs is an essential and fundamentally 
challenging requirement to enable progress in quantum computing development. 
While QC simulation and debugging are truly grand challenge research endeavors, 
other aspects of the software tool chain such as languages and compilers have seen 
greater progress, but also remain important.
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D) Software for Quantum Computing

Quantum algorithms provide the ability to analyze the data and offer simulations 
based on the data. These algorithms are written in a quantum-focused programming 
language. Several quantum languages have been developed by researchers and 
technology companies.

These are a few of the quantum computing programming languages:

1.  QISKit: The Quantum Information Software Kit from IBM is a full-stack 
library to write, simulate, and run quantum programs.

2.  Q#: The programming language included in the Microsoft Quantum 
Development Kit. The development kit includes a quantum simulator and 
algorithm libraries.

3.  Cirq: A quantum language developed by Google that uses a python library to 
write circuits and run these circuits in quantum computers and simulators.

4.  Forest: A developer environment created by Rigetti Computing that is used to 
write and run quantum programs.

E) Challenges of Quantum Computing:

Quantum computing is a new and promising technology with the potential of 
exponentially powerful computation, if only a large-scale one can be built. There 
are several challenges in building a large-scale quantum computer – fabrication, 
verification, and architecture. The power of quantum computing comes from the 
ability to store a complex state in a single bit. This also what makes quantum systems 
difficult to build, verify, and design. Quantum states are fragile, so fabrication must 
be precise, and bits must often operate at very low temperatures.

Quantum computers are extremely temperamental machines, which makes them 
immensely difficult to build and operate. They need to be isolated from the outside 
environment and kept almost at absolute zero (-273ºC) in order to be usable. If not, 
they produce quantum de coherence, which is essentially the loss of information to 
the environment. Most quantum computers require temperatures colder than those 
found in deep space. To reach these temperatures, all the components and hardware 
are contained within a dilution refrigerator—highly specialized equipment that cools 
the qubits to just above absolute zero. Because standard electronics don’t work at 
these temperatures, a majority of quantum computers today use room-temperature 
control. With this method, controls on the outside of the refrigerator send signals 
through cables, communicating with the qubits inside.
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F) Quantum Computing Applications:

As the technology develops, quantum computing could lead to significant advances 
in numerous fields, from chemistry and materials science to nuclear physics and 
machine learning.

Top potential applications include: cyber security, drug development, financial 
modeling, weather forecasting and climate change, artificial intelligence, health 
care, electronic materials discovery etc.

Quantum computing could enable breakthroughs by:

1.  Machine learning: Improved ML through faster structured prediction. Examples 
include Boltzmann machines, quantum Boltzmann machines, semi-supervised 
learning, unsupervised learning and deep learning.

2.  Artificial intelligence: Faster calculations could improve perception, 
comprehension, and circuit fault diagnosis/binary classifiers.

3.  Chemistry: New fertilizers, catalysts, battery chemistries will all drive 
improvements in resource utilization

4.  Biochemistry: New drugs, tailored drugs, and maybe even hair restorer.
5.  Finance: Quantum computing could enable faster, more complex Monte Carlo 

simulations; for example, trading, trajectory optimization, market instability, 
price optimization and hedging strategies.

6.  Healthcare: DNA gene sequencing, such as radiotherapy treatment optimization/
brain tumor detection, could be performed in seconds instead of hours or weeks.

7.  Materials: super strong materials; corrosion proof paints; lubricants; 
semiconductors

8.  Computer science: Faster multidimensional search functions; for example, 
query optimization, mathematics and simulations

G) Quantum Software Engineering

The fact that quantum computing is reaching the degree of maturity that claims 
for a Quantum Software Engineering is evidenced by the considerable amount of 
research works on this subject that has been developed in recent years. The most 
complete and recent survey on this topic is maybe the one developed by Prof. Jianjun 
Zhao (Zhao, 2020). It provides a definition of QSE that could be widely accepted 
by the community: “Quantum software engineering is the use of sound engineering 
principles for the development, operation, and maintenance of quantum software 
and the associated document to obtain economically quantum software that is 
reliable and works efficiently on quantum computers”. The software needs processes 
and processes need methodologies that help carry out each of the activities of the 
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processes whether it is requirements specification, architectural design, detailed 
design, implementation or testing (Piattini & Pérez-Castillo, 2020) .

Regarding the process for quantum software development, it could be assumed that 
the basic strategies for classical software development could be valid. They provide 
a general guide to approach the problem with the aim of getting a piece of software 
that supports the problem. In any case, quantum software processes, as commonly 
accepted for classical software today, should be as iterative, incremental and agile as 
possible. However, the methodologies for carrying out each activity of the process 
should be reviewed to address the needs of quantum software development. The 
reason being that the techniques

A key step for having new techniques and methodologies is defining new 
abstractions for the quantum computing world. We include a class model in an UML 
class diagram to represent a real-world object. This object exists in the system with 
the ability to interact with other entities. In this way the entities interact and are 
modeled in a sequence diagram. Abstract Data Types (ADT) allows data structures 
to be modeled along with the set of operations to manipulate them. With all the 
above, maybe one of the most interesting directions to be addressed by quantum 
software engineering research is to propose adequate abstractions for modeling, 
designing and building quantum programs. When thinking about these abstractions 
it is also interesting to think that the type of problems that will be solved with 
quantum computing are those included in the Bounded-error Quantum Polynomial 
time (BQP) class.

Currently, quantum programming languages (Garhwal & Ahmad, 2019; Gay, 
2006; Miszczak, 2010; Sofge, 2008) work almost at the quantum circuit level. One of 
the greatest advances towards modern programming languages was the development 
of structured programming that led to the basic structures for computing: sequence, 
bifurcation, iteration. It opened the doors to the diverse programming paradigms 
we have today in classical computing. As with abstractions, we could wonder what 
should be the basic structures and patterns in the development of quantum programs. 
Again, to do this, one must assume that the nature of a quantum computer is very 
different to Von Newman’s architecture model

H) Quantum Software Processes and Methodologies

One of the main lessons learned during the evolution of classic software engineering 
is that software needs processes and processes need methodologies that help carry 
out each of the activities of the processes whether it is requirements specification, 
architectural design, detailed design, implementation or testing. Regarding the process 
for quantum software development, it could be assumed that the basic strategies 
for classical software development could be valid. They provide a general guide 
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to approach the problem with the aim of getting a piece of software that supports 
the problem. In any case, quantum software processes, as commonly accepted for 
classical software today, should be as iterative, incremental and agile as possible. 
However, the methodologies for carrying out each activity of the process should be 
reviewed to address the needs of quantum software development. The reason being 
that the techniques designed for classical computing are based on an underlying 
model of computing in which a sequence of instructions manipulates a set of data. 
The final state of the data is the output of the program. For example, the way in 
which a design is produced from a requirement specification is tightly aligned with 
such computational model. Nevertheless, such model is radically different to the 
quantum computational model. We have not such sequence of instructions but a 
system with the ability of having a set of possible states and being in all of them 
at the same time. Computation stops when a certain subset of the system state is 
in a desired state, which will define the state of the whole system by collapse. 
There are authors who have already approached some methodologies to deal with 
some activities such as design (Pérez-Delgado & Perez-Gonzalez, 2020) or even 
re-engineering (Jiménez-Navajas & Piattini, 2020).

I) Abstractions for Quantum Software

A key step for having new techniques and methodologies is defining new abstractions 
for the quantum computing world. Let’s focus now on the mechanisms of abstraction 
that we use in the design of classic software. For example, when we include a 
class model in an UML class diagram we are representing a real-world object. 
This object exists in the system with the ability to interact with other entities. The 
ways in which entities interact is modeled in a sequence diagram. We use classes 
because they proved to be much richer than the Abstract Data Types (ADT) that 
we used previously. They (ADT) basically allowed data structures to be modeled 
along with the set of operations to manipulate them. The reason to have them was 
that giving each programmer the responsibility of implementing the operations of 
a data structure introduced not only duplicate efforts but semantic variations in the 
structures that made them difficult to reuse. Both, the structures and the operations 
were hardly portable from one program to another.

Moreover, the functionality code ended up being tangled with the code that 
implemented the operations on the data structures. Software Engineering Researchers 
realized then that a data structure was meaningless without the set of operations to 
manipulate it directly. Before ADTs, we simply used procedures and functions to 
model pieces of functionality that the programmer could focus on, program, maintain, 
and evolve in isolation. In any case, all those abstractions correspond to pieces of 
software functionality as sequences of instructions that eventually manipulate data 
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and that interact with each other by means of a protocol of control transfer from one 
to another. Again, this is due to classic computers being based on Von Neumann’s 
machine model that expects to execute instructions in a certain sequence and our 
models must represent reality on that computer model. It is worth remembering at this 
point what happened with the code written by those programmers born in procedural 
programming when they went on to the use of classes. It was common to find classes 
that modeled data structures (the TADs they were used to), classes grouping different 
sets of modules and a main class which collected the program control flow. This 
was the case even when object-oriented programming books systematically started 
explaining the differences between procedural and OOP programming. It was very 
hard then for programmers to change their way of conceiving software systems even 
when the underlying computer model was the same.

Thus, the new change we are facing in which the underlying computer model is 
completely different is expected to be even harder. When we think about taking our 
abstractions into the quantum environment, many questions arise: For example, Does 
it make sense to have a class in quantum computing? Is that a proper abstraction? 
What is the interest of having a class instance in all its possible states? What is the 
point of modeling a class in which part of its state is entangled with that of another 
class? What are the best abstractions for doing this? No doubt, we will feel inclined 
to replicate our techniques and abstractions from classical computing to quantum 
computing. But then, just as it happened to programmers who moved from procedural 
to object oriented programming, we may end up using them improperly wanting 
to do something that is intrinsically different. We will provide programmers with 
the possibility of generating classic computing solutions that will run on quantum 
computers, but we will not have generated the opportunity to “think and model 
in quantum”. With all the above, maybe one of the most interesting directions to 
be addressed by quantum software engineering research is to propose adequate 
abstractions for modelling, designing and building quantum programs. When thinking 
about these abstractions it is also interesting to think that the type of problems that 
will be solved with quantum computing are those included in the BQP class. If the 
typology of these problems can be categorized, domain-specific modeling languages 
could be designed for them.

J) Quantum Structured Programming

Currently, quantum programming languages (Garhwal & Ahmad, 2019; Gay, 
2006; Miszczak, 2010; Sofge, 2008) work almost at the quantum circuit level. 
Its description is very reminiscent of the wiring work needed by the ENIAC to 
execute programs. One of the greatest advances towards modern programming 
languages was the development of structured programming that led to the basic 
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structures for computing: sequence, bifurcation, iteration. It opened the doors to 
the diverse programming paradigms we have today in classical computing. As with 
abstractions, we could wonder what should be the basic structures and patterns in 
the development of quantum programs. Again, to do this, one must assume that 
the nature of a quantum computer is very different to Von Newman’s architecture 
model. There are researchers who are already concerned about this aspect: (Knill, 
1996; Leymann, 2019; Ying & Feng, 2010).

CONCLUSION

The functions of quantum technologies are derived from science that cannot be 
explained by classical physics, such as Newton’s Laws of Motion, thermodynamics 
or Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism. Despite recent advances in quantum 
programming tools, there are two major challenges facing quantum software 
developers. First, there is an understandable fear of betting on a platform or language 
that ends up being discontinued. Second, quantum computer scientists need to 
understand current software engineering principles and techniques, or they will 
spend too much time reinventing the wheel.

With quantum programming languages and compilers, the quantum software 
engineer can implement ‘killer’ software applications, in which the speed afforded by 
quantum computers will have real-world impact. Factoring using Shor’s algorithm is 
one potential application because it could break current methods of encryption. Yet 
cryptographers are already devising classical cryptosystems that would guarantee 
security even if quantum computers achieve factoring at mesmerizing speeds. IBM 
has built a 50-qubit computer that can generate and maintain a quantum state for 
around 90 seconds, which is currently the record.

For quantum computers, simulation tools, such as a so-called universal simulator, 
can provide a programmer with the ability to model each quantum operation and 
to track the quantum state that would results, along with its evolution in time. The 
software tools needed to create and debug quantum programs are as essential to all 
scales of quantum computer as the underlying quantum data plane.

Debugging and verification of quantum programs are also major challenges. 
Most classical computers provide programmers the ability to stop execution at an 
arbitrary point in the program, and examine the machine state—that is, the values of 
program variables and other items stored in memory. Programmers can determine 
whether the state is correct or not, and if not, find the program bug

As the technology develops, quantum computing could lead to significant advances 
in numerous fields, from chemistry and materials science to nuclear physics and 
machine learning. Top potential applications include cyber security, drug development, 
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financial modeling, weather forecasting and climate change, artificial intelligence 
to name a few. Quantum software engineering is the use of sound engineering 
principles for the development, operation, and maintenance of quantum software and 
the associated document to obtain economically quantum software that is reliable 
and works efficiently on quantum computers. Software Engineering researchers 
realized then that a data structure was meaningless without the set of operations to 
manipulate it directly When thinking about these abstractions it is also interesting 
to think that the type of problems that will be solved with quantum computing are 
those included in the bounded-error quantum polynomial time (BQP)class. If the 
typology of these problems can be categorized, domain-specific modeling languages 
could be designed for them.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Abstract Data Type (ADT): Is a mathematical model for data types. This is 
defined by its behavior (semantics) from the point of view of a user, of the data, 
specifically in terms of possible values, possible operations on data of this type, 
and the behavior of these operations.

Bounded-Error Quantum Polynomial Time (BQP): In computational 
complexity theory, bounded-error quantum polynomial time (BQP) is the class of 
decision problems solvable by a quantum computer in polynomial time, with an 
error probability of at most 1/3 for all instances.

Quantum Algorithm: Runs on a realistic model of quantum computation, the 
most commonly used model being the quantum circuit model of computation.

Quantum Computer: Can be referred to a machine that consists of a many-
particle quantum system for solving complex computational problems. Possibly the 
most important issue in quantum computers fabrication is making a closed box. In 
other words, since quantum systems are very fragile, the probability of de coherence 
and de phasing is very high.

Quantum Computing: Harnesses the phenomena of quantum mechanics to 
deliver a huge leap forward in computation to solve certain problems. This is a type 
of computation that harnesses the collective properties of quantum states, such as 
superposition, interference, and entanglement, to perform calculations. The devices 
that perform quantum computations are known as quantum computers.

Quantum Engineering: Is a revolutionary discipline that seeks theoretical 
and practical applications of Quantum Information Science. It encompasses both 
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fundamental physics and the broad engineering skill-set necessary to meet the 
practical challenges of the future.

Quantum Logic Gates: A quantum logic gate (or simply quantum gate) is a basic 
quantum circuit operating on a small number of qubits. They are the building blocks 
of quantum circuits, like classical logic gates are for conventional digital circuits.

Quantum Machine Learning: Is the integration of quantum algorithms within 
machine learning programs. The most common use of the term refers to machine 
learning algorithms for the analysis of classical data executed on a quantum computer, 
i.e. quantum-enhanced machine learning.

Quantum Programming Languages: Are essential to translate ideas into 
instructions that can be executed by a quantum computer. They are crucial to 
the programming of quantum computers at scale but also they can facilitate the 
discovery and development of quantum algorithms even before hardware exists 
that is capable of executing them. These are used for controlling existing physical 
devices, for estimating the execution costs of quantum algorithms on future devices, 
for teaching quantum computing concepts, or for verifying quantum algorithms and 
their implementations.

Quantum Technology: Is a class of technology that works by using the principles 
of quantum mechanics (the physics of sub-atomic particles), including quantum 
entanglement and quantum superposition. This is an emerging field of physics and 
engineering, which relies on the principles of quantum physics. Quantum computing, 
quantum sensors, quantum cryptography, quantum simulation, quantum metrology 
and quantum imaging are all examples of quantum technologies, where properties 
of quantum mechanics, especially quantum entanglement, quantum superposition 
and quantum tunneling, are important.

Qubit: Qubit or quantum bit is the basic unit of quantum information. The 
quantum version of the classic binary bit physically realized with a two-state device. 
This is a two-state (or two-level) quantum-mechanical system, one of the simplest 
quantum systems displaying the peculiarity of quantum mechanics.
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APPENDIX

1.  Major problems in Quantum Computing “Quantum Computing is 
incredibly exciting because it is the only technology that we know of that could 
fundamentally change what is practically computable, and this could soon 
change the foundations of chemistry, materials science, biology, medicine, 
and agriculture.” Over the past decade, quantum computing has evolved from 
a field of scientific research to a full-fledged technology industry.

Industry, governments, and Universities are all experimenting with advanced 
quantum computing hardware and software to become quantum ready. To achieve 
quantum advantage using quantum computers that emulate how nature processes 
information is challenging because quantum computing is so different from classical 
computing. To solve problems using integrated quantum and classical computations 
requires innovation and ingenuity. Integrating quantum and classical computations 
can generate practical solutions for different applications and technology stages by 
leveraging the strengths of both worlds.

The benefits of quantum computing are promising, but there are huge obstacles 
to overcome still. Some problems with quantum computing are:

1.  Interference - the slightest disturbance in a quantum system can cause a 
quantum computation to collapse, a process known as de-coherence. A quantum 
computer must be totally isolated from all external interference during the 
computation phase. Some success has been achieved with the use of qubits in 
intense magnetic fields, using ions.

2.  Error correction - Qubits are not digital bits of data and cannot use conventional 
error correction. Error correction is critical in quantum computing, where even 
a single error in a calculation can cause the validity of the entire computation to 
collapse. There has been considerable progress in this area, however. With an 
error correction algorithm developed that utilizes 9 qubits -- 1 computational 
and 8 correctional. More recently, there was a breakthrough by IBM that makes 
do with a total of 5 qubits (1 computational and 4 correctional).

3.  Output observance - Retrieving output data after a quantum calculation is 
complete risks corrupting the data. Developments have since been made, such 
as a database search algorithm that relies on the special “wave” shape of the 
probability curve in quantum computers. This ensures that once all calculations 
are done, the act of measurement will see the quantum state decohere into the 
correct answer.
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2. A Quantum Workforce

For most of us, quantum computing, next-generation quantum sensing and quantum 
networking still belong to the future. But many early-career scientists and students 
are already preparing for that future.

When there is an infusion of new people and new ideas, there’s likely to be 
a big advance in technology,” The realm of quantum technology extends well 
beyond physics, into any problem for which many potential solutions exist, such 
as modeling climate and weather, creating new types of molecules, or examining 
financial markets. To tackle these types of problems, people are working to build 
useful quantum computers.

Building quantum computers requires a number of interconnected engineering 
systems. Specialized electronics send precise microwave signals to the processor 
to control the qubit. Quantum systems require certain lasers, optics, vacuums 
and cryogenic systems. There is always the push to design these systems in more 
compact and stable forms. The new generation needs to be trained to work with this 
technology and advance this field. If we do that right, it will dramatically expand 
opportunities in this field.
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ABSTRACT

The Bloch sphere is a generalisation of the complex number z with |z|2 = 1 being 
represented in the complex plane as a point on the unit circle. The goal of the 
research is to create a simulation that can be used to visualise a Bloch sphere of a 
single quantum bit, also known as a Qbit. QISKIT (developed by IBM) is an open-
source lab for education in the realm of quantum computing, and is used to test 
and validate this simulator. This study made use of both quantitative and qualitative 
methods of investigation.

INTRODUCTION

A bit is the fundamental unit of a computer. The essential component allows data 
to be stored in binary numbers, either 0 or 1. In a similar vein, the smallest unit 
of a quantum computer capable of storing information is referred to as a quantum 
bit, or in short, a qubit, for short. It has a complicated two-level mechanical system 
with two states, |1 > and |0 >, divided into two categories. In the same way, that 
information stored in a classic bit may be updated to meet our requirements, data 
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or data recorded in a quantum bit can likewise be modified within the confines 
of quantum mechanics. Different gates, such as XOR, OR, and more, are used in 
digital electronics to change data and transport bits of information, among other 
things. In the quantum world, we have a variety of gates to choose from. To better 
understand how these gates function and how the qubit interacts with gates, we must 
first understand a few mathematical concepts such as complex numbers, matrices, 
and vectors. This is analogous to a simulation problem in that it is necessary to 
comprehend and visualize the process. It is possible to tackle this difficulty by 
modeling and simulating the procedure. Refer to Figure 1 for a visual understanding 
of how a physical quantum device is simulated on a real quantum simulator.

This is a discrete event simulation, which means that the outputs are fixed for 
the specified set of input parameters. The work (which is either one of |1> or |0>) 
is determined by the probability of achieving the desired results. Please keep in 
mind that this project will only be able to replicate a single qubit at this time. It is 
possible to simulate several qubits as well.

Figure 1. A simulator of a real quantum computer
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BACKGROUND

It is challenging to visualize a quantum bit’s state consistently visually, and the 
mathematics required is expensive to solve. As the number of qubits increases, they 
are simulating the difference in a qubit after a gate is applied gets progressively 
complex. Matrix multiplication in multiple dimensions is essential in this scenario 
due to using mathematical techniques and concepts such as live vectors. Visualizing 
or recreating a Bloch sphere in a graphical environment would be beneficial. The 
conventional bit contains only two gates: a NOT gate that reverses the bit from 1 to 
0 and another that changes the bit from 0 to 1. Four unitary operations or gates are 
matrix multiplied to form a qubit’s final state. After converting this final state to 
polar form, the changed qubit is acquired. Figure 2 here represents different gates 
and their corresponding matrixes for unitary operations.
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Different gates for a single qubit.
Pasieka (Pasieka et al., 2009) introduces the Bloch sphere interpretation of single 

qubit quantum channels and operations. This work presents a mathematical technique 
that begins with an arbitrary mathematical description of a channel and proceeds to 
identify the geometric aspects of the channel that are relevant for experimentation. 
The algorithm is implemented in Maple, and the associated code is provided.

Other simulators have also been used for the simulation of the Block sphere. 
ChangmingHuo (Huo, 2009) a study, a Java simulator and a 3D display based on 
the Bloch sphere and Bloch ball concepts are used to animate the motion of a qubit 
or spinor. The simulator may be used to demonstrate a qubit’s Larmor precession, 
the Rabi formula for computing the probability of spin-flip in a time-dependent 
magnetic field, and the density matrix notion for examining the time evolution of an 
ensemble of spinors. On the user interface, control panels are developed to le qubit 
manipulation and change simulation parameters such as external time-independent 
and time-dependent magnetic fields. Stephen Shary (Shary, 2011) presented 
simulation software to visually represent a quantum state or qubit based on the 
Bloch sphere representation. The software uses the Java language and libraries to 
provide a multi-platform simulator that can be quickly distributed and viewed using 
the Java web-start technology.
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MODEL CONCEPTUALISATION

1.  Modelling a Bloch sphere: The Bloch sphere equation contains several 
components that must be considered when simulating it. But first and foremost, 
we must comprehend the mathematical representation of a qubit and the process 
of determining the final states following the application of gates. Take note of 
the equation for the state of a qubit. Because we are dealing with a polar form, 
there are always two angles θ, φ, (also known as phase) involved. It regulates 
the displacement of the state vectors and significantly impacts their exile. The 
state vector is used in conjunction to determine the state of a qubit. Let us 
comprehend the many components, such as the state vector, phase, and basis.
a.  A state vector: A State vector represents the state of the qubit in the block 

sphere (Qiskit Development team, 2021). It contains the probability of 
finding the photon in It is a block sphere representation of the qubit’s 
state. It includes the chance of detecting the photon in the spacetime cavity 
that we use as information. The state space is denoted by a unit vector 
extending from the center of the Bloch sphere to its edge.The equation 
of a quantum state is |ψ⟩=c0⋅|0⟩+c1⋅|1⟩. where (|c0|

2+|c1|
2=1). It is the 

representation of the state of a qubit. The image for the two-dimensional 
representation of a Bloch sphere is shown in Figure 3.

After rewriting the state equation with phases and amplitudes, states |0⟩ and |1⟩:If 
these states appear perplexing, consider the cube as a coin, except that the coin is 
constantly spinning in the case of a quantum bit. Thus, |0> and |1> represent the 
top and bottom of a spinning coin whose motions are limited to rotation in the same 
plane. The base states are used to describe any other states. Equation (1) represents 
the exclusive representation of two states and equatioavailable) is state representation 
with base states respectively.
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b.  Representing a quantum bit:Felloni S et.al. (Felloni et al., 2009a)
(Felloni et al. 2009b) talks about the representation of a quantum system 
using diagrams. The final state equation can also be re-written in polar 
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coordinates as in Equation 2, where |0⟩ and |1⟩ are called ground states. If 
we compare that with a classic bit, these two states are like binary 0 and 
1. |0⟩ is located at the north pole of the Bloch sphere and |1⟩ at the south 
pole. The Euler’s form representation of a quantum state is in equation 
3 below.The polar form of the quantum state is represented in equation4 
below.

� � � ��� � � � � � � � �cos sin/ / |2 0 2 1ei  (3)

Figure 2. State vector in two dimensions
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2.  Bloch sphere: Graphical representation of states is discussed in (Chuang, 
2004)(Felloni & Strini, 2006).ABloch sphere visualizes a quantum state with 
different components like a Bloch vector; phase angles θ, φ, and amplitude as 
shown in Figure 4. Here, the state vector and the Bloch vector are other. The 
state vector helps in the 2D representation of a state. The Bloch vector has three 
components: amplitude, θ & φ. So, what exactly is the role of visualizing this 
Bloch sphere? The Bloch vector and the neutral states are used to determine 
information storage. When we try to measure the state of a quantum bit, it 
collapses to the nearest neutral states (|0⟩ and |1⟩). Let us say the Bloch vector 
is in the upper hemisphere. It would collapse to |0⟩ and vice versa with the 
lower hemisphere to |1⟩.

Figure 3. Bloch sphere in three dimensions
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3.  Interaction or change of state by a gate: Based on conceptual perception, the 
state of a qubit can be represented in various ways, including polar, Euler, and 
matrix representations (Chang et al., 2021). Nonetheless, the gates influence 
quantum mechanical features that are not of interest to our research. All that 
is required for our modeling and simulation is the mathematics that underpins 
them. This can be explained using Pauli’s X, Y, and Z gates. Pauli’s (X, Y, Z), 
S, H, and T gates are the gates that can be used to change the quantum state 
of a single qubit (Nielsen & Chuang, 1997). They are used to spin the Bloch 
vector in different directions, called gates. If we examine the matrix form, the 
addition of gates is simply the product of multiplication by fixed matrices,as 
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Different forms of representations of all the quantumgames in our simulator.
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SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The goal is to create a web-based graphical user interface (GUI) that can be installed 
on a web server and accessed from anywhere in the world. The model is converted 
into python code for further analysis with mathematical tools such as math, NumPy, 
and SciPy. The graphical interface, on the other hand, via which the output and 
input parameters are provided and taken, was built entirely in JavaScript. The input 
variables are as follows:

• The initial state of the qubit
• the gates to be applied in a sequence

the result is displayed in the three representations (Polar representation, equational 
representation, and probability of (|0| and |1|). A combination of JavaScript and 
Python is used to do this. The input parameters are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Input Parameters
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On the left side of the table, input parameters like the state (|0⟩ and |1⟩) and gates 
X, Y, Z, H, S, T functions can be given while on the right side, angles can be given 
with the different axes x, y, and z with two options adding an angle of 𝝅/8 or 𝝅/12.
Multiple times pressing the button would return in add up.

There are three different ways of understanding our final state: Given the initial 
state and the gates to be applied; we will end at the end state by using those gates 
to the state. The following are the 4 result parameters obtained.

1.  The state vector 3D visualization is on the sphere itself.
2.  The probability of getting either of the states on the left side.
3.  The result or final phase angle at the bottom is represented as a shadow of the 

Bloch sphere at the bottom.
4.  The state equation in the polar form at the top.

Figure 5. Output state representation
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Figure 5 shows the output state representation. The parameters used for visualizing 
the results are most frequently utilized in related work. Traditionally, the process is 
accomplished by lengthy mathematical calculations and complicated visualization 
attempts. The model proposed in this work is an automated system with a simplified 
graphical user interface for simulation.

Figure 6. Final Bloch sphere obtained with phase by IBM Q.
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VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

Many organizations can verify this simulator using different python packages, like 
the Microsoft Azure quantum computing development kit or the QISKIT by IBM and 
Amazon bracket. These provide readily available Python functions and visualizers 
for visualizing gates and qubits. This simulator can be validated by running it over a 
real quantum computer. We used IBM’s quantum experience to validate the project 
with a simple circuit and the result is shown in Figure 7.We compared the obtained 
result with the one from our simulator as shown in Figure 8. Both the results are in 
close coordination which proves the validation of our project. From the development 
of our simulator, we were able to validate the accuracy of our project.

Figure 7. Final representation of Bloch sphere on our model
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FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

With quantum technology growing exponentially in the past decade, there are many 
branches for this project to spread into. There is no limitation in the simulation space 
for a quantum circuit. But the physical quantum chip has a limitation in the number 
of qubits it can have. One can develop a simulation of a multi-qubit state visualizer 
which would visualize the state of a qubit in a multi-qubit circuit. We can think of 
adding more gates or even creating custom gates per our requirements.

CONCLUSION

The whole idea of simulating a real-world process is to understand the process and 
answer complex questions to think and visualize for human cognitive skills. In the 
quantum computing environment, quantum circuits are the building blocks. Designing 
an efficient quantum circuit is crucial for the system that is being developed. This 
development of an efficient quantum circuit requires a few tedious steps in both 
mathematic and programmatic spaces. At every step, the state of a particular qubit is 
to be understood to proceed further. This state can be computed through mathematic 
equations or even programmatically. This paper aims to simplify this task with a web 
simulator, which has been achieved and validated with the help of a real quantum 
computer provided open-source by IBM’s Qiskit platform.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Bloch Sphere: In quantum mechanics and computing, the Bloch sphere is a 
geometrical representation of the pure state space of a two-level quantum mechanical 
system (qubit), named after the physicist Felix Bloch. The Bloch sphere is a unit 
2-sphere, with antipodal points corresponding to a pair of mutually orthogonal 
state vectors. The north and south poles of the Bloch sphere are typically chosen to 
correspond to the standard basis vectors.

Bloch Vector: A Bloch vector is a unit vector (cosφsinθ, sinφsinθ, cosθ) used 
to represent points on a Bloch sphere.

Phase Angles: Phase angle refers to a particular point in the time of a cycle 
whose measurement takes place from some arbitrary zero and its expression is 
as an angle. Furthermore, a phase angle happens to be one of the most important 
characteristics of a periodic wave.

Quantum Bit: It is the primary unit of how information is represented in the 
quantum computing space. It is similar to that of how information is stored in 
traditional classical computing, which is a binary bit. In a classical system, a bit 
would have to be in one state or the other. However, quantum mechanics allows the 
qubit to be in a coherent superposition of both states simultaneously, a property that 
is fundamental to quantum mechanics and quantum computing.

Quantum Gates: In quantum computing and specifically the quantum circuit 
model of computation, a quantum logic gate (or simply quantum gate) is a basic 
quantum circuit operating on a small number of qubits. They are the building blocks 
of quantum circuits, like classical logic gates are for conventional digital circuits. 
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Unlike many classical logic gates, quantum logic gates are reversible. However, it 
is possible to perform classical computing using only reversible gates. For example, 
the reversible Toffoli gate can implement all Boolean functions, often at the cost of 
having to use ancilla bits. The Toffoli gate has a direct quantum equivalent, showing 
that quantum circuits can perform all operations performed by classical circuits.

Quantum States: In quantum physics, a quantum state is a mathematical entity 
that provides a probability distribution for the outcomes of each possible measurement 
on a system. Knowledge of the quantum state together with the rules for the system’s 
evolution in time exhausts all that can be predicted about the system’s behavior. A 
mixture of quantum states is again a quantum state. Quantum states that cannot be 
written as a mixture of other states are called pure quantum states, while all other 
states are called mixed quantum states. A pure quantum state can be represented 
by a ray in a Hilbert space over the complex numbers, while mixed states are 
represented by density matrices, which are positive semidefinite operators that act 
on Hilbert spaces.

State Vector: In the mathematical formulation of quantum mechanics, pure 
quantum states correspond to vectors in a Hilbert space, while each observable 
quantity (such as the energy or momentum of a particle) is associated with a 
mathematical operator. The operator serves as a linear function which acts on the 
states of the system.
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APPENDIX

Basic understanding of Quantum computers. We discovered that ‘bits’ are the 
simplest alphabet in the world and can represent any data. Additionally, we found 
that all current computers store and operate on bits. Until now, we’ve thought of 
bits as abstract units of information, but to build a functional computer, we need to 
fabricate our bits out of physical objects. Therefore, how can we earn a living in the 
actual world? Both cards and compact discs exhibit behavior clearly described using 
classical physics: Physics is fundamentally a description of the world around us; we 
conduct experiments to observe how the world acts and then attempt to deduce the 
rules that govern the universe. “Classical physics” refers to the set of laws devised 
by scientists before the early 1900s. It is highly accurate at predicting the behavior 
of objects such as cricket balls and automobile engines.
However, the electron orbiting an atom is somewhat unique. Around the turn of the 
twentieth century, scientists learned to study atomic size objects. They discovered 
that small entities, such as atoms, behave differently than the objects we interact with 
daily and that in some situations, the principles of classical physics were incorrect. 
Because the physics they had required modification, the scientists devised a more 
specific set of principles that became known as “quantum physics.”
A logical issue for computer scientists is, “What if our bits obeyed quantum physics 
laws rather than classical physics constraints?” These bits are referred to as “qubits” 
for “quantum bit,” and computers that can operate on them are referred to as “quantum 
computers.” To investigate quantum behavior, it’s necessary to refresh our memory 
on probabilities. If you read the preceding chapter, you will recall that all operations 
discussed thus far have been deterministic. Something is deterministic if its behavior 
is devoid of randomness, and this means it will always produce the same output 
state when acting on the same input state. Consider a new operation that operates 
exclusively on quantum bits: the Hadamard.
This process (which we sometimes refer to as a ‘transformation’) was called after 
Jacques Hadamard’s gate, which we will abbreviate as the “H-gate.”
Probabilities are essential when there are numerous possible outcomes, and we lack 
sufficient knowledge to determine which one will occur, like with a dice roll or coin 
flip. We assign probabilities to each possibility and use them to assess the chance 
of anything happening. Probabilities work exceptionally well for most things we 
observe in the world, but with “quantum” objects (such as qubits), this technique 
fails, and we must update it to account for the observed behavior..
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ABSTRACT

Quantum computing is based on physical materials. The choice of material is 
important, and semiconductor materials have become a widely trailed choice in recent 
years. A lot of initial research into quantum computing only manifested that it could 
operate at temperatures close to absolute zero. However, because semiconductors 
are now used in the construct of these systems, it has enabled researchers to utilize 
quantum computers in room temperature conditions. This is one of the major reasons 
why quantum computing is close to commercial realization, so the role played 
by semiconductors is of major importance. It is true that the implementation of 
semiconductors has been challenging in its own way. Many semiconducting materials 
can exhibit many quantum degrees of freedom, and this causes the qubits to interact 
with each and decode quickly. Here the authors try to project a systematic study of 
different semiconducting materials used for quantum computing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

Recent advances in quantum computation pulled in worldwide consideration, making 
this subject again under the spot light since it was first proposed by Richard Feynman 
and Yuri Manin (Feynman, 1982) in1982. The epicentre of quantum processing is 
to store data in quantum state and to utilize quantum gate operation to register on 
that data, by tackling and figuring out how to “program” in quantum state execute. 
An early instance of programming impedance to take care of an issue thought to 
be challenging for our normal computers was finished by Peter Shor in 1994 for an 
issue known as factoring. Addressing and figuring carries with it the capacity to 
break a significant number of our public key cryptosystems which is the basic in 
the security of internet business today, including RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) 
and Elliptic Curve Cryptography. Since that time, quick and productive quantum 
computer calculations have been created for a large number of our hard traditional 
assignments like simulating physical system in chemistry, physical science, and 
materials science, looking through an unordered information, and machine learning.

In 1996, Lov Grover developed a quantum information base calculation that 
introduced a quadratic speedup for an assortment of issues. Any issue which must 
be tackled by arbitrary or beast power search should now be possible 4x quicker.

In 1998, a functioning 2-qubit quantum computer was constructed and settled 
first quantum calculations like Grover’s calculation. The race into another time of 
computer power started and that’s just the beginning and more applications were 
created.

In 1998 Isaac Chuang of the Los Alamos National Laboratory, Neil Gershenfeld 
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and Mark Kubinec of the 
University of California at Berkeley made the main quantum computer (2-qubit) 
that could be stacked with data and output a solution. In spite of the fact that their 
system was coherent for a couple of nanoseconds and unimportant according to the 
point of view of taking care of significant issues, it showed the standards of quantum 
calculation. Rather than attempting to confine a couple of subatomic particles, they 
broke up countless chloroform atoms (CHCL3) in water at room temperature and 
applied a magnetic field to arrange the spin of the carbon and hydrogen cores in 
the chloroform. (Since standard carbon has no attractive twist, their answer utilized 
an isotope, carbon-13.) A spin corresponding to the outer magnetic field could 
then be deciphered as a 1 and an antiparallel spin as 0, and the hydrogen cores and 
carbon-13 cores could be dealt with altogether as a 2-qubit system. Notwithstanding 
the external magnetic field, radio frequency beats were applied to cause spin states 
to “flip,” in this way making superimposed parallel and antiparallel states. Further 
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pulse were applied to execute a basic calculation and to analyze the system’s last 
state. This sort of quantum computer can be reached out by utilizing atoms with 
all the more exclusively addressable cores. Indeed, in March 2000 Emanuel Knill, 
Raymond Laflamme, and Rudy Martinez of Los Alamos and Ching-Hua Tseng of 
MIT reported that they had made a 7-qubit quantum computer utilizing transcrotonic 
acid. Be that as it may, numerous scientists are incredulous about expanding magnetic 
technique much past 10 to 15 qubits due to decreasing coherence among the nucleus.

Physicist David Wineland et.al at the U.S. Public Institute for Standards and 
Technology (NIST) reported that they had made a 4-qubit quantum computer by 
entrapping four ionized beryllium molecules utilizing an electromagnetic “trap.” 
After keeping the particles in a linear arrangement, a laser cooled the particles nearly 
to absolute zero and synchronized their twist states. At last, a laser was utilized to 
trap the particles, making a superposition of both spin up and turn down states all 
the while for every one of the four particles. Once more, this methodology showed 
fundamental standards of quantum computing, yet increasing the strategy to viable 
aspects stays hazardous. After twenty years, in 2017, IBM introduced the main 
financially usable quantum computer, raising the rush to another level.

1.2 Objectives of the Chapter

In the competition to assemble a quantum computer, a few concepts arise like 
superconducting circuits (Devoret & Schoelkopf, 2013; Wendin, 2017), trapped 
iron (Häffner et al., 2008; Monroe & Kim, 2013), semiconductors (Awschalom et 
al., 2013; Xin et al., 2018), nitrogen-vacancy centres (Childress & Hanson, 2013; 
Weber et al., 2010), nuclear magnetic resonance (Vandersypen & Chuang, 2005) 
etc. Among them, semiconductor is one of the strong competitor for its critical job 
in the field of classical computer. They have not just completely changed ourselves 
with the computers, advanced mobile phone, Internet and man-made reasoning yet 
in addition helped the financial overall like the introduction of Silicon Valley in 
the United States of America. With a conviction of advancing innovation unrest by 
the quantum field, somewhat recently, a few huge leap forwards in quantum data 
handling have been made based on semiconductors. These advances thus affirm the 
confidence to assemble a quantum computer out of semiconductor.

Because quantum computing is based on physical materials, the choice of material 
is important and semiconductor materials have become a widely trailed choice in 
recent years. A lot of initial research into quantum computing only manifested that 
could operate at temperatures close to absolute zero. However, because semiconductors 
are now used in the construct of these systems, it has enabled researchers to utilize 
quantum computers in room temperature conditions. This is one of the major 
reasons why quantum computing is close to commercial realization, so the role 
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played by semiconductors is of major importance. It is true that the implementation 
of semiconductors has been challenging in its own way. Many semiconducting 
materials can exhibit many quantum degrees of freedom and this causes the qubits 
to interact with each and decode quickly. Here we try to project a systematic study 
of different semiconducting materials used for quantum computing.

2. GENERAL CONSIDERATION

2.1. What is Quantum Computing?

Commercial computers tasks utilize a bit also called a binary bit which is the littlest 
unit of information in a computer and it takes on a 0 or 1. Quantum computing 
uses a comparative bit system known as a qubit. In any case, qubit qualities can 
be superimposed, so rather than having the option to take on two qualities, they 
can, indeed, take on one of three. Just like bits in normal computing, qubits are the 
building block and all function emerge from how the qubits act (Loss & DiVincenzo, 
1998). Qubits store data in quantum state precisely and in a two-state system and 
uses the ½ spin condition of electrons, which appear as up or down, and through 
the polarization of a photon which can be perused as either a vertical or horizontal 
polarization (DiVincenzo, 2000; Petta et al., 2005).

Quantum computing depends on specific actual qualities and actual directions to 
give the ideal processing power. It isn’t programming, it is hardware technology, and 
hence the kinds of materials used to build the quantum PC is significant. There are 
a couple of necessities that are vital for a quantum PC to be effective. The materials 
utilized normally need to have enduring spin states.

2.2 Qubits

As we explore in our open step on qubits, traditional computers are built on bits. 
These bits (short for binary digits) are the basic units of information in computing, 
where two distinct configurations can be measured. They can be thought of as on or 
off, up or down, or, as encoded in binary, as either 0s or 1s (Medford et al., 2013). In 
quantum computing, quantum bits or qubits form the basics of how these computers 
work. These qubits can be made from quantum-mechanical systems that can have 
two states. For example, the spin of an electron can be measured as up or down, or 
a single photon is either vertically or horizontally polarized.
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2.3 Superfluid

Your desktop computer likely uses a fan to get cold enough to work. Quantum 
processors need to be very cold – about a hundredth of a degree above absolute 
zero (Kim et al., 2014). To achieve this, we use super-cooled superfluid to create 
superconductors (Shulman et al., 2012).

2.4 Superconductors

At those ultra-low temperatures certain materials in our processors exhibit another 
important quantum mechanical effect: electrons move through them without resistance 
(Angus et al., 2007; Simmons et al., 2007). This makes them “superconductors.” 
When electrons pass through superconductors they match up, forming “Cooper 
pairs.” These pairs can carry a charge across barriers, or insulators, through a process 
known as quantum tunneling (Veldhorst et al., 2014). Two superconductors placed 
on either side of an insulator form a Josephson junction.

2.5 Control

Quantum computers use Josephson junctions as superconducting qubits. By firing 
microwave photons at these qubits, we can control their behavior and get them to 
hold, change, and read out individual units of quantum information.

2.6 Superposition

A qubit itself isn’t very useful. But it can perform an important trick: placing 
the quantum information it holds into a state of superposition, which represents 
a combination of all possible configurations of the qubit. Groups of qubits in 
superposition can create complex, multidimensional computational spaces. Complex 
problems can be represented in new ways in these spaces.

2.7 Entanglement

Entanglement is a quantum mechanical effect that correlates the behavior of two 
separate things (Yoneda et al., 2018). When two qubits are entangled, changes to 
one qubit directly impact the other. Quantum algorithms leverage those relationships 
to find solutions to complex problems.
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3. THE ROLE OF SEMICONDUCTING 
MATERIALS IN QUANTUM COMPUTING

Since quantum computing relies on real substances, fabric selection is huge and 
semiconductor substances have become a commonly examined selection in recent 
times. Numerous introductory quantum processing tests simply confirmed structures 
they would paint at temperatures close to absolute zero. In any case, for the reason 
that semiconductors are currently applied with inside the construct of those system, it 
has empowered analysts to apply quantum computers in room temperature conditions. 
This is one of the enormous motivations at the back of why quantum computing 
is close to commercial enterprise acknowledgment, so the pretended via way of 
means of semiconductors is critical. It is certainly the case that the execution of 
semiconductors has been attempting via way of means of its very own doing. Many 
semiconductor substances can exhibit different ranges of quantum opportunities, 
causing qubits to communicate with each other and quickly decay. Nonetheless, 
progresses in atomic engineering and stepped forward semiconductor manufacture 
advances have faded those impacts.

There are 3 predominant methods wherein semiconductors are fabricated to 
construct quantum computing systems. These are heterostructures, SRT-embedded 
heterostructures, and quantum dot arrays (Veldhorst et al., 2015). Heterostructures 
often incorporate many unique semiconductor layers, all with the same elemental 
composition, however with various elemental ratios in order that the asset of every 
layer is barely unique. This is frequently capped with a semiconducting barrier 
layer on pinnacle, accompanied through a chain of doped gates. The qubits exist in 
heterostructures and paints along one side a magnetized layer and a pretty quantum 
layer heterostructure. The heterostructure is laid on pinnacle of a semiconducting 
floor aircraft and a buffer layer, all on pinnacle of a silicon substrate (Samkharadze 
et al., 2018). In those systems, the qubits are person however indistinguishable, 
and capacitance measurements are taken to peer whether or not the nuclear spin 
of a qubit evolves right into a singlet or triplet state. This is the maximum simple 
configuration; however many others are tailored from it.

4. DIFFERENT TYPES OF SEMICONDUCTING 
MATERIALS USED IN QUANTUM COMPUTING

4.1 Gallium arsenide

Spin qubits in gate-defined quantum dots were first exhibited in GaAs because of 
positive band structure properties what’s more the development of MBE development 
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of heterostructures dependent on III–V compounds. In a commonplace balance 
doped GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure the conduction-band offset at the GaAs/AlGas 
interface upholds a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG), populated from a close 
by Si-doped AlGaAs layer(Flentje et al., 2017). GaAs and AlGaAs are almost grid 
coordinated, so GaAs/AlGas heterostructures have a remarkable underlying quality, 
taking into account huge electron mobility (106–107 cm2) also low percolation 
density (< 1010cm−2/Vs)(Huang et al., 2019). Subsequently, quantum dots of around 
1/√np= 100 nm in size, useful with regards to the normal distance between traps, 
are basically jumble free. To characterize quantum dots, the 2DEG is privately 
drained by Schottky gates. The shortfall of dielectrics safeguards the low issue of 
the unblemished heterostructure and builds gadget yield. The single conduction-
band valley and low effective mass (m* =0.067me) empower quantum dabs that 
have huge energy spacing and are somewhat simple to fabricate. The sizable spin-
orbit interaction takes into account nearby all-electrical control of single spins. The 
primary disadvantage of GaAs is the hyperfine coupling to the atomic spin shower, 
causing extreme qubit de coherence (Huang et al., 2019). Furthermore, the difficult 
combination of GaAs on a Si wafer restricts the possibility of incorporating enormous 
quantities of qubits into a reasonable quantum processor.

4.2 Silicon

The two primary restrictions of GaAs become the fundamental drivers to seek 
after spin qubits in Si. The most well-known isotope,28Si, has zero nuclear 
spin, altogether lessening hyperfine-prompted dephasing, giving long quantum 
coherence(Vandersypen et al., 2017). Moreover, there is the guarantee to use 
progressed semiconductor producing for the mix of qubits in the enormous numbers 
needed for shortcoming quantum computing. Spin qubits in Si are executed in metal 
oxide semiconductor (Si-MOS) structures or in Si/ SiGe heterostructures (Ono et 
al., 2002). In Si-MOS, a 2DEG is bound at the interface among Si and SiO2, the 
two of which can be isotopically refined. Different layers of gates, protected by 
dielectrics, aggregate and restrict race into quantum dots.

These gates have a fairly close pitch in view of the huge effective mass (0.19me), 
requiring quantum dots in Si to be a lot more modest than in GaAs. Following the 
accessibility of 28SiH4 gas for 28Si deposition, isotopically decontaminated SiMOS 
spin qubits were created in a 300-mm semiconductor producing office utilizing all-
optical lithography and completely modern processing. In these qubits, Si fnFETs 
give leading channels, and gates on top characterize quantum spots along the fn. The 
presence of various conduction groups is a constraint of Si, since the small energy 
separation (valley parting) between the ground state and the most reduced energized 
state entangles quantum activities. Notwithstanding, because of the solid restriction at 
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the sharp semiconductor/oxide interface, valley parting in Si-MOS can be substantial 
(up to 1 meV), making it conceivable to work Si qubits at “hot” temperatures of 1 
K (Koppens et al., 2006). This is empowering for cointegration of CMOS-based 
cryogenic control circuits and silicon quantum processors. The primary downside of 
Si-MOS is the vicinity of the qubit to the exceptionally disordered oxide interface. 
Versatility is somewhat low (≈ 104 cm2/Vs at best) and the permeation density high 
(≈ 1011 cm−2). Because low disorder is particularly significant for multi-quantum-dot 
frameworks, these remaining parts a significant thought. Disorder is significantly 
moderated in Si/SiGe heterostructures, in the fact that the 2DEG is aggregated at 
the covered point of interaction between a Si quantum well under tensile strain and 
a Si1−xGexbarrier (Ge fixation x ≈ 0.3). Similar Si-MOS, the Si quantum well can be 
isotopically enhanced to 28Si for long quantum coherence. Differently than GaAs, Si/
SiGe heterostructures for quantum-dot spin qubits are undoped, furthermore electrons 
populate the quantum well through voltages applied to top gate. Excellent Si/SiGe 
represents extra difficulties contrasted with GaAs/AlGaAs as a result of the 4.2% 
cross section mismatch among Si and Ge. The Si quantum well is stored on a strain 
loosened up SiGe cushion acquired by step by step expanding the Ge fixation in the 
SiGe combination to oblige the lattice mismatch among Si and Ge. After decades 
of advancements, Si/SiGe heterostructures, developed by modern reduced pressure 
chemical vapor deposition (RP-CVD), maybe developed stage with high mobility (≈ 
105 cm2/Vs) and low permeation density (≈ 1010 cm−2), expected to further improve 
by utilizing progressed semiconductor fabricating processes for enhancing the gate 
stack. Creation of quantum dots in Si/SiGe depends on covering gate structures for 
firmly dispersed quantum dots with gate tunable passage boundaries. Because of 
the low disorder, gadget yield is high, making it conceivable to characterize and 
control huge direct varieties of quantum dots. The current significant test with Si/
SiGe is the lower valley parting (50 to 200 µeV), contrasted with Si-MOS, due to 
the atomistic defect and synthetic problem at the epitaxial Si/SiGe interface. In any 
case, initial steps are being taken to work on the heterostructures by consolidating 
more perplexing Ge fixation profiles for expanded the valley parting.

4.3 Germanium

While most investigations have focused on electrons, holes in stressed Ge/SiGe 
heterostructures have as of late arisen as a convincing stage that offers low issue, 
all-electrical qubit control, and roads for scaling. Ge joins numerous benefits of Si 
and GaAs while defeating a large portion of their limits. Ge is a CMOS-foundry 
material and can be isotopically designed for long quantum coherence (Nowack et 
al., 2007). The high versatility, low effective mass, and sizable spin orbit coupling 
suggest enormous energy separating for simple creation of quantum dots with full 
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electrical qubit control (Shor, 1994). In a typical Ge/SiGe heterostructure openings 
are restricted at the connection point between a compressively stressed Ge quantum 
well and a Si1−xGexbarrier (x ≈ 0.8). Strain and size quantization eliminate the 
valence-band decline, so holes in Ge/SiGe are a solitary band system, conquering 
the fundamental restriction of electrons in Si. Beginning from a Si wafer, a strain-
relaxed Ge layer is developed, trailed by an evaluated Si1−xGexlayer in which the Ge 
focus is dynamically decreased to ≈ 0.8. The strain relaxed SiGe support fills in as 
a virtual substrate for the reasonable deposition of the Ge quantum well, the SiGe 
barrier, and a last conciliatory Si cap. Modulation doping is avoided away from, 
and charge careers populate the quantum well through voltages applied to top gates. 
Improved Ge/SiGe stacks are developed by RP-CVD and have comparable degrees 
of turmoil as Si/SiGe, with µ ≈ 105 cm2 /Vs and np≈ 1010 cm−2

Notwithstanding the tremendous advancement in both the development and 
utilizations of crystalline materials for quantum computing, challenges remain. As 
to semiconductor heterostructures spin qubits, it is yet indistinct which material will 
drive an enormous scope spin qubit quantum processor. However, the most critical 
advancement in the field can be followed back to jumps in materials improvements. 
Silicon acquired prevalence over GaAs in fact that the mix of 28Si empowered long 
quantum coherence. Germanium has stood out since hole spin qubits have advanced 
at a remarkable speed. The Ge qubit count has multiplied generally each year and 
bigger systems are not too far off. The Ge quantum data course is ready to hold many 
benefits of GaAs and Si while conquering a portion of their separate long-standing 
difficulties. Despite the material of decision, progressively quick input cycles are 
needed to speed up the improvement of quantum materials. Significant stages toward 
this path have been taken. Cryo-multiplexing technology mitigates the interconnect 
bottleneck present in cryostats working at mK temperatures. Accordingly, we can 
access with high-throughput the low-temperature quantum transport properties 
of 2D electrons or openings significant for turn qubits. Ideally, high-throughput 
portrayal will likewise apply to charge clamour estimations. Quick streamlining of 
the material and door stack boundaries is fundamental as we are moving into the 
following period of designing qubit system in the enormous numbers needed for 
valuable quantum computing.
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5. MANIPULATION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
FOR SUPER COMPUTING

5.1 Antimony Doped with Ge

Metal–semiconductor changes in consolidated matter regularly happen simultaneously 
with underlying changes. There is a longstanding and much discussed issue regarding 
whether the main thrust in these changes is essentially electronic or underlying in 
beginning. This issue is especially difficult in situations where the semiconducting 
stage is a shiny one, as in the class of the mechanically significant stage change 
materials. These are normally alloys of Ge, Sb, and Te, which in certain structure 
ranges, like a standard compound Ge2Sb2Te5, can be changed over between the leading 
crystalline stage and a semiconducting amorphous stage (Grover, 1997; Shor, 1996).

For this situation, eutectic GeSb films (regularly 100 nm thick) were stored at room 
temperature, by utilizing dc magnetron faltering from a normally Ge (15%) Sb(85%) 
focus, onto either thermally oxidized Si wafers for transport and optical temperature 
filters, or onto oppose covered wafers, with ensuing take off to get unattached movies 
for calorimetry furthermore pressure studies (Loss & DiVincenzo, 1998). Raman 
studies were performed under isotropic pressure, by utilizing a symmetric cylinder 
chamber precious stone iron block cell (DAC) furnished with 400-μm culet precious 
stone iron blocks. The tension was not really set in stone from the notable tension 
shift of the R1 ruby fluorescence line (694.2 nm under encompassing conditions) 
with a precision of ±0.05 GPa from ruby (Cr3-doped - Al2O3) chips set inside the 
gasket test chamber. The Raman spectra were gathered in the scope of 100 – 400 
cm-1, covering all of the huge Raman dynamic methods of GeSb. X-beam diffraction 
spectra (at 30.55 keV; λ= 0.4066 nm) were gathered from GeSb in the equivalent 
DAC at the high-energy, extreme focus superconducting-wiggler X-beam shaft 
line X17C of the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Lab. 
Spectroscopic ellipsometry was utilized to acquire complex optical constants of 
formless (as stored) and glasslike GeSb films on cleaned Si and (out-of-plane c-hub 
situated) sapphire substrates. We utilized an ellipsometry arrangement connected to 
a Michelson interferometer to gather information in infrared reach 25 meV–1 eV; 
in apparent UV ranges, we utilized a norm pivoting analyser ellipsometer.

5.2 Supercomputer Turns its Back on Silicon

The primary business supercomputer made without silicon chips was discovered. 
All things considered, its processors are made altogether with gallium arsenide, the 
semiconductor material that was once tipped to supplant silicon. Just the memory 
chips of Convex’s C3800 PC are made of silicon. Its appearance could proclaim a 
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future conflict in the supercomputer market, as the customary creators of regular 
supercomputers like Cray.

Gallium arsenide (GaAs) chips utilize less power than silicon chips and are 
quicker, on the grounds that electrons can move all the more openly in the material. 
Be that as it may troubles in building them make them costly and has restricted 
their use to particular applications, like military and space gadgets. Their speed 
makes them alluring in processing applications which need to process immense 
amounts of information, like climate forecasting, seismic investigation also picture 
handling. The C3800 ascertains at a pace of 2,000 million numerical tasks each 
second, however, has a nearly unassuming most extreme power prerequisite of 40 
kW. Notwithstanding the higher speed of GaAs, the plan and assembling cycle 
of the circuits influences the speed and power proficiency of the chip. Maybe the 
most broadly involved method in silicon is known as complementary metal oxide 
semiconductor, or CMOS (Yilmaz et al., 2001). An elective plan known as emitter 
coupled logic is a lot quicker, yet in addition more complicated and exorbitant to 
make. The chips in the C3800 utilize a plan called direct coupled field effect transistor 
logic (Yilmaz et al., 2001).

The PC has 30 specially crafted GaAs chips which contain a sum of 45000 logic 
gates. These chips are less difficult than those utilized by Cray Computer, the more 
youthful of the two organizations established by Seymour Cray. The other, Cray 
Research, has been making strong supercomputers for a long time. Cray Computer 
is additionally fostering a GaAs supercomputer, however utilizing the GaAs likeness 
the more expensive silicon circuit plan, producer coupled logic. Cray’s configuration 
involves generally a similar power as a comparable silicon form yet works out at 
three to multiple times the speed.

5.3 The New Material: A Novel Ultrahigh 
Thermal-Management Material

To beat heat concentration issues, analysts developed a novel ultrahigh thermal 
management material, a deformity free boron, which was generally more viable as 
far as drawing and dispersing heat when contrasted with other recognizable metals 
or semiconductor materials, similar to silicon carbide and diamond. Interestingly, 
presently in 2021, the analysts have effectively uncovered the viability of the new 
material by fusing it into powerful device. The group utilized computer chips with 
advanced wide band gap transistors composed of gallium nitride, known as high-
electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) (Diddams et al., 2002; Heberle et al., 1995). 
At the point when the processors were run at close most extreme limit, the computer 
chips involving boron arsenide as a heat spreader had the most elevated heat increment 
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to around 188 °F, which is a lot of lower than the chips utilizing diamond or silicon 
carbide to disperse heat (Diddams et al., 2002; Heberle et al., 1995).

“These outcomes plainly show that boron-arsenide devices can support a lot 
higher activity power than processors utilizing traditional thermal management 
materials. Also, the analyses were done under conditions where latest innovations 
would fall flat,” “This advancement addresses another benchmark execution and 
shows incredible potential for applications in high-power hardware and future 
devices bundling”

As per the specialists, the vital component in the boron arsenide material is its 
extremely low warm limit obstruction.

5.4 Oxide Semiconducting Material

The actual prerequisites for versatile quantum calculation are overwhelming. 
Deprived of their extraordinary power, e.g., quantum calculations with outstanding 
or on the other hand quadratic speedups over their traditional partners, quantum 
computers would scarcely merit building. One of the trial challenges in developing 
a quantum PC is the administration of decoherence, the unavoidable trap between 
actual quantum bits and the environment. Enhancement of decoherence times is 
basically, a materials issue, and the ID and measurement of de coherence a significant 
hypothetical and exploratory movement (Levy, 2002). A second trial challenge 
connects with the “simple” character of quantum rationale. While quantum PCs 
process qubits similarly as traditional computer process bits, quantum advanced logic 
(one-qubit and two-qubit door activities) even more intently looks like that of simple 
PCs. That is, both the gate strength and the time are basically persistent boundaries 
that should be controlled with a serious level of precision. The hypothesis of issue 
lenient mistake amendment has shown that both decoherence and door errors can 
be made due, if they are adequately little.

The essential design of the proposed quantum data processor is delineated in 
Figure 1. Ge quantum dots are filled in a controlled straight cluster on the surface of 
Si. The dots are dispersed to such an extent that each can be optically tended to. An 
epitaxial ferroelectric oxide is become on top of the semiconductor. The necessities 
for the ferroelectric are that it be uniaxial with an unconstrained polarization pointing 
opposite to the plane. What’s more, there should be an adequately low thickness of 
point of interaction traps so that the static polarization of the ferroelectric can have 
a field impact in the semiconductor.

The top view, displayed in Figure 1(b) delineates how the ferroelectric can be 
captivated to make bound districts for electrons. As well as giving static imprisonment 
to electrons and their twist, the ferroelectric assumes a fundamental part in gating 
electron turn collaborations interceded by Heisenberg trade. Figure 2 outlines how 
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optical amendment can adjust the static polarization in the ferroelectric. Figure 2(a) 
shows a circumstance in which two electrons dwell in a potential distinct by the static 
ferroelectric polarization. A little obstruction (~10 nm) isolates the ferroelectrically-
characterized quantum dabs. Upon uniform brightening of the ferroelectric, the 
greatness of the polarization is diminished, bringing about a lower possible boundary 
for the two electrons. Coming about cross-over of electron orbitals prompts notable 
Heisenberg trade between the twist levels of opportunity.

At the point when the light is switched off once more, the hindrance gets back 
to its previous tallness. A couple of comments ought to be made with regards to the 
optical amendment process. To begin with, the frequency of light can be picked so 
that immediate assimilation in the semiconductor or ferroelectric don’t happen. If 
not, the presentation of free transporters would unavoidably disturb the framework. 
Second, the optical goal needed for controlling the potential boundary for trade is 
restricted not by diffraction, but rather by the capacity to compose areas in slim 
ferroelectric films. At last, it ought to be noticed that comparative gating plans in 
view of optical Stark moves has as of now been applied effectively for the optical 
control of electron turns in III-V material on femtosecond time scales(Levy, 2002).

6. RECENT ADVANCES

6.1 Quantum Computing Device 
Fabricated with Atomic Precision

The extreme sensitivity to device fluctuation of the quantum computer structures 
talked about here is clearly a significant barrier to versatile quantum figuring. It is 
absolutely conceivable that elective plans can be fostered that are characteristically 
less delicate to vacillations, and it might be conceivable that plans will be fostered 
that will make it conceivable to proficiently tune each gadget in a huge quantum 
computer.

At long last, calculations can be fostered that limit the commitment of gadget 
fluctuation to quantum computer activity. In any case, it is likely that the improvement 
of materials and creation methods yielding minuscule gadget varieties will be totally 
important to the possible development of a largescale quantum PC in strong state 
materials. Somewhat, this objective is moreover significant for scaling ordinary 
hardware, yet the imperatives will unavoidably be significantly more tough for 
quantum processing: for instance, the advancement of materials with high isotopic 
immaculateness may be vital for turn based quantum computers, however are 
probably not going to be applicable for any predictable ordinary electronic gadgets.
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One illustration of an example of overcoming adversity in the improvement of 
new materials that permitted new classes of quantum gadgets to be made was the 
turn of events and flawlessness of high-versatility GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures, 
made conceivable by the creation of modulation doping. Improvement of these 
gadgets over a time of 25 years prompted upgrades in portability of north of four 
orders of magnitude and empowered the revelation of novel corresponded conditions 
of the electrons at low temperatures, for example, the partial quantum Hall impact, 
and the inevitable improvement of new classes of electronic gadgets with an 
exceptional level of flawlessness(Bennett et al., 1984). While this cycle started 
with a new knowledge, a significant part of the proceeding with progress has been 
the consequence of meticulous and continuous up gradation in the innovation of 
sub-atomic shaft epitaxial of these materials.

Eventually, the best way to keep gadget variety from being a hindrance to 
enormous scope quantum registering is to be ready to create gadgets at the nuclear 
scale: gadgets built with the specific same nuclear arrangement will innately have 
indistinguishable properties. While such a mechanical accomplishment will be 
remarkably troublesome, it is practically the certain endpoint of the mechanical 
headway made throughout the most recent 50 years focused on making ever-more 
modest semiconductor gadgets with progressively all around controlled properties. 
The work done at IBM over the previous decade, where nuclear structures40 and 
even atom scale devices have been created one particle at a time with an examining 
scanning tunnelling microscope (STM), has set up that designing at this scale is 
conceivable(DiVincenzo & Loss, 1998). These outcomes have prodded endeavours 
to utilize comparable STM strategies to definitively put phosphorus benefactors into 
a silicon host to deliver the building blocks for a silicon quantum computer. While 
early outcomes are extremely uplifting, it still needs to be demonstrated that the 
situation of benefactors should be possible with the wonderful accuracy important 
to forestall huge gadget changeability.

Atom scale fabrication methods positively those including STM control are 
inherently incapable to proficiently produce gadgets in the volumes normally 
needed for the huge scope mix of traditional hardware. This weak may not be a 
deadly insufficiency for quantum rationale gadgets, where moderately little numbers 
of gadgets, by the principles of customary processing (hundreds or thousands of 
gadgets), would in any case be a gigantic development in the best in class for quantum 
figuring. It is conceivable that techniques for exceptionally equal manufacture of 
atom scale gadgets might be created later on or that compound strategies for self-
gathering will be important. The possibility of enormous scope quantum processing 
in semiconductors is a long way from certain: the early sense that strong state 
ways to deal with quantum rationale will enjoy huge innovative upper hands over 
elective methodologies should be tempered with the way that gadget inconstancy 
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is pervasive in semiconductor materials what’s more that a large portion of the 
proposed advancements for semiconductor quantum processing are very touchy to 
these varieties. It is possible that these downfalls will barely matter in the following 
not many years, when tests will be centred on a tiny number of gadgets. At last, in 
any case, these issues may end up being unequivocal and feature the need to start 
investigating materials and creation strategies that are at a definitive breaking point 
of nuclear flawlessness.

6.2 Implementations of Quantum Logic in Semiconductor

There are right now a wide scope of recommendations for semiconductor-based 
quantum computers. In the accompanying, will focus on “every single electronic” 
proposal, where applied voltages are utilized to control the trade collaboration 
between electrons, since these designs have maybe the most likeness to regular 
electronic gadgets and thus get the most consideration. Optical control has been 
fused into a few structures, be that as it may, these methodologies will have extra 
hindrances to scaling. To utilize the trade collaboration to perform quantum logic in 
semiconductors, two things are required: a technique should be contrived to make 
a variety of disengaged single electrons, and a gate should be consolidated to turn 
on and off the trade communications between adjoining electrons.

The most punctual proposition, and the one that is presently getting the best 
consideration from experimentalists. They proposed restricting electrons in quantum 
dots made in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures. Restricting single electrons in this 
way has as of late been accomplished tentatively in balance doped heterostructures. 
Normally, numerous electrons are disseminated at the GaAs/AlGaAs connection 
point, and negative voltages are applied to the gate to exhaust the electrons underneath 
them (Kane, 1998). Disconnected electrons can be created in districts between 
doors if suitable inclinations move a significant wellspring of de coherence in turn 
frameworks. Additionally, Si (and carbon-based) semiconductors have a lot more 
modest twist\ circle coupling qualities than GaAs and other III-V semiconductors, 
which for the most part converts into longer spin lifetimes(Kikkawa et al., 1997). I 
proposed the main design for a quantum PC that exploits of the positive properties of 
Si. Quantum tasks are cultivated by controlling the trade collaborations between single 
electrons. The key contrast is that the electrons are bound at segregated phosphorus 
benefactors in Si, rather than gate characterized quantum dots. Benefactors are 
normally characterized single-electron quantum dots, restricting unequivocally one 
electron in the 30 Å neighbourhood of the P particle in the Si lattice. The electron 
wave work has a little plentifulness broadening two or three hundred angstroms 
from the donor, so it is conceivable to control the trade communication between 
givers by applying a voltage to a gate situated between the benefactor locales. A 
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characteristic of this proposition is that the quantum lifetimes of electrons and 
atomic twists related with P in Si have been completely read up for right around 
50 years and are known to be remarkably long. A self-evident inconvenience is 
that building a contributor based quantum PC will require a new innovation for 
putting single P contributors into a Si gem at recommended destinations. Doping 
of semiconductors is an omnipresent also full grown cycle in the semiconductor 
industry, yet current cycles include are applied. Obviously, the elements of the gate 
should be tiny to create these sorts of gadgets effectively. To carry out an activity in 
these quantum-dot gadgets, a heartbeat is applied to an entryway lying between two 
electrons. This beat quickly turns on the trade communication, and-in the event that 
it is ruined the suitable time allotment an activity is performed on the two twists. 
Broad demonstrating has been performed on this framework to decide the voltages 
and spans of heartbeats applied to the gate that are important to deliver a rationale 
activity. Since the tails of the electron wave work tumble off quickly away from the 
potential minima, the quantum spots should be extremely near one another, and the 
strength of the trade communication is exceptionally touchy to the voltage applied.

With practical quantum dot calculations, in any case, it is feasible to accomplish 
quantum rationale activities in less than 1 ns, significantly not exactly the unwinding 
season of the electron turns, assessed to be on the request for 1 ms (Gordon & 
Bowers, 1958; Gupta et al., 2001). This way to deal with quantum logic might 
possibly be applied to any material wherein it is feasible to apply voltage to gates 
to prompt single-electron quantum wells. While it is most likely most appropriate 
to GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures, where the best in class in single-electron gadget 
nanofabrication is the most progressive, it has additionally been examined in different 
frameworks, including Si/SiGe heterostructures and carbon nanotubes. According 
to a materials point of view, Group IV semiconductors have a few significant 
benefits over their III-V partners: Bunch IV semiconductors all have stable turn 0 
atomic isotopes, conceivably permitting the refinement of these materials to once 
again introducing numerous givers into a semiconductor either by dissemination 
or particle implantation-processes that unavoidably bring numerous contributors 
into irregular areas in the silicon grid. In any case, the creation and investigation 
of single-dopant gadgets is presently a functioning area of examination, and the 
outcomes are extremely reassuring.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Entanglement: Entanglement is a quantum mechanical effect that correlates 
the behavior of two separate things. When two qubits are entangled, changes to one 
qubit directly impact the other. Quantum algorithms leverage those relationships to 
find solutions to complex problems.

Quantum Computing: Is an area of computing focused on developing computer 
technology based on the principles of quantum theory. It saddles the exceptional 
capacity of subatomic particles that permits them to exist in more than one state.

Qubits: Qubit or quantum bit is a unit of computing information that is represented 
by a state of an atom or elementary particle (such as the spin) and can store multiple 
values at once due to the principles of quantum mechanics. In quantum computing 
the information is encoded in qubits. A qubit is a two-level quantum system where 
the two basis qubit states are usually written as ∣0⟩ and ∣1⟩. A qubit can be in state 
∣0⟩, ∣1⟩ or (unlike a classical bit) in a linear combination of both states.

Semiconducting Materials: Is a crystal material whose ability to conduct 
electricity rises as its temperature goes up. That is, it sometimes acts as a conductor 
and sometimes as an insulator. Its conducting ability can be much increased by 
chemical treatment. A manufactured chip of silicon, less than half an inch square, 
may contain millions of microscopic transistors, which can serve control and memory 
functions when installed in a computer.

Superconductors: A superconductor is any material that can conduct electricity 
with no resistance. In most cases, materials such as metallic elements or compounds 
offer some resistance at room temperature but offer less resistance at a temperature 
known as its critical temperature. The transport of electrons from one atom to another 
is often done by these certain materials after achieving the critical temperature, thus 
making the material superconductive.

Superfluids: Computer likely uses a fan to get cold enough to work. Quantum 
processors need to be very cold – about a hundredth of a degree above absolute 
zero. To achieve this, we use super-cooled superfluids to create superconductors.
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APPENDIX

Future of Quantum Computing-Quantum computing has a dynamic nature, acting 
as a useful solution for complex mathematical models, such as:

• Encryption methods have been designed to take centuries to solve even for 
supercomputers. However, these problems could possibly be solved within 
minutes with quantum computing.

• Even though the modelling of a molecule does not seem to happen in the near 
future with classical computing, quantum computing can make it possible 
by solving equations that impede advances in extracting an exact model of 
molecules. This development has the potential to transform biology, chemistry 
and material science. There are different approaches in the implementation 
of quantum computing. Since quantum computerization and quantum circuits 
create high investment costs, trial and error of all different approaches will 
be costly in both time and financial terms. Different approaches for different 
applications seem to be the most likely solution now. Currently, some 
approaches explored by QC companies are analog quantum model, universal 
quantum gate model and quantum annealing. • For example, Microsoft’s 
approach is called topological qubit method under the quantum gate model 
for mass production of qubits.

• D-wave built the first commercial hardware solution for quantum annealing. 
Quantum annealing is the most likely approach to be commercialized in the 
near term for solving complex mathematical problems.
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ABSTRACT

A novel type of tunable attenuator on spoof surface plasmon polaritons (SSPP) 
waveguide based on hybrid metal-graphene structure for terahertz applications is 
proposed in this chapter. Two structures are analyzed and designed, where the first 
is composed of a graphene sheet at only one cell of the SSPP waveguide and the 
second at all cells. By varying the graphene chemical potential via a biased voltage, 
the surface conductivity of graphene can be adjusted. Therefore, the attenuation 
can also be adjusted. Moreover, an equivalent circuit model is proposed to facilitate 
the designs of the proposed attenuator and offer the general understanding of the 
attenuation mechanism. Numerical simulation results with the CST simulator and 
WCIP method have a good agreement with the theoretical results. The simulated 
results show that the attenuator can obtain adjustment range from 6.02 to 14.32 
dB for the first structure and from 1.58 to 30.93 dB for the second, as the chemical 
potential rises from 0 to 0.5 eV.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, Spoof Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SSPPs) have attracted 
increasing attention due to their exceptional capability of guiding electromagnetic 
waves, flexibility enhancement and mutual coupling reduction (Chen et al., 2018; 
Tang et al., 2019). Several groups developed many microwave components and 
devices based on SSPP concept, such as antennas, waveguides, sensors, filters, 
splitters and couplers (Kianinejad et al., 2015; Kianinejad et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 
2017). A reconfigurable SSPP waveguide attenuator is a fundamental component 
for the microwave applications. Graphene, as a two-dimensional material with 
its several interesting characteristics, has been widely used in the manufacture of 
microwave and terahertz components. In fact, it is considered to be an electronically 
tunable component thanks to one of its key characteristics which is its ability to 
change its conductivity. A number of graphene-based tunable attenuators have been 
proposed in (Zhang et al., 2019a; Zhang et al., 2019b; Zhang et al., 2018; Zhang et 
al., 2019). Similarly, the tunable substrate integrated waveguide attenuator using 
graphene mentioned in (Zhang et al., 2018), were obtained by depositing two 
graphene sandwich structures inside a Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW). The 
attenuator in reference (Zhang et al., 2019a) consists of a microstrip line and two 
graphene sandwich structures. In fact, these graphene sandwich structures are placed 
on the substrate of the micro strip line, close to the signal strip over the propagation 
direction. Reference (Zhang et al., 2019) has proposed and realized a flexible and 
tunable attenuator construct on graphene-based spoof surface plasmon polaritons 
waveguide. This attenuator is built by making a graphene sandwich structure on a 
SSPP waveguide. All of these structures operate in the bands 7-14, 10-40 and 6-9 
GHz, respectively. However, though it has not been developed a terahertz tunable 
attenuator is a fundamental device for an RF system. To our knowledge, no work 
has been developed a tunable attenuator based on SSPP designs in THz band. In this 
work a novel type of tunable attenuator based on hybrid metal-graphene structure on 
spoof surface plasmon polaritons waveguide is proposed, this type of attenuator is 
developed to operate in terahertz band. The theoretical analysis of the graphene-based 
attenuator demonstrated that the attenuation can be adjusted by adding graphene 
cells over the SSPP waveguide and by varying the graphene chemical potential. In 
order to validate the accuracy and efficiency of our study, the extracted analytic 
results are comprehensively compared with the simulated results with Wave Concept 
Iterative Process (WCIP) method and CST simulator. This paper is organized as 
follows. In section II, the theoretical analysis of the structures and some theoretical 
aspects about the graphene and WCIP method are presented. Subsequently, numerical 
results are introduced in section III to demonstrate the effect of graphene chemical 
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potential variation and the number of cells on attenuation. Eventually, conclusions 
are provided at the end of this paper.

Theory and formulation

Figure 1 illustrates a schematic configuration of the proposed SSPP waveguide, 
which is composed of a metal strip with periodic square cells. The golden area 
represents the metal, the gray area stands for graphene, and the white area describes 
the dielectric substrate. Here, we choose Arlon as the substrate with thickness of 
2.8 µm and relative permittivity of 3.

As shown in Fig. 1, the graphene layer is placed on the SSPP waveguide. The 
parameters of the proposed attenuator are designed as: L = 66, L1 = 26.2, W = 
23.4, Wg = 2.7, h = 2.8, a = 2.7, c = 1, all in micrometers.

An equivalent circuit model is proposed to offer a general understanding and 
facilitate the designs and optimizations with desired performance. The equivalent 
circuit of the attenuator with a graphene sheet at only one cell of the SSPP waveguide 
is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1. Schematic configuration of the proposed attenuator.
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To include the graphene in the equivalent circuit model, we add loading impedance 
to the shunt lines. In the range of frequency below 8 THz, the intraband conductivity 
dominates the overall conductivity and the interband conductivity has no impact 
on the total conductivity within this band (Hlali et al., 2019a). The attenuator is a 
reciprocal (S21=S12) and symmetrical network (S11=S22). Thus, its S21 can be 
obtained by the matrix conversion from the ABCD matrix (Pozar, 2011). Fig. 3 
depicts the equivalent circuit of the attenuator with a graphene sheet at all cells of 
the SSPP waveguide.

The WCIP method has been described in various articles (Hlali et al., 2018; Hlali 
et al., 2019a; Hlali et al., 2019b). Graphene is implemented in the WCIP method as 
boundary condition via the electric field and the current density using the surface 
conductivity. It has been fully explained in these articles (Hlali et al., 2018; Hlali et 
al., 2019a). In the case where a layer of metal is placed below a layer of graphene, the 
scattering matrix of this hybrid form considers the boundary conditions of graphene 
in medium 1 and the boundary conditions of metal in medium 2.

Figure 2. Equivalent circuit of the attenuator with a graphene sheet at only one cell 
of the SSPP waveguide.

Figure 3. Equivalent circuit of the attenuator with a graphene sheet at all cells of 
the SSPP waveguide.
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NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To validate the theoretical analysis presented above, WCIP method and CST 
Microwave Studio are utilized here to perform the simulation. Fig. 4 shows the 
calculated and simulated results of the attenuator at 2 THz with a graphene sheet at 
only one cell of the SSPP waveguide versus different values of chemical potential.

As shown in Fig. 4, there is a good agreement between the calculated results and 
the simulated results obtained by the WCIP method and the CST simulator. We also 
note that the graphene conductivity has an important effect on the attenuation. As 
the chemical potential of graphene µc increases from 0 to 0.5 eV, the insertion loss 
increases from 6.02 to 14.32 dB. We notice that the chemical potential depends on 
the carrier density, which can be controlled by a bias voltage. The variation of the 
attenuation can be explained based on physical interpretation. When the chemical 
potential of graphene µc approaches zero the impedance of graphene is high. Then, 
the current density is almost zero. In this case, the insertion loss of attenuator is 
in its lowest level. As the chemical potential µc increases, the surface impedance 
progressively decreases. As a result, the current density increases. Thus, the insertion 
loss gradually increases.

Figure 4. Insertion loss of the attenuator with a graphene sheet at only one cell of 
the SSPP waveguide versus different values of chemical potential.
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It can be clearly demonstrated that this attenuator can achieve an attenuation 
range from 1.58 to 30.93 dB while the chemical potential of graphene is changing 
from 0 to 0.5 eV. In order to demonstrate the effect of the graphene cells number on 
attenuation, Fig. 6 shows the calculated and simulated insertion loss as a function 
of the number of graphene cells, where the graphene chemical potential is 0.5 eV.

We can note that the insertion loss increases when the number of graphene cells 
increases; thus, the regulation band rises. In addition, the effect of the width of the 
graphene sheet at 2 THz is studied in Figure 7.

The result shows that by increasing the width of graphene sheet Wg the insertion 
loss increases as the width of graphene Wg increases from 0 µm to Wg ‘ a. After this 
value, the insertion loss remains almost unchanged. Table 1 presents the comparison 
results of the performance comparison of the proposed attenuator with a graphene 
sheet at only one cell and at all cells of the spoof surface plasmon polaritons 
waveguide, and without graphene.

According to the results obtained above, it can be obviously seen that the proposed 
attenuator with a graphene sheet at all cells gives a wider tunable attenuation range 
which increases from 6.02-14.32 dB to 1.58-30.93 dB, and a low return loss when 
compared with the attenuator with a graphene sheet at one cell. Further, Fig. 8 shows 
the variation of the reflection and transmission coefficients of the attenuator with a 
graphene sheet at all cells operating from 1 to 4 THz for different chemical potentials.

Figure 5. Insertion loss of the attenuator with a graphene sheet at all cells of the 
SSPP waveguide versus different values of chemical potential.
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Figure 6. Insertion loss of the attenuator versus the number of graphene cells.

Figure 7. Insertion loss of the attenuator with a graphene sheet at all cells of the 
SSPP waveguide versus width of graphene sheet.
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As shown in Fig. 8 (b), the magnitude of transmission coefficient can be tuned 
from 1.58 to 30.9 dB with reflection below 40 dB, when the chemical potential µc 
increases from 0 to 0.5 eV. The return loss characteristics decrease by increasing 
the chemical potential.

CONCLUSION

A novel type of tunable attenuator on spoof surface plasmon polaritons waveguide 
based on hybrid metal-graphene structure for terahertz applications is discussed in 
this paper. We produce this attenuator by depositing a graphene sheet at only one 
cell of the SSPP waveguide or at all cells. Equivalent circuit models for the two 
structures are provided to analyze the performance of this attenuator. Based in these 
models, the influences of the graphene chemical potential, the number of graphene 

Table 1. Performance characteristics of the three configurations.

|S21|rangeStructure |S11| Frequency band

(dB) (dB) (THz)

Without graphene non-tunable <-15 2 – 4

Graphene at one cell 6.02 - 14.32 <-40 2 – 4

Graphene at all cells 1.58 - 30.93 <-50 2 – 4
Figure 8a.
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cells and the width of graphene sheet on the insertion loss of the attenuator are 
analyzed by comparing the calculated result with the simulated results obtained by 
the CST simulator and WCIP method. In accordance with the analysis, the attenuation 
can be adjusted by varying the graphene chemical potential. The attenuator with 
a graphene sheet at all cells exhibits good performance than the other attenuator, 
where it gives a wider tunable attenuation range which increases from 6.02-14.32 
dB to 1.58-30.93 dB and low return loss.
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Conclusion

In this book we have included ten book chapters related to Quantum computing, 
Quantum technology, Quantum Engineering and many more. Objective of each 
chapter is discussed in the Preface section. Self-explanatory chapters are arranged 
here for the reader’s easy understanding. 

As learning is a never-ending process, so we will organize an International 
Conference and one online workshop on Advances in Quantum Computing and 
Engineering to bring together quantum professionals, researchers, educators, 
entrepreneurs, champions and enthusiasts to exchange and share their experiences, 
challenges, research results, innovations, applications, pathways and enthusiasm 
on all aspects of Quantum Computing and Engineering. Its outcome will be the 2nd 
edition of this book.
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Abstract Data Type (ADT): Is a mathematical model for data types. This is 
defined by its behavior (semantics) from the point of view of a user, of the data, 
specifically in terms of possible values, possible operations on data of this type, 
and the behavior of these operations.

Bloch Sphere: In quantum mechanics and computing, the Bloch sphere is a geo-
metrical representation of the pure state space of a two-level quantum mechanical 
system (qubit), named after the physicist Felix Bloch. The Bloch sphere is a unit 
2-sphere, with antipodal points corresponding to a pair of mutually orthogonal 
state vectors. The north and south poles of the Bloch sphere are typically chosen to 
correspond to the standard basis vectors.

Bloch Vector: A Bloch vector is a unit vector (cosφsinθ, sinφsinθ, cosθ) used 
to represent points on a Bloch sphere.

Bounded-Error Quantum Polynomial Time (BQP): In computational com-
plexity theory, bounded-error quantum polynomial time (BQP) is the class of deci-
sion problems solvable by a quantum computer in polynomial time, with an error 
probability of at most 1/3 for all instances.

COVID-19: Coronavirus disease ( COVID -19) is an infectious disease caused 
by the SARS-CoV-2 virus.

Diabetic Retinopathy: It is an eye condition that can cause vision loss and 
blindness in people who have diabetes.

Entanglement: Entanglement is a quantum mechanical effect that correlates 
the behavior of two separate things. When two qubits are entangled, changes to one 
qubit directly impact the other. Quantum algorithms leverage those relationships to 
find solutions to complex problems.
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Evolutionary Algorithm: The evolutionary algorithm (EA) emulates the behavior 
of living organisms by using mechanisms inspired by nature to solve problems. Both 
evolutionary computing and bio-inspired computing incorporate EA. Evolutionary 
algorithms are modeled after Darwin’s concepts.

Healthcare: It is the various services for the prevention or treatment of illness 
and injuries. Nobody wants to pay more for health care.

Hybrid CNN: It utilizes a Deep Neural Network (DNN) to effectively memorize 
global features by one-dimensional (1D) data and utilizes a CNN to generalize local 
features by two-dimensional (2D) data.

Intelligent Systems: An intelligent system is a machine with an embedded, 
Internet-connected computer that has the capacity to gather and analyze data and 
communicate with other systems. Similarly, intelligent systems can also include 
sophisticated AI-based software systems, such as chatbots, expert systems and other 
types of software.

Ion Trap: In ion traps, the qubits are atoms that are missing some electrons and 
therefore have a net positive charge. We can then trap these ions in electromagnetic 
fields, and use lasers to move them around and entangle them. Such ion traps are 
comparable in the size to the qubit chips. They also need to be cooled but not quite 
as much, “only” to temperatures of the few Kelvins.

Machine Learning: Machine learning (ML) is a type of artificial intelligence (AI) 
that allows software applications to become more accurate at predicting outcomes 
without being explicitly programmed to do so. Machine learning algorithms use 
historical data as input to predict new output values. Machine learning is important 
because it gives enterprises a view of trends in customer behavior and business 
operational patterns, as well as supports the development of new products. Many 
of today’s leading companies, such as Facebook, Google, and Uber, make machine 
learning a central part of their operations. Machine learning has become a significant 
competitive differentiator for many companies.

Net Carbon Zero Emissions: It refers to achieving an overall balance between 
greenhouse gas emissions produced and greenhouse gas emissions taken out of the 
atmosphere.
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Nitrogen-Vacancy System: In the nitrogen-vacancy system, the qubits are 
placed in the structures of a carbon crystal where a carbon atom is replaced by a 
nitrogen atom.

Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum: A noisy intermediate-scale quantum 
(NISQ) processor contains 50 to a few hundred qubits, but are neither sufficiently 
advanced nor large enough to profit sustainably from quantum supremacy. This term 
describes the current state of the art in quantum processor fabrication. The term 
‘noisy’ refers to quantum processors that are very sensitive to their environment 
and may lose their quantum state due to quantum decoherence. During the era of 
NISQ, quantum processors are not advanced enough to continuously use quantum 
error correction.

Optimization: An optimization problem is the problem of finding the best 
solution from all feasible solutions. Optimization problems can be divided into 
two categories, depending on whether the variables are continuous or discrete. An 
optimization problem with discrete variables is known as a discrete optimization, 
in which an object such as an integer, permutation or graph must be found from a 
countable set. A problem with continuous variables is known as a continuous op-
timization, in which an optimal value from a continuous function must be found. 
They can include constrained problems and multimodal problems.

Phase Angles: Phase angle refers to a particular point in the time of a cycle 
whose measurement takes place from some arbitrary zero and its expression is 
as an angle. Furthermore, a phase angle happens to be one of the most important 
characteristics of a periodic wave.

Photonic Gate: In photonic quantum computing, the qubits are properties related 
to photons. That may be the presence of the photon itself or the uncertainty in a 
particular state of the photon.

Quantum Algorithm: Runs on a realistic model of quantum computation, the 
most commonly used model being the quantum circuit model of computation.

Quantum Annealing: Quantum annealing is the process of finding the minimum 
energy state of something where instead of focusing on trying to find the minimum 
energy state, a sample from any low energy state is taken and try and character-
ize the shape of the energy landscape. This is useful for applications like machine 
learning where we try to build a probabilistic representation of the world and these 
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samples give us information about what the model looks like now and these models 
can be used over time.

Quantum Bit: It is the primary unit of how information is represented in the 
quantum computing space. It is similar to that of how information is stored in tradi-
tional classical computing, which is a binary bit. In a classical system, a bit would 
have to be in one state or the other. However, quantum mechanics allows the qubit 
to be in a coherent superposition of both states simultaneously, a property that is 
fundamental to quantum mechanics and quantum computing.

Quantum Circuit: In quantum information theory, a quantum circuit is a model 
for quantum computation, similar to classical circuits, in which a computation is a 
sequence of quantum gates, measurements, initializations of qubits to known values, 
and possibly other actions.

Quantum Clustering: Quantum Clustering refers to a class of algorithms that 
use concepts and mathematical tools from quantum mechanics to cluster data. Clus-
ters are defined by higher densities of data points, and QC belongs to the family of 
density-based clustering algorithms.

Quantum Computer: Can be referred to a machine that consists of a many-
particle quantum system for solving complex computational problems. Possibly the 
most important issue in quantum computers fabrication is making a closed box. In 
other words, since quantum systems are very fragile, the probability of de coherence 
and de phasing is very high.

Quantum Computing: A quantum computing system is a computer technology 
based on quantum theory (which explains how energy and matter behave at atomic 
and subatomic levels). Modern computers can only encode information in bits that 
have a value of 1 or 0, which limits their capabilities. Qubits, on the other hand, are 
an essential part of quantum computing. It takes advantage of the unique property 
of subatomic particles, which allows them to exist in more than one state at once 
(i.e., as a 1 and a 0).

Quantum Computing: Quantum computing is an area of computing focused on 
developing computer technology based on the principles of quantum theory (which 
explains the behavior of energy and material on the atomic and subatomic levels). 
Computers used today can only encode information in bits that take the value of 1 
or 0—restricting their ability. Quantum computing, on the other hand, uses quantum 
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bits or qubits. It harnesses the unique ability of subatomic particles that allows them 
to exist in more than one state (i.e., a 1 and a 0 at the same time).

Quantum Computing: Quantum computing is an area of computing focused 
on developing computer technology based on the principles of quantum theory. It 
uses quantum bits or qubits.

Quantum Computing: Harnesses the phenomena of quantum mechanics to 
deliver a huge leap forward in computation to solve certain problems. This is a type 
of computation that harnesses the collective properties of quantum states, such as 
superposition, interference, and entanglement, to perform calculations. The devices 
that perform quantum computations are known as quantum computers.

Quantum Computing: Is an area of computing focused on developing computer 
technology based on the principles of quantum theory. It saddles the exceptional 
capacity of subatomic particles that permits them to exist in more than one state.

Quantum Engineering: Is a revolutionary discipline that seeks theoretical and 
practical applications of Quantum Information Science. It encompasses both funda-
mental physics and the broad engineering skill-set necessary to meet the practical 
challenges of the future.

Quantum Entanglement: Quantum entanglement comes into play when there 
is more than one particle is participating in the computation. When the quantum 
particles are in an entangled state, they are linked in the strongest possible way 
even if they are far apart from each other. once they are entangled, an invisible link 
is generated among them irrespective of how far apart they are. The entanglement 
among these quantum particles gives rise to the enormous number of possibilities 
of states for quantum communication.

Quantum Gates: In quantum computing and specifically the quantum circuit 
model of computation, a quantum logic gate (or simply quantum gate) is a basic 
quantum circuit operating on a small number of qubits. They are the building blocks 
of quantum circuits, like classical logic gates are for conventional digital circuits. 
Unlike many classical logic gates, quantum logic gates are reversible. However, it 
is possible to perform classical computing using only reversible gates. For example, 
the reversible Toffoli gate can implement all Boolean functions, often at the cost of 
having to use ancilla bits. The Toffoli gate has a direct quantum equivalent, showing 
that quantum circuits can perform all operations performed by classical circuits.
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Quantum Logic Gates: A quantum logic gate (or simply quantum gate) is a basic 
quantum circuit operating on a small number of qubits. They are the building blocks 
of quantum circuits, like classical logic gates are for conventional digital circuits.

Quantum Machine Learning: Quantum machine learning is the integration of 
quantum algorithms into machine learning programs. Quantum algorithms can be 
used to analyze quantum states instead of analyzing classical data. Furthermore, 
quantum algorithms can be used to analyze quantum states instead of classical 
data. These routines can be more complex in nature and executed more quickly on 
a quantum computer.

Quantum Mechanics: Fundamental to physics, quantum mechanics describes 
the physical properties of matter on an atomic level and at a subatomic scale. Among 
its many applications are quantum chemistry, quantum field theory, quantum tech-
nology, and quantum information science.

Quantum Neural Network: The quantum neural network is a computational 
neural network that is based on quantum mechanics. Machine learning algorithms 
and quantum neural networks (QNN) combine concepts from quantum comput-
ing and artificial neural networks. In the past decade, the term has been applied 
to describe a variety of ideas, ranging from quantum computers that emulate the 
exact functions of neural nets to general trainable quantum circuits that bear little 
resemblance to the multilayer structure of perceptron.

Quantum Optimization: A quantum optimization algorithm is used to solve a 
problem of optimization. From a set of possible solutions, mathematical optimization 
aims to find the most optimal solution. Most optimization problems are presented as 
minimization problems, where one attempts to minimize an error which is a function 
of the solution: the optimal solution has the smallest error. There are many optimiza-
tion techniques used in fields like mechanics, economics, and engineering, and as 
the complexity and amount of data involved rise, it becomes increasingly important 
to find more efficient solutions to optimization problems. There is a possibility 
that quantum computing may allow problems which are beyond the capabilities of 
classical computers to be resolved, or may suggest a significant speedup over the 
fastest known classical algorithm.

Quantum Programming Languages: Are essential to translate ideas into 
instructions that can be executed by a quantum computer. They are crucial to the 
programming of quantum computers at scale but also they can facilitate the dis-
covery and development of quantum algorithms even before hardware exists that is 
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capable of executing them. These are used for controlling existing physical devices, 
for estimating the execution costs of quantum algorithms on future devices, for 
teaching quantum computing concepts, or for verifying quantum algorithms and 
their implementations.

Quantum States: In quantum physics, a quantum state is a mathematical entity 
that provides a probability distribution for the outcomes of each possible measure-
ment on a system. Knowledge of the quantum state together with the rules for the 
system’s evolution in time exhausts all that can be predicted about the system’s 
behavior. A mixture of quantum states is again a quantum state. Quantum states 
that cannot be written as a mixture of other states are called pure quantum states, 
while all other states are called mixed quantum states. A pure quantum state can 
be represented by a ray in a Hilbert space over the complex numbers, while mixed 
states are represented by density matrices, which are positive semidefinite operators 
that act on Hilbert spaces.

Quantum Technology: Is a class of technology that works by using the principles 
of quantum mechanics (the physics of sub-atomic particles), including quantum 
entanglement and quantum superposition. This is an emerging field of physics and 
engineering, which relies on the principles of quantum physics. Quantum computing, 
quantum sensors, quantum cryptography, quantum simulation, quantum metrology 
and quantum imaging are all examples of quantum technologies, where properties 
of quantum mechanics, especially quantum entanglement, quantum superposition 
and quantum tunneling, are important.

Quanvolutional Neural Network: Quanvolutional layers operate on input data by 
locally transforming the data using a number of random quantum circuits, in a way 
that is similar to the transformations performed by random convolutional filter layers.

Qubit: Qubit or quantum bit is the basic unit of quantum information. The 
quantum version of the classic binary bit physically realized with a two-state device. 
This is a two-state (or two-level) quantum-mechanical system, one of the simplest 
quantum systems displaying the peculiarity of quantum mechanics.

Semiconducting Materials: Is a crystal material whose ability to conduct elec-
tricity rises as its temperature goes up. That is, it sometimes acts as a conductor and 
sometimes as an insulator. Its conducting ability can be much increased by chemical 
treatment. A manufactured chip of silicon, less than half an inch square, may contain 
millions of microscopic transistors, which can serve control and memory functions 
when installed in a computer.
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Semiconducting Qubits: Semiconducting qubits are very similar to supercon-
ducting qubits, but here the qubits are either the spin or charge of a single electron.

Simulation: A simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real-world process 
or system over time. Simulations require the use of models; the model represents 
the key characteristics or behaviors of the selected system or process, whereas the 
simulation represents the evolution of the model over time. Often, computers are 
used to execute the simulation.

State Vector: In the mathematical formulation of quantum mechanics, pure 
quantum states correspond to vectors in a Hilbert space, while each observable 
quantity (such as the energy or momentum of a particle) is associated with a math-
ematical operator. The operator serves as a linear function which acts on the states 
of the system.

Superconducting Gate: Superconducting qubits are the most widely used and 
most advanced type of qubits. They are basically small currents on a chip. The 
two-state qubits can be physically realized either by the distribution of the charge 
or by the flux of the current.

Superconductors: A superconductor is any material that can conduct electricity 
with no resistance. In most cases, materials such as metallic elements or compounds 
offer some resistance at room temperature but offer less resistance at a temperature 
known as its critical temperature. The transport of electrons from one atom to another 
is often done by these certain materials after achieving the critical temperature, thus 
making the material superconductive.

Superfluids: Computer likely uses a fan to get cold enough to work. Quantum 
processors need to be very cold – about a hundredth of a degree above absolute 
zero. To achieve this, we use super-cooled superfluids to create superconductors.

TensorFlow Quantum: TensorFlow Quantum (TFQ) is a Python framework 
for quantum machine learning.

Topological Quantum Computing: In topological quantum computers, informa-
tion will be stored in conserved properties of “quasi-particles,” which are collective 
motions of particles. The great thing about this is that this information would be 
very robust to decoherence.
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